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NOW THE DANCE OF AMERICA:

DANCING-

"THE BOSS" by

Wog

Power enough for 100 squares—
twice the power of our previous
models, yet small and lightweight for
quick, convenient portability.
Exceptional Reliability—
proven in years of square dance use.
A $1,000. Value—
but priced at just $635.!

•
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Why the P-400 Is the Finest Professional Sound System Available
This 17-pound system, housed in a 14"x14"x5" sewn vinyl carrying
is easy to transport and set up, yet will deliver an effortless 120
R.M.S. watts of clear, clean power.
Conservative design which lets the equipment "loaf"results In high
reliability and long life. Yet this small powerhouse has more useful
features than we have ever offered before:
VU meter for convenient visual sound level indication
Two separate power amplifiers
Two separately adjustable microphone channels
Optional remote music control
5-gram stylus pressure for extended record life (Others use up to 10!)
Internal strobe
BUILT-IN music-only monitor power amplifier
Tape input and output
Convenient control panel
Exclusive Clinton Features
Only Clinton has a floating pickup/turntable suspension, so that an
accidental bump as you reach for a control knob will not cause
needle skip.
Only Clinton equipment can be operated on an inverter, on high line
voltage, or under conditions of output overload without damage.
Only Clinton offers a dual speed control— normal and extended
range (0-80 r.p.m.) and automatic speed change from 33 to 45 rpm.
Clinton alone rates power output, supplies a comprehensive service
handbook including SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS for easy emergency
service, and makes available plug-in components for such service.
We Back Up Our Products
If you don't like the P-400 for any reason, return it within 30 days for
a full refund (except shipping). Parts and labor for any factory service
within one year are fully warranted. For as long as you, the original
purchaser, own your Clinton, we will supply loan equipment should
you wish to return it for service.
If price were no object, thR F-400 would still be the best performing
and most reliable system on the market. Yet this new standard of
excellence is priced at a modest $635. THE BOSS Is the best choice
at any price.
Say you saw It in ASD (Credit Burdick)

CLINTON INSTRUMENT COMPANY, PO BOX 505, CLINTON CT 06413
Tel: 203-669-7548
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Transition time is here! The big event
of the past square dance season is over;
the report on the 31st National Convention is in this issue. The new dance
season is 30 days away, and this issue
contains thought- and action-provokers
for the promotion of square dancing as
the season approaches.
Square Dance Week is September
20-26, 1982. Observe it! Celebrate it! Let
your community know that it's a special
time for you and your club. So many
"special" weeks are celebrated—
National Pickle Week, Secretaries Week,
Sausage Week. It's up to us to make
Square Dance Week a special event. The
official date is a tool; dancers must build
with it.
The fact that the square dance is now
the National Folk Dance is also a tool. It
"gives us clout." But the national media
have been quite uninterested in this recent event, as you may have observed
from the lack of publicity for our "happening." It's up to us, as it usually is, to
make use of the knowledge and to make
the rest of the nation aware that it has
a national dance. Square Dance Week is
the ideal time to do this!
"Promotion and perpetuation" of
square dancing is a phrase often used at
square dance conferences. After we promote, how do we perpetuate the activity? One simplified answer is to make the
dance activity as pleasurable as possible, from the first class through many
years of club membership. The ways to
do this would fill editorial columns for a
year or more, but undoubtedly are summed up in one sentence— The Golden
Ruie. "Do unto others as you would have

Cn-cmTORIflL

them do unto you." Be welcoming and
kind and helpful and caring. If we may
coin a phrase: Follow your neighbor and

spread...joy!
Those dancers who care about square

dancers as well as square dancing have
the future of our activity in their hands.
Other aspects of the future may also
rest, in part, with square dancers. People
need recreation and sociability; the opportunity to forget problems and lose
oneself in physical motion is a great
necessity. Square dancing provides this
benefit to physical and mental health,
not to mention the esthetics and
heritage of the dance at all.
We think square dancing is a perfect
answer to the need for friendship,
sociability, wholesomeness, a feeling
for our heritage, an inner sense of worth,
physical exercise, movement to music
and just plain fun. Let's tell the world
about it during Square Dance Week '82!

"Whispering Pines Records"
A
ll
rW;F
...42
NEW RELEASES
WP-01 WHO'S CHEATIN' WHO
by Gary O'Connor
WP-02 BLACK MOUNTAIN RAG
(Flip Plus II Hoedown) by Gary O'Connor

WP-03 I CAN LOVE YOU BETTER
by Gary O'Connor
WP-06 I GOT A RIGHT TO BE WRONG
by Gary O'Connor
WP-07 IT'S WHO YOU LOVE
by Gary O'Connor

Produced by Whispering Pines Rec., Box 434. Estes Park CO 80517
Dist. by Corsair-Continental Corp., Box 644, Pomona CA 91769
Twelgrenn Enterprises. Box 216. Bath OH 44210
•
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The "Observe and Celebrate" article by Harvey and Gerry Hanggi of Minnesota
started it all. The Hanggis are the LEGACY chairmen coordinating the promotion of
Square Dance Week, 1982. Then the "50 Ways" proposed by Stan in a Callerlab
discussion seemed to fit right into the theme of "promotion." Another promotion
idea. written in "State Line," follows right along.
Harold Bausch talks about tips for teaching dancers; Al Riendeau's discourse on
"angels" is apropos for both round and square dancers. Then we approach the question of club leadership as Bob McNutt tells us how to make responsibility more appealing. Harold is a regular feature writer for ASD. Bob's concern has long been with
dancer leadership; he is one of the originators of the Washington State Leadership
Seminar.
One of the highlights of the Detroit Convention for your editors was meeting Bev
Warner, our often-featured writer, and her husband-caller, Chuck. We're happy that
Bev will continue writing now that her stint on convention publicity is over. This
month's "Hemline" and "Feedback" are hers.
May you all find in these pages at least one good idea for bringing one good couple into our good hobby, so you may show these new dancers the wonderful world of
square dancing!
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NEED RECORDS
IN A HURRY?
Call Toll Free: 1-800-237-2442 or -2443

ANHURST's TAPE AND RECORD SERVICE
3508 PALM BEACH BLVD.
FORT MYERS, FLORIDA 33905

Office Phone:
(813) 332-4200

4
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The very finest 'audio catalog" of the newest sounds and dances. to keep you current. The
"original" subscription tape service used by discriminating callers the world over. We are in our
10th year of service to leaders worldwide and we welcome your inquiries.
• Fast Service on In-Stock Records
• 3-Year S&R/D Calendars Available. 1982. 1983. 1984
• 81/2 "x11", 3-ring Yearly Refills Available through 1985

V

•
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FOR RECORD ORDERS OR INFORMATION, CALL OUR TOLL-FREE NUMBER

IT DOESN'T COST TO HAVE THE VERY BEST— IT PAYS!
THE "ORIGINAL" SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE
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6tout Zip
We would like to place our name in
your book as a point of contact.
We have been dancing 19 years. We
have been President of our area district
and have also worked on the Oklahoma
Federation Board for about 13 years.
We do a lot of traveling to other areas
to hear different callers.
If we can give a tip on dancing in this
area we would like to help.
Dale & Ruby Boatwright
Lawton Oklahoma 73501
I appreciate your frank critique of
square dance records. It has proven very
valuable to me in chosing records that I
do not have the opportunity to listen to
before purchasing.
However, I am surprised that your
dancers did not complain about Wade
Driver's "Luxury Liner" with its 63 beat
instrumental. Every time the dancers
begin a new figure or break they must
skip their feet to get back on beat.
As a caller I teach my dancers to walk
to the beat of the music, and this kind of
recording is confusing to them and to
me.

PO BOX 216,

Keep up the good work and please
thank the dancers who work with you.
Gerald V. Hurst
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301
Thank you for the notice of renewal re
your magazine. It's really great and is
usually read from beginning to end. I
have accidently been a little slow getting
the remittance away. I hope it does not
cause a miss out on any copies of the
publication.
G. McDonald
Cairns, Queensland, Australia
What a June issue- I can't thank you
enough for the kind words, using the
photo on the cover and for printing my
material...The whole state of Michigan
Bev Warner
thanks you.
Saginaw, Michigan
...I enjoyed "Rave" in June issue, just
as much as I enjoyed it the first time I
read it in a recent issue of New Mexico
News and Notes. Hope you give credit to
original publication if you are aware of
when it was first published.
Sorry the Bob Fisk weekend in
Nutriosa, Az., July 11-13, had to be
cancelled. It was too late to notify the
magazine. Hope no one was inconvenienced.
Keep up the good work, but please
don't make the print in "Date-line" any
smaller. However, if it is necessary to
print it that small to include all the happenings, guess I'll just have to get a
Betty Cressler
magnifying class.
Phoenix, Arizona
ED. NOTE: You're right— the small print
is due to the large number of events and
the limited space in which to print them.
This month's list is especially long, with
many Labor Day Weekend events.

GRENN

GR17011 SLEEPY TIME GAL
Classic two-step by Lloyd & Maizie Poole
A Side: Music only 2x32; B side; vocal cues
by Lou Lucius (Re1. 14206 Sleepy Time Gal)
GR107012 SHORTCAKE
Classic Two-step by Dot 'n Date Foster
A Side: Music only; B Side: vocal cues by
Andy Handy (Ref. 14012 Shortcake)

BATH OH 44210

GR17015 BY THE PHONE
Waltz by Carl & Vera Poppe
A Side: Music only; B Side: vocal cues by
Carl Poppe (Ref. 14156 Every Evening)
GR14266 BEAUTIFUL ROSE
Waltz by Doc & Peg Tirrell
New Dance to 14266 Rose Waltz
GR15035 ROUND DANCE TEACHING SERIES
Ex. 41, Pivot; Ex. 42, Basketball Turn
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ime plays funny tricks on people.
Here it is early June and for magazine
purposes we must think August. Summer is almost over as you read these
limp lines, but just starting as they're being written. What happened to spring?
Funny. Phenomenal. Sobering. March,
April and May are gone. Someone please
help me find 'em....
I've been moving in the fast lane all
spring and haven't stopped to smell a
rose or even a dandy daffidillion (You're
mixing your meta-flowers again, Stan.—
Co-ed.) along the way, I'm sorry to say.
Seasons move faster when you're past
forty. I'm in that category. (And then
some!— Co-ed.)
Our June convention issue went to
press. Then our July distaff issue. And
now our August class kickoff issue is
here. How about that? Well, I'd better
not dillydally with this dipsy diary too
long, or suddenly September will be lifting my latch and tugging my shirt-tail
before I can gulp my Geritol, spoon my
prunes, and bid farewell to August.
Columbus, Ohio— After the central
states swing of last month (Kansas,
North Dakota, Minnesota, etc.) I did a
couple of quickies near home by car. The
Chuck Wheelers (named after caller
Chuck Marlow) had set up a dingdong
doggone Gahanna spring thing for a few
of us, who also shuttled back and forth
to Dayton's Buckeye Convention, on tap
the same weekend. That was the Saturday I learned that when "Smoke Gets in
your Eyes" you can't outrun old "Running Bear." (Sounds like an inside
joke.— Co-ed.)
Monroe, Michigan— A short run in the
other direction, up Detroit way, I called a
small one with Ron Shaw for the
Stateline Steppers of Monroe at MCC
College. The crowd just failed to show
that night. Can't win 'em all. I had a tasty
restaurant meal en route, however.
(Could we say ole Stan got his goose
cooked by the Michiganders?— Co-ed.)
American Sguaredance, August 1982

Elko, Nevada— It was another of
those days! (Remember Westcliffe, Colorado last month?) 5:30 a.m., jump from
a comfy bed at home and eat a fast
breakfast.... 6, drive to Toledo airport to
catch the Denver-bound silver bird....
7:30, fly via Denver to Salt Lake City....
Noon, rent some wheels to drive a long
westerly leg to Elko.... 6:30, arrive at the
home of caller/hosts Phil and Betty
Aranguena.... 7:30, do the dance.... 11,
after party in a local restaurant....12 p.m.
(3:00 a.m. Ohio time), hit the sack like a
sack o' cement!
Small but swell Sagebrush Spinners
crowd. Phil and Betty are doing an A-1
job in that small area midpoint between
Salt Lake City and Reno. (A-1 means
level-best, not dance level here.) Decorations were by Jackie, Chris, and Betty;
ticket sales by Evalyn.
There is no elk in Elko, folks; but
there's gold in them thar hills, and lots
of casinos to help you lose any you find.
Gas is high, but a phone call is still a
nickel. Coffee is a dime if you buy it at a
gas station or a casino.
On the five-hour run the next day,
across the albino flats, returning to Salt
Lake City, at times I felt like a Shaker in
the Pour House dreaming of a White
Cloud home. In fact, it reminded me of
Elvis. (Elvis?— co-ed.) Yes, you know—
"iodized by the millions." (I wish I hadn't
asked.— Co-ed.)
Rapid City, South Dakota— The next
three days were record-breakers for the
old shuttle-bum. After the drive from
Elko to SLC, I flew from SLC to Denver
and rented another choice chariot to
drive 440 miles northward to Black Hills
country. After calling rapidly in Rapid, I
hightailed it eastward another 665 miles
to little West Union, Iowa. Then I took
the big leap— 768 miles westward to little Dalton, Nebraska in one day, ready to
call that night. But I'm getting ahead of
the story. Let's get back to Rapid and
spell out the specifics of this strategic
tale....
7
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I literally rushed past Rushmore this
trip (See ASD, June '81 p. 7), but I could
rush-no-more when I got a monumental
glimpse of Crazy Horse, which at this
point is more of a bluff than a rockbottom reality. (Pretty Swift stuff, Stan.
—Co-ed.)
The Sunday pre-PM Curly Q ASD
MS/QS E-vent was T-terrific with 16
's
there. Thanks a-plenty to Dennis (Q'er),
Andersons (R-Rangers), Goldsmiths
(prexy/hosts), Bill (The Show must go
on....), Bruce (pro Jet-Setter), Emily Z.
(ace intro-deucer), and Diana F. (door doer), plus the other chiefs 'n chefs 'n
chauffeurs who made my day delightful.
After that long trip eastward across
South Dakota and most of Iowa, just
before I got to West Union, I pulled up to
an interesting sight, the "Little Brown
Church in the Vale," in Nashua, Iowa.
After such a long jaunt it was refreshing
to walk into the ageless edifice, cool,
quiet, alone, and think back to fond
childhood images and remnant-iscences
of half a hundred years ago. (Gosh, you
are old!— Co-ed.) I must say you can
find some of the nicest people at church
and at square dances. Interestingly,
most turn out to be the same people at
both of those laudable institutions.
Goodly ghosts were abundant in that
sanctuary. As I sat in the back pew just
for old time's sake, I seemed to hear a
faint whisper: "Stanley, you'll have to
stop drawing those funny pictures in
church or you'll have to sit up front with
me." Sweet nostalgia! (Who's she?—
Co-ed.)
•
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When I drove on to West Union, Iowa.
it was 7 p.m. and both motels were full,
but the Maples, 8 miles south. had one
lonely room in the one motel in the onehorse town of Fayette. Never had a
shower and a brief rest felt better. There
was a fair fairgrounds crowd for the
Swinging Squares affair that night. Bob
cued-to-cure-ya' blues! Applemans coredinated my visit and seed to my
Delicious comfort. (That's a Bald-winner
from baldy.- Co-ed.)
Dalton, Nebraska— I hereby promise
not to drive 768 miles in one day and call
a dance that night again (until the next
time.— Co-ed.) because it ain't healthy
for man nor beast, but fortunately caller
Mal Minshall and Shirley ("Sam" to her
friends) got things started before I dragged in at about 8:15 p.m. After a
rootin'-tootin' Dalton ASDance in the old
Legion hall, we shot back south 15 miles
(total miles driven now for the day: 798)
to Mal and Shirley's home in Sidney
where I collapsed for a good night's
sleep.
Grand Island, Nebraska— Today's
skipping schedule included another 550
mile round-trip drive from Sidney to
Grand Isle to Sidney, but fortunately Mal
accompanied me and took the wheel for
a good chunk of the trip. Callerlcuerl
hosts Dick and Virginia Busboom had
set up an ASDance in their beautiful new
Circle-B square dance hall (more on that
later). Some of the expected crowd were
out planting corn that night, but those
who came got a corn p/ant-ation ration
right there in the Busboom station.
Spokane, Washington— It was a bare
flutter-wheel off to Denver, a scant 150
miles west from Sidney, after the long
drives of previous days. I think the car
rental people were a little surprised at
the total miles driven, about 2600 in
about four days, but luckily for me it was
a "no-mileage" car. Off I flew to
Spokane, where I was to do a new
dancers' do at the spacious Western
Dance Center, one of my favorite big hall
ballrooms, just for square dancers. (At
their famous Salmon Bake Bash each
year even the salmon rejoice to the tuna
"Rosalie's Boat." Sorry, Charlie!) (I'm
sorry, too.— Co-ed.)
Colbert, Washington— Two nights in
the same general location were
especially refreshing, and it was pure
pleasure to stay for the duration with
Jim and Donna West, my callerlcuer
American Squaredance. August 1982

hosts in their huge WEST-NORTH hall
north of Spokane. (Clever name, eh?) The
second night had been labeled "plus,"
and the whole atmosphere was fun plus
smooth plus friendly plus plush! The
Wests are well-respected leaders in
Washington (ASD, April '81, p.12) and are
among those who brighten the corners
of our square dance land, coast to coast,
giving this old rec form of ours a peopleoriented flavor second to none!
(Amen.— Co-ed.)
At last, it was time to terminate the
western tour, after about ten tendontenderizing days on the road route, so I
flew home to prepare for a southern
swing.
Tifton, Georgia— It was treatmendous to get back to Tifton again for
the annual roundup of the Stallion ' 's,
and call another ASDance at the ABAC
gym on a sizzlin' barbecue day. A
dashin' Delta dart had landed me in
Atlanta after which I Dodged south to
Tifton. Caller/hosts Ed and Wilma
Hawkins set up the deal this year and
laid out the welcome mat, since the
Reuters are motor-roto-route-ing on a
global basis, enjoying retirement.
Fayetteville, North Carolina— The
road got a little long today (8 hours) from

Tifton up through GA and SC ana into
the Fayetteville (Say "Fate-v'I" fast to
sound like the natives.) where I called
one for the "5th" Association (Fifth Friday, Hepsibah, that's all!) which included a number of area clubs. They dance
with spunk and spirit there. Red hot
spinning tops. Callers Reggie, Ed, and
Vance dropped in. Nora cued off the
cuff. Charles Luther was my contact.
Carolyn McNight covered the door. Tom
and Cassie Barnes gave me a pizza the
action later. Nice to hit that of motel bed
in Lumberton after the "after" with a
"whomp"! (That's the way you hit it at
home too!— Co-ed.)
Columbia, South Carolina— Clinic
time in the capital city for square dance
leaders, state-wide, and a good crowd
American Squaredance, August 1982

showed, in spite of Memorial weekend
personal involvements and vicissitudes
by busy people. Half a hundred Carolinians hashed over common club problems, relevant relationships, and a
variety of vagaries in that beautiful Hugh
Dimmery hall. (I remember Hugh, an
outstanding caller, loved by all.) A real
treat to meet the "brass" of the club
scene in South Carolina. Years ago I did
a similar clinic for the callers of the
state. Good people. Good programs. To
work and play thataway would do ya'll
proud!
Lancaster, South Carolina— Both
nights in SC were spent in luxury
(Where's Luxury?— Co-ed.) at the
beautiful Carriage Inn, arranged by
superi-organizer Barbara Harrelson. Dinner and an update date was spent with
Barbara and Laverne. A side trip took me
to nearby Rock Hill, where caller Ralph
Thrift arranged an interview at WNSC-TV

that will become part of the video tape
series on square dancing soon to
blanket the country (We need it!) on
education TV channels, and beyond, we
hope. Bouquets for this effort belong not
only to Ralph, but also to Larry and Donna Hall, who have spent untold hours
putting the series together. (See ASD,
Nov. '81 p. 19) Watch for more details
coming soon. The dance in Lancaster at
that famous Triple R Ranch by the Red
Rose Ramblers was a Rooster Booster
event, and although small, was cheerfully chanticleer, well worth crowing about.
(You can bandy the bland banter broadly, but you'd better never ban the better
bantam banner bandstand stands,
Stan!— Co-ed.)
Golly, Molly! Time to wind up this
pistol-packin' epistle till next month. (It's
about time, too.— Co-ed.) That concludes the travel report through the end
of May. Next month (Hold your breath!)
I'll pen a Pennsylvania festival in early
June, mention Memphis, bark about
Arkansas, chortle about Charlotte, not
miss Mississippi, and not knock Knoxville, develop a dialogue about Detroit
(National Convention), yack about both
York and New York, lie about Lyons, try
to sell Salida, look at a lulu of a Lolo
laugh or two, and throw an Ohio show
your way. That's all, folks....
9
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CHAPARRAL RECORDS
1425 Oaklull Drive
Plano TX 75075
214-473-7389

MUSIC PRODUCED BY
JOHNNY GIMBLE

2

Chaparral
RECORDS

r.

nen Bowe,

Jerry Haag

Gary Shoemaee

2
NEW CHAPARRAL RELEASES
C-408 LOVE TAKES TWO by Beryl Main
C-312 THAT SONG IS DRIVING ME CRAZY
by Gary Shoemake
C-108 MOUNTAIN DEW, Hoedown by Beryl Main
C-510 SO IN LOVE WITH YOU by Ken Bower

RECENT RELEASES
C-207 SOMEWHERE OVER THE RAINBOW by Jerry Haag
C-310 FOR WHAT I'VE BEEN THINKING ABOUT YOU
by Gary Shoemake
C-311 LOUISIANA SATURDAY NIGHT by Gary Shoemake

NEW CHAPARRAL RELEASES: LP, 8 Track & Cassette
CAL-7003 DIRECT FROM LIGHTED LANTERN by Beryl Main
CAL-7004 COOKED UP TEXAS STYLE by Gary Shoemake
CAL-7005 CHAPARRAL PRESENTS A SOLID 10
by Jerry Haag

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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OBSERVE &
CELEBRATE
by Harvey & Gerry Hanggi
Roseville, Minnesota

Do your part in Square Dance Week.
It's an American heritage! Let's observe
and celebrate the dates!
Here are some suggestions which
have been used successfully by dancers
in many areas, and have been compiled
to help you begin your plans for this
celebration. Although the dates are
shared universally with the United
States, Canada, Australia and others, all
methods of celebration are left to the
dancers in their own local areas.
Exhibitions, with local class information available, are the most "attention
getters." Shopping malls, parking lots,
local community events such as Pioneer
or Heritage Days, County or State Fairs,
Service organization events, or
school/parent groups are great places to
start.
Advertising in local papers, recreation
programs, church bulletins, community
shoppers, and radio and TV service announcements have proven very successful in many areas.
Dressing store windows, mannequins
in square dance outfits, and/or adding
posters during "back to school" promotional sales is effective for others.
Flyers or handout sheets containing
free dance coupons and/or a contact
name and phone number posted at local
libraries, supermarket bulletin boards,
doctor/dentist office waiting-rooms,
hairdressing salons, and gas stations
are "pick-up" materials which often pay
off. The flyer pictured was designed by
the LEGACY committee for use in promotion.
Whether your classes will begin
before these dates, after the dates, or
not at all this year, observe and
celebrate! We would appreciate hearing
about your activities and the success
which you have with these or other
ideas.
American Squaredance, August 1982

Now's the time
O...
Square
Dance
Week
Let's Al. Celebrate Our Heritage'

September 20 - 26
1982

i.EGACY

50 Ways To Find
New Dancers
by Stan Burdick
Prepared for Callerlab '82

444
Believe it or not, there are 50 ways to
promote your class next fall. Actually,
there are a hundred or more. The number
is limited only by your imagination, and
hampered only by the amount of time
and effort you put into the execution of
these ideas.
Let's start with a few general concepts about our methodology. After all,
promoting a square dance class follows
a whole set of rules that promoters, admen and p.r. persons have adhered to for
many years.
In the book, Show and Sell Square
Dancing, available from this magazine,
an adman named Marion Burton has this
to say:
"Half the advertising in this country is
ineffective and useless. Another fourth
is only barely adequate. Only 25% is productive."
He further advises us, when we adver11

tise anything, whether square dancing
or apples, to follow these guidelines:
"Your ad must be absolutely honest. It
must be informative. It must be tasteful
and interesting."
Good admen and good merchandisers
have given us the concept of "target promotion." This means you should zero in
on the type of person you want to reach.
First, analyze your market, then develop
your package, then choose your best
media (plural).
For instance, the Women's Page of
the daily paper is an ideal spot for an attractive photo and feature story on
square dancing. Morning coffee time
(about 9-10:30 a.m) is a good time for a
promotion blurb on the radio. Why? If it
is true that most wives are more apt to
convince their husbands to sign up for
class, let's go after the wives. If the
average age of square dancers is the
40's and 50's, go after that age group.
Are ethnic groups a factor? Which ones?
Go after them. Non-drinking groups?
Church-oriented groups? Tailor your ad
campaign to appeal to the best potential
market.
You must study all the media options
available to you and narrow down the
list. Then you must become intimately
acquainted withth the processes and
particular requirements of the various
media. For instance, can you write an
appealing radio message? A different
format is required for radio than for
newspaper. Are you acquainted with the
revolution that has happened within the
print media, now that we have computerized word processors coupled with
offset printing, instead of the oldfashioned linotype machines, lead type
and letterpress printing. Find out more
about it. And don't forget to order Clip
Art 1 and 2 from this magazine to dress
up your flyers.
The old rule of the Five W's is still extrememly important in writing any news
story. What, who, when, where, why.
Sometimes we add an H to that— How.
The rule in business of "Not necessarily what you know but who you know"
is important in the publicist's game also.
One of the most successful classes I
know about was kicked off with couples
representing the key businesses and
professions in that town— a banker,
lawyer, doctor, minister, several insurance people, real estate people and
company executives. Square dancing
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sometimes needs a little status as the
"thing to do." I know about a company
president a few years ago in Iowa who
saw to it that at least three sets of
employees turned out for class that first
night. Can't you hear the boss saying to
his associates. "Gang, it's your own
time, but I'd be awfully pleased if you
and your husbands, wives or girl friends
came out to that square dance class
with me next week?"
Above all. start early (now) and involve
the 3 C's to get the ball rolling. Get a
Chairman. a Committee and a Campaign. Don't leave anything to chance.
Have several meetings (the caller and
the committee) to explore all options. Do
some real brainstorming. Don't let anyone say, "We tried that last year— it
won't work." Establish priorities along
with a time schedule.
Now let's move into a "laundry list" of
the 50 ways. Some will work for you.
Some won't. But all have worked somewhere for someone, and might work for
you.
1. Demonstrations/planned performances/shows/street dances wherever people gather.
2. Phone campaign
(follow-up calls)
3.

Letter campaign
(invitations)

4.

Fancy free ticket
handout.

5. Interpretive piece developed as a
handout (available from this magazine).
6. Placemats in local restaurants
available from Jim White, Promenaders,
Inc., Winder GA 30680 (proceeds benefit
LEGACY) or develop your own.
7. Flyers that double as posters.
8. Peronal contact with doctors and
dentists (brochures in waiting rooms).
9. Folders left in Holiday Inn literature
racks (and other places which allow this).
10. Flyers at super market checkout
counters, or in every shopping bag.
11. Brochures at Welcome Center
racks (state lines)
12. Poster contest in area schools.
13. Billboards in the area.
14. S/D info signs, edge of town.
15. Airport posters, full size, colorful.
16. Banner across main street.
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17. Front yard sign at home. "Learn to
Square Dance - Inquire within."
18. Supermarket bulletin boards.
19. Chamber of Commerce information. Get on the club directory or in the
monthly bulletin.
20. Personal letters to all club presidents (from C of C club directory).
21. Welcome Wagon/Newcomers distribute info to new residents.
22. Mayor's proclamation of S/D Week.
23. Window displays for S/D Week.
24. Newspapers- dailies, weeklies,
"shoppers," news and paid ads.
25. Radio- free spots, paid ads, weekly forum series, talk show call-ins.
26. Want ads work for Bachelors 'N
Bachelorettes clubs.
27. Church bulletin boards, programs
and newsletters.
28. Area magazines, national magazines for dancers.
29. Television- cable offers golden
opportunity for series.
30. Personal gimmick opportunities:
wearing gambler tie to work, S/D pins,
emblems, aerial flags, bumper stickers,
jackets, "you have been patronized"
cards.

31. More visibility for club dances:
spectators, "glad you came to watch
flyers" (sample available as IN-form Y-3
from ASD).
32. Sponsor benefit dances.
33. Service club programs.
34. Create a float for an area parade.
35. Yellow Page phone contacthooked up with answering machine.
36. 800 number for wider exposure.
37. One night stands: church couples
clubs, campground programs.
38. The library: posters, magazines on
racks, donate teaching records.
39. "Recycle" class for dropouts.
40. Keep class open first three nights.
41. Joint sponsorship of class: YM/YW/
community adult education/ community
college, church, radio station.
42. Larger companies provide great
dividends: company papers, signs in
shop areas, sponsorship of class, providing hall & finances.
43. Electronic bank sign.
44. Movable trailer sign.
45. Piggy-back bulk mailing opportunities: companies, utilities, car
dealers, merchants, colleges.
46. Postal meter plates/logos on personal checks/address label logos.
47. Video cassettes- See ASD, Nov.
1981, p. 19.
48. Local movies, drive-ins, cinema
slide blurbs.
49. Computer telephone canvass.
50. Nationally-known western star
publicly endorses square dancing.

Newest

Creative Square Dancer Catalog "G"
1

Especially for the lady who Square Dances and Sews
The newest square dance patterns Irom Charelle • Authentic • C d C Originals
• and our own Docie Doe Interchangeable Pattern Pieces •

2. Notions to ease and speed your sewing chores- Basting glue• Elastic pullthrough • Fusible interfacings • Mark o' Magic (a marking pencil whose
marks disappear in 48 hours) • and more
3 Apparel including ladies' shoes. petticoats pettipants. skirts . blouses, bens.
mans shirts ties towels jewelry Novelties

508 plu; 258 post.
SHIRLEY'S SOUARE DANCE SHOPPE
BOX 423, Hughsonville NY 12537
'Dealer inquiries welcome
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(CALLER LINE-UP
Perry Bergh
RI. 1 (606-7582427)
Florence SD 57235
Any Time, Anywhere!
Mike Callahan
147 North Ave.
Hilton NY 14468
Weekends 8 Festivals
Mainstream thru

Thor Sigurdson
Box 87
Emerson, Manitoba ROA OLO
Weekends, Festivals

Paul B Fox (216 762 5597i
501 Gridley Ave
Akron OH 44306
Dance to the calls of the
"Silver Fox," Booking 82-83.84

Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken KS 67556
All New Spiral-Bound Calendars83.50 each, 1982.8344

Ed Fraidenburg
1916 Poseyville Rd.. Rt. 10
Midland Ml 48640
Now Traveling Full Time

Bob Daye
3390 Torrington St
Hilliard OH 43026
Traveling Weekends & Holidays

Jim Hams
RFD 5 Box 182
Norwich CT 06360
Square 'em up with the
Clinton Man!

Gordon Fineout
2512 Delta River Drive
Lansing Ml 48906
(517-321-08201
For the Fun of It!

Dave Hash" Hass
PO Box 37
East Hampton CT 06424
Now booking 1982-83

Bill Benhoff
27080 Cook Road
Olmsted Falls OH
216-235-1519
Traveling Weekends

a
Mal Minshall
1316 Quince
Sidney NE 6912
Phone 308-254-480913523
Swing Along With Mel
Ralph Kornegay 1919.392-17891
5042 Shelley Road
Wilmington NC 28405
The "Dr. of Squares"
Weekends & Holidays

Ramon Marsch
10222 Bundyburg NW
Middlefield OH 44062
Marsch•Mellow-Smooth
Dave Slulhard
1227 Frisbee Drive
Columbus OH 43224
61 4 26 7 4 796
Weekends & Holidays

Mike Callahan
147 North Ave
Hilton NY 14468
Weekends & Festivals
Mainstream thru A-2

Chuck Marlow
3795 Pamela Drive
Gahanna OH 43230
Weekends & Holidays
614-855.9937

Jim Davis, River View Mob. Est.
Sp. 257, 3611 "I" St NE
Auburn WA 98002
206-852-5733
Now Calling Full Time'

Walt Cole (801-392-9078i
944 Chatelain Rd.
Ogden UT 84403
Contra Caller Clinics
Calling Full Time

Don Malcom. The Missouri Maverick"
RR2, Sheldon MO 64784
417-667.9656. Available Year Round
FestivalsrWeekends/Caller Clinic

Vern Weese
7575 Bissonnet Apt. 24 7
Houston TX 77074 (713-995-6414)
Now traveling lull time
Become a VW Bug

Jim Harris
RFD 5 Box 182
Norwich CT 06360
Square 'em up with the
Clinton Man!

<1
CC. RIDER APPROVED

OUNTRY0
_o
RECORD & TAPE SERVICE
5104 N. CLAREMONT • CHICAGO, ILL. • 60625 (312) 878-5898
C

THE MOST COMPLETE AND INFORMATIVE.
RECORD AND TAPE SERVICE GOING'
NEw NIL 99999 CATALOCI-CUE SHEET imo•

„All

i

ANY•TIMF

TV 4
JACK ,,,,i PAT BERG i' "

FuTO-RSCONOs N.... CUSTOM SERVICES I.,•

,f.6

r WRITE FOR "FREE" SERVICES CATALOG
Turf SEINFICE
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C AAAAA 'CUSS CLASSIFIED

C.C'a NOT ENT!

ART DESIGN

AMA

WITH
OSTA CRUISES

JOE CAROL
PRYSTUPA
0 C T. 30 -N 0 V. 6 7-day cruise.

m/s World Renaissance
7-Day Carribbean Cruise from San Juan

Greek Registry continental crew and service. Fully air-conditioned Stabilizers

FREE AIR
MOST U.S. CITIES

ONE GREAT
PRICE

935.00

PORTS OF CALL
San Juan
St. Maarten
Martinique
Barbados
St. Lucia
Antigua
St. Thomas
San Juan

PER PERSON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
PRICE INCLUDES
• CRUISE
• ROUND TRIP TRANSFERS
FROM AIRPORT TO SHIP
• FREE AIR FROM MOST CITIES

ARRIVE
1:00 PM
10:00 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 AM
8:00 AM
7:00 AM

DEPART
Sal. Midnight
6:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
5.00 PM
6:00 PM
Midnight
Sat.

PORT TAXES $26 PER PERSON
ADDITIONAL
DEPOSIT 5200-00 PER COUPLE
RESERVATION FORM

NAME. HIS

HER

ADDRESS
NO OF CABINS

LAST
CITY

PHONE

STATE

_ .

ZIP

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:

CAROL'S WORLD TRAVEL
434 Ridge Road, Port Richey, FL 33568

RAvE\-

Group: (813) 847-2307
Tour: (813) 847-2324

4th Bermuda Square & Round Dance
Convention and World Festival
Featuring

Jim Purcell

Don Hanhurst

Chuck Stinchcomb

Massachusetts

Florida
and

Maryland

Round Dance Leaders
Charlie & Bettye Procter
Texas

Plus - Bob and Norma Silva,

In Co operation with' Bermuda Department of Tourism

Caller & Cuer, Massachusetts

Hosted by. Mid Ocean Promenaders Square Dance Club of Bermuda

SPECIAL CONVENTION HOTEL RATES:
PER PERSON. PER DAY.
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

HIGHLIGHTS
*

HOST HOTELS:
Elbow Beach Hotel — $56.00 MAP
Full [keel,.Iasi Droner & Room
Bermudian* Hotel $57.00 MAP
Full Breakfast, Dinner & Room
PImo Note The Convention Hotel Rates DO NOT include 5%
GOVERNMENT HOTEL OCCUPANCY TAX on MAP Doi
Rae OR 35 50 ped wad*. per day lug DAILY SERVICE
CHARGES en Lou al encIndluel apron ol ba rna,. chant... mods
daring mon, ,tell lor breakfast and donna. and pookean

r- EXTRA

-EXTRA 1
FREE DRAWING!!

Versatile, Skilled Professional Square Dance
Callers and Ruund Dance Cuers on Staff the
Mole Week!

* Callers and Cuers Attending will be
Programmed to Call and Cue!
*

Special Convention Hotel Rates at Host
Hotels!

*

NON•DANCERS are also eligible foi
Special Hotel Rates. as soon as Registered'

* Low-Cost Housekeeping Accommodations
also available - Ask for Flyer'

All REGISTERED Participants!!!

SINGLES ARE WELCOME!

Dressing for a •FREE room & meals
for two!!! (Drawing to be held In Bermuda')

Ask for Flyer for Hotels with Special Ran,
SINGLES Special
"GET-ACQUAINTED" Party'

At Elbow Beach Hotel-or-Bermudians
for the length of your stay during the
You must be registered-and have •
CONFIRMATION NUMBER BEFORE
DECEMBER let to be eligible!!
'Hoed To and Duly Soon. Chows me enedded
L

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE
PROGRAM
Square Dancing - Vaned Levels - According
to Calkolab Lots -- MAINSTREAM THRU ADVANCED
Round Dancing - BASICS THRU ADVANCED

THE DANCE PROGRAM aerie
WORKSHOPS - (Squares and Rounds)
Every Morning • -Casual Attire. d desired.
DANCING -Varied Levels - Every Evening'
Square Dance Adore'
•Saturday hat Been Chown as a FREE DAY- No Denney
*Scheduled' ALL AFTERNOONS ARE FREE'

mi
* Square Dance and Participate in
St George's Historical Ceremony
on Wednesday'
* Earn Special Dangles'
* Fashion and "Style Sharing" Show!
* Cocktail Party at Your Host Hotel'
* Hotel Rum Swizzle Parties!
*

"Left Over" Party on Last Evening!

*

Exhibrbons by Dancer Groups are Wekome!

*

Briefing Session & Tour Assistance by
Bermuda Tour Specialist'

*

Bermuda Tour Attractions'

*

Bermuda Shopping Opportunities -January
is 'Sales Time" in Bermuda'

Any of the following travel agents can help you with your travel plans:
CALIFORNIA, La Habra, Let's Go Travel, 1301 S. Beach Blvd. 90631 (213) 947.2587
DELAWARE, Hockessin, Hockessin Travel, P.O. Box 158, 19707 (302)239.5208
FLORIDA, Port Richey, Carol's Travel, 434 Ridge Rd., 33568 (813)847.2324 or 2307
GEORGIA, Savannah, Gordon World Travel, 4428 Habersham St., 31405 (912)352-0954
MASSACHUSETTS, Boston, Federal Travel. 140 Federal St., 02110 (617)482-8159
MASSACHUSETTS, Cohasset, VILLAGE TOURS, 83 S. Main St., 02025 (617)383.9560
MARYLAND, Baltimore, Holiday Travel, 5640 Baltimore Nat'l Pk., 21228 (301)747-6400
NEW YORK, Baldwin, Kasheta Travel. 948 Atlantic Ave. 11510 (516)379-3100
TEXAS, Dallas, Lee Long Travels, 11300 N. Central Exp., 75243 (2141 361-8805
VIRGINIA, Fairfax, Mark Mosley, 10400 Eaton Place, 22030 (8001336.3764 Toll Free
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SOLO STOPS!

convention week!
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Teaching
Square Dancing
by Harold Bausch
Fremont, Nebraska
It is my firm belief that every caller
should teach classes. One class a year
would be a minimum. Reasons: You
keep in touch with area dancers.
Nothing builds you a following faster
than having your graduates dancing in
the area clubs, for they are usually quite
loyal to their teacher. You are kept
aware of the frustrations and problems
of the newer dancers, and therefore you
are more helpful to them and to the area
as a whole. A fact some callers tend to
forget is that if we are gainfully
employed as callers, we are also
obligated to help build the movement,
and nothing builds an area like classes.
When teaching, have more than one
way to explain each movement, for what
is clear to one person may not be clear
to another, so explain each call several
ways. Keep in mind that dancing is a
recreation for these people and do not
let them get frustrated. Keep it light,
joke with them as you are teaching, get
them to smile and relax. If you run into
great difficulty on one maneuver, ease
off and come back to that later. Change
the men or the ladies from one square to
another from time to time by saying,
"Men move to another square," "go find
a fresh one someplace," or something
like that. Keep them smiling. This not
only gets the class members better acquainted but takes slow learners and
mixes them with fast learners and helps
the whole class progress smoothly.
Nothing is more frustrating for new
dancers than being stuck in a square
having great difficulty while other
squares are having no trouble at all. So
have men or women move quite often
and your class will move along well, too.
Don't despair of the slow learners—
sometimes they seem to get over a
psychological barrier and become some
of your better dancers. They may be just
the ones who help the club later.
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When first starting a class tell the
dancers that the secret of learning to
square dance is learning to listen. The
students must tune in the caller and concentrate on what he or she is saying.
Once they have learned to focus their attention on what you are saying, they
have taken a giant step towards becoming good dancers. It is good to have experienced dancers come in to fill
squares and dance with the students,
but only if they agree to keep quiet and
refrain from talking and teaching while
you are teaching. They must be aware
that they are not helping, but hindering,
if they try to explain things while you are
explaining. It does help the new dancer
to have experienced dancers at the right
place at the right time, for then they
know that they themselves did the call
right too.
Classes sponsored by your club work
out great as well if club members realize
that during classes you are in complete
charge. If the club does not sponsor
classes and you are ready to teach a
class, do it on your own. Rent a hall,
advertise, ask friends to come in the first
few nights to help, then go to it. That is
how many of us callers got our real start
in the business.
How many nights of lessons? The
ideal would be not to set a set number,
but graduate them when they are able to
dance in the clubs with no problems.
Some callers have success starting
beginners' clubs and dance them as a
club for a year, then either organize as a
mainstream club or have the dancers
join area clubs and start a new beginners' club. What works for one caller, or
one area, may not work for you, but if
you are not afraid to try new ideas you
will eventually find the way for you. Use
good judgment, keep it fun and treat
people with respect and good nature.
Chances are very good that you will succeed. If you start with all beginners, you
just have to know more about square
dancing than they do, so you are ahead
to start. Just stay ahead!
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MUSIC BY
SOUTHERN
SATISFACTION
BAND

We are pleased to
add BOB NEWMAN
Paducah. Ky.
to our staff.

NEW RELEASES:
*** ESP108 THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN THUMB by Elmer
**
ESP109 ROLLIN IN MY SWEET BABY'S ARMS
by Elmer with harmony by Tony Oxendine
(Courtesy of Ranch House Records)
**
ESP305 ANOTHER CHANCE by Paul
* * * ESP306 I NEVER KNEW THE DEVIL'S EYES WERE BLUE by Paul
**
ESP501 EASE THE FEVER by Bob
*** ESP502 AIN'T GOT NOTHING TO LOSE by Bob
SOON TO BE RELEASED:
BABY MAKES HER BLUE JEANS TALK
OH WHAT A BEAUTIFUL LOVE SONG
RECENT RELEASES:
ESP101 MIDNIGHT RODEO by Elmer
ESP102 JUST SEND ME ONE by Elmer
ESP103 SLOW HAND by Elmer
ESP104 PREACHING UP A STORM by Elmer
ESP105 LORD I HOPE THIS DAY IS GOOD by Elmer
ESP106 ANOTHER SLEEPLESS NIGHT by Elmer
ESP107 SEXY OLE LADY by Elmer
ESP201 HONKY TONK QUEEN by Elmer & Paul
ESP202 GOLDEN MEMORIES by Elmer & Paul
ESP301 THERE I GO DREAMIN' AGAIN by Paul
ESP302 NEW CUT ROAD by Paul
ESP303 MELANCHOLY BABY by Paul
ESP304 MIS'RY RIVER by Paul
ESP400 LIGHTNIN' by Elmer (Hoedown with Plus 1 Calls by Elmer)
Produced by Elmer Sheffield Jr.
3765 Lakeview Dr.,
Tallahassee FL 32304
904-576-4088 or 575-1020
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Distributed by Corsair-Continental Corp
PO Box 644. Pomona CA 91769
DoSiDo Shop
Memphis, Tenn.

CLUB LEADERSHIP:
Appeqliqg ;or Appalling?

10-F1'
low i
T
by Bob McNutt
Benton City, Washington
That is a good question and perhaps
we shall have found some kind of an
answer for it before we leave here. It is
the belief of many that if we choose our
leaders with care, perhaps those chosen
will enjoy the task, because they will
bring a confidence in their ability to perform the task they are chosen for.
The qualities of leadership are acquired with time and experience, no one
is a born leader, however, some are born
with a stronger will than others. Leadership has different meanings for different
people, it all depends on what they are
looking for.
The classical form of leadership
regards a leader as one who symbolizes
all the qualities of experience and ability, as well as achievement, that inspire
us to follow and imitate them. The
modern concept seems to be of an activist, a manipulator, one who influences
others to do his/her bidding, as well as
influencing their minds and emotions. In
other words, some seem to wish to be
manipulated, and generally that is what
they get if that type of leader is chosen.
The fact that often this type of leader
may not be producing anything of import
may be discovered too late and may happen more often than we imagine. The
true leader is one who has the ability to
achieve those ends most desired by the
average person, and through example
and ability to move others in the direction desired. The true leader will
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recognize the needs of the group and try
to fill that need. He will never build a
fence around his area of influence but
will rather make every effort to understand the duties and responsibilities of
others. He will never act as though the
work of others is in competition with his
own. He will never respond in kind when
someone does something shortsighted.
A good leader is willing to assume a little more of the blame for the mistakes
others may make, and take a little less of
the credit for the successes of others.
After choosing a good leader, give
him/her room to operate. Do not burden
him with every petty problem that might
arise. He cannot be all things to all people. Remember leaders were not chosen
to be janitors, coffee makers, doormen,
or 'fixits;' let them assign these tasks
to others. This then will in itself prepare
others for the time when they may be
chosen to lead in this or any other activity. Through service on various committees, these appointees will learn the
skills required of leaders. Actually they
will have become leaders when they accept that first responsibility. All of this
will make club leadership more effective
because you will have established a
training for your future leaders. It will
also make the job of your present
leaders more enjoyable, since it will free
them to enjoy those things for which
they joined the activity in the first place.
Don't hesitate to make suggestions,
but make suggestions that are of a
positive nature. A little criticism can be
beneficial. Remember that criticism
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should be of the type that leaves the one
being criticized with the feeling of being
helped. A good leader will utilize such
criticism for the benefit of everyone. Offer to help, remember that many hands
make work light. Be free with expressions of appreciation. This can be accomplished in many ways, as well as
saying thank you. Everyone enjoys a little praise; a pat on the back often makes
an other wise onerous task seem
worthwhile.
Remember that leadership is not
based on someone's desire for the job,
and it should not be based upon the fact
that someone is available. It is not based
upon the fact that good old Joe or Mary
hasn't taken his/her turn. In fact, unless
these people met the other criteria of
leadership they would perhaps be better
passed over. People thus chosen often
are poor leaders and will be ineffective.
There are those who want the job in
order to be in a position to change
things to suit themselves or to suit a
small group who has formed within the
club. Such people may have a very
disruptive influence, and frequently
when they are stymied in their efforts,
will disappear, leaving others to

straighten out the problems they have
created.
Someone who has been interested in
the well-being of the club, and has
shown leadership in community or
church or on the job or profession, is
always a good candidate, one who has
proven willing to work within the
framework of rules already established.
Such leaders will only advocate changes
if they are truly in the best interests of
all concerned. Never permit personal
popularity to be the sole requisite for the
selection of a leader.
A good method of carrying all these
attributes over to your association or
council, is to have these proven leaders
move into the affairs of the area association or council to continue to serve in
whichever capacity they can. Then, if
possible, urge them to become involved
in the affairs of your state organization.
Thus you have selected the best possible people to lead your club, your
association, and your state organization. Such people can be a strong influence in keeping our activity healthy
and happy.
Remember, no activity is any stronger
than its leaders.

Vaughn Paimr

ndy Dougherty
NE A' ai%OIN& ( A:1S
ST193 REMEMBER ME by Vaughn Parish
5T196 GGOOD FRIENDS by Ted Frye
ST197 SINGING THE BLUES by Jack Lasry
ST198 I'LL GET OVER YOU by Vaughn Parrish
ST200 YOU'RE THE BEST BREAK THIS OLD HEART EVER HAD
by Randy Dougherty
P121 WHEN I STOP LEAVING ILL BE GONE by Ron Marian
P122 GREATEST AMERICAN HERO by Ron Marion
P123 EARLY MORNING RAIN by Charlie Ashby
NEW ROUND DANCE RECORD
ST1000 SAY YOU'LL STAY UNTIL TOMORROW
by Vaughn & Jean Parrish
NEW HOEDOWNS
ST300 ROCK ISLAND RIDE/DIXIE BREAKDOWN
ST301 WEEPING WILLOW/BOILING CABBAGE
ST302 RAGTIME ANNE/JAMES

I
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NEW WORKSHOPS RECORDS BY JACK LASRY
ST600 Anything & Spread/Single Circle to a Wave, Extend
ST601 Track Two/Diamond Circulate/Flip the Diamond
ST602 Spin Chain the Gears/Load the Boat
ST603 Peel the top/Chase right
ST604 Coordinate/Triple trade
ST605 Turn & left thru/Trade Inc wave
ST606 Triple scoot/Teacup chain/Anything & roll
ST607 Review 01 Plus Calls
ST608 Follow your neighbor/Explode the wave
ST609 Relay the deucy/Cross lire
ST610 All 8 spin the top/Dixie grand/Remake the than
ST611 V. tag the line/Ping pong circulate/Grand swing flu
ST612 Singing the 1%85/Detour (Review of Plus calls)
236 Walker Springs Rd..
Knoxville TN 37923 Ph 615-693-3661
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ROUND DANCE
ANGELS
by Al Riendeau
From Calls 'n Cues
Round dancers often express amazement at their own rapid progress in
learning the joys of round dancing. From
the lowliest of beginnings as nondancers, they suddenly find themselves
dancing the waltz, two step, fox trot,
tango and other modern ballroom
dances which are choreographed into
some two dozen routines before many
months of classes have gone by. For example, couples who had resigned
themselves to a sedentary life because
they have been "born with two left feet,"
find that gliding over a dance floor to the
rhythm of slow fox trot music can be a
most exhilarating experience. They
readily admit that 't took the persistence
of their instructor, plus patience and
practice and "a lot of encouragement
from the angels" to make good dancers
out of them.
Angels do indeed play an important
role in round dance classes, particularly
for beginners. They are the experienced
dancers from area round dance clubs
who volunteer to serve as "teacher
aides" to the leader/instructor by mingling with the student dancers on the
dance floor. Their timely smiles of encouragement serve to prop up sagging
self-concepts when the going gets
tough. As one round dancing veteran of
seven months put it, "their cheerful attitudes and bright costumes were an inspiration to us as we struggled through
basics."
Qualified angels are a valuable asset
to any round dance class. They serve as
extensions of the instructor, providing a
sense of continuity to his efforts. They
mLrt be reasonably good dancers
themselves before serving as models for
learners. They must be capable of
following the instructions of the leader
to the letter. Above all, they must be patient and pleasant with the learners, all
the while being extra careful not to
teach while the leader is teaching. They
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guide rather than force the learnerdancer in the desired direction.
Although angels just seem to appear
on the scene when needed, work with
students who appear to need help, then
fade back into their clubs for their own
round dancing pleasure, they seem to
subscribe to an unwritten Angel's Code
of Ethics. If such a code could be found,
it would probably read something like
this:
1. Round dance angels must never
forget that they were once learners who
made their share of mistakes.
2. Angel attitudes must be positive,
for they shape those of the student. Censure or criticism for student mistakes
will have a damaging effect. Remain
positive, cheerful.
3. Angels will handle students gently
and with cautious firmness. Overly firm
hand grips, for example, are unnecessary— and sometimes painful. Arthritis sometimes attacks finger joints at
all age levels.
4. Angels teach only by example, for
the leader is the teacher. Encourage
students to listen attentively to the cues
and instructions.
5. Angels should guard against
negative body language. They should be
especially cautious about facial expressions during trying moments— even
though the student appears to be
hopelessly miscast as a future dancer.
6. Angels should strive to treat all
dancers as they themselves would like
to be treated. It's pretty hard to go wrong
if the Golden Rule is applied as a guide!
With such a Code of Ethics as a guide,
angels can be sure that the respect and
appreciation of the new round dancers
is deserved. Also, the instructor's level
of comfort will remain high if he is confident that his angels are functioning as a
team— his team. Heaven should have it
so good!
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RED BOOT
PRODUCTIONS

RED
It BOOT

CAL GOLDEN

ALLEN TIPTON

RON LIBBY

RBS1268 All I'm Missing
Is You
RBS1265 Pride

RBS 1267 Mountain of Love
RBS1266 Make the World Go Away

GS404 HOEDOWNS
A—Phrasing on the Beat
B—Beat and Rhythm

•••••••••••••••••••••••

RALPH SILVIUS

THE RED BOOT BOYS
MIKE NOOSE, JOHNNY JONES,
DON WILLIAMSON & WAYNE McDONALD

RON DUNBAR

•
•
•
•
•
RB274 Why Don't You .
Love Me
!
•
•
MIKE NOOSE

t

r.;

•
•

RB279 Bestest Friend
•
•

AL.

KEN ANDERSON

•

Aug. 6-7, 1982

Crossnore School. Inc.
J-K6020 New York, N.Y.
Crossnore, N.C. .
Aug. 27-29, 1982
North Lake Hotel :
ED & CARYOLYN
North Lake. Ill. (Chicago area)
RAYBUCK
Sept. 10-11
Civic Auditorium S r
Gatlinburg, Tenn.
••
RED BOOT BOYS DANCE CONCERTS
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
NEW RELEASES BY THE RED BOOT BOYS
RB277 Where the Sun Don't Shine
—
R8906 Cruisin' Down the
RB278 Got Leavin' On Her Mind
River
RB273 Bobbie Sue (Available in 3 Records)
A— Called Side & Instrumental
8— Called Side & Bass Only
MARTY VAN WART
C— Called Side & Vocal Background

•

- -,

R8275 Round the Clock
Lavin'

JOHNNY JONES

RB276 I Just Came Home
to Count the Memories

RI 8 College Hills. Greeneville TN 37743
Ph 615-638-7784

COMING SOON
Boxcar Blues
That's What Life Is All About
Ashes to Ashes
Don't Let This Cowboy Ride Away
Peg Of My Heart

G&W603 Walkin' In The
Sunshine

111111111111111111110MANAMMAINOMPIIIIIINA/1111/1/10111111111111111/1111111111/111111111.11111111/11110101111111/1/
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STATE LINE
PROMOTION CAMPAIGN
The Central Ohio Council of Dance
Clubs has developed a promotion campaign. President Roger Schultz described the aims of the campaign: to
develop a program for recruiting new
dancers and to provide an information
hot-line for all square dancers. Members
of the publicity committee outlined
various aspects of the campaign:
1) a series of 60-second radio and TV
spots;
2) news releases to area newspapers;
3) a stepped-up schedule of demonstrations;
4) a 24-hour telephone hot-line and a
post office box;
5) brochures, flyers, and business
cards.
Club representatives heartily endorsed the campaign and voted to fund

COMPU
■ •
••
• •
m
SQUARE

it for two years, with a budget of $1500.
The vote was nearly unanimous.
Ed Powell has charge of preparing the
radio and TV tapes, at no cost to council.
Bob Kral and Janet Marlow will handle
the news releases. Walter and Jean
Land will continue to coordinate demos.
A phone has been installed at Richard
and Charlene Smith's home. The number
is 618-868-8477 (That's 868-TIPS). It will
be listed in the yellow pages. Members
are negotiating with several dealers for
an answering device. The post office box
is: P.O. Box 177, Brice, Ohio, 43109, compliments of Richard Smith. General information brochures and flyers containing lesson information are available for
distribution through clubs, at
demonstrations and in answering phone
and mail inquiries. 10,000 business
cards with the council's new phone
number and mailing address are
ordered— a handful for every square
dancer in town. Every council member
was invited to do more than hand out
business cards— to be involved in the
campaign.
From Cues & Tips
Columbus, Ohio

NEW for CALLERS
and CLUBS
MIXING MADE EASY!

PROGRAM UP TO 92 COUPLES FOR 99 TIPS!

iii ih.du

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

$399

- -

Plus tax & handling

a
=

41

6' Hi gh
6" Devi)

COMPUSQUARI

90-day unlimited warranty.
One year warranty on parts
A microprocessor based computer especially designed to providi.
maximum mixing of couples in different squares and tips. Easy to
operate.
Great mixing for all levels of dancing. Excellent for teaching.
Convenient and easy to transport. One inc h F.D. display visible up
to 40 feet.

3321 Columbia, PIE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107 / (505) 884-1922
American Squaredance, August 1982
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NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose
AVT-1270V 5495.00
S595.00
AVT-1290
S1195.00
T-40
51345.00
T-50
51499.00
T-100
Plus Freight on all above prices.

CALIFONE

2155-04 Calilone Stereo
with 2 speakers
$529.95
1925-04 Calilone 2 Spkrs
5439 95
1925-03 CaMonet Spkr
$359 95
1900-00 Calilone Amp Only
5299 95
CR10-3536 Coe Ret Player
5284 95
We now carry Supreme Columns & Electrovoice Microphones 660 Mike without
Switch 5110 with Switch 5117 00

CR10/3536
CASSETTE RECORD/PLAY

CALIFONE
PROFESSIONAL
DANCE PHONOGRAPH

Car Caddy— A new concept in hand truck. Carries up to 100
pounds 40 folds to 20'•
531.95 & 53 00 shipping
Shock cord
52 00 each plus SI shipping

ASHTON RECORD CASES
Light Steel
529.95. plus S5 00 postage in USA
Wood
539.95. plus 56 00 postage in USA
Record cases hold 120 records. with a
place for microphone in the back of the
case

MIKE COZY
$9.90
Plus $1.25 pst.
In US

Yak Stacks also available write for information
Ashton Stands' CS-10A
$109.95
CS-206
99.95
CS-30A
B9 95

il.51TpjE5ELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
2171 Send Me Down to Tucson, Johnnie Wykof f •
2170 You're My Favorite Star, Johnnie Wykotf •
2169 I'll Fly Away, Vernon & Jon Jones'
2168 I Never Knew the Devil's Eyes Are Blue
Caller; Andy Petrere'
2167 Anytime, Caller: Marshall Flippo'
BOGAN RELEASES:
1339 Walk Right Back. Caller: Tim Ploch'
1338 Let's All Go Down to the River: D. Davis. T.White'
DANCE RANCH RELEASES:
670 A Smile Will Go A Long Long Way, Frank Lane'
669 Mississippi. Caller: Al Stevens'
668 Who Wouldn't Love Her, Caller: Frank Lane'
667 Sioux City Sue, Caller: Al Stevens'
LORE RELEASES:
1202 Broad Minded Man, Caller: Johnny Creel'
1201 Big Mamou, Caller: Dean Rogers'
1200 Low And Lonely, Caller; Moe Odom'
ROCKIN A RELEASES:
1374 James Hold the Ladder Steady, David Cox'

BEE SHARP RELEASES:
119 Swanee, Caller: Roger Howell'
118 Red Neckin' Love Makin' Night, T. Richardson
SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES:
2379 Should I Do It, Caller: Robert Shuler'
2378 City Police, Caller: Arnold Strebe'
PETTICOAT PATTER:
103 Someday, Caller: Toots Richardson'
102 You Are My Sunshine, Caller: Sharon Short'
101 Only One You, Caller: Linda Carol Forrest'

LP ALBUMS:
507 E-Z 34 Basics Called by Lem Smith
1021 Blue Star, 50 Basics, Marshall Flippo
1025 Blue Star. 75 Plus Basics, Marshall Flippo
1034 Blue Star. MS Plus called by Marshall Flippo
CASSETTES ONLY:
1037 10 Singing Calls, Johnnie Wyko11
1038 10 Singing Calls, Johnnie Wyko11
1039 8 Singing Cells by Johnnie Wyko11 & Pat Barbour

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE
PO Box 7309, Houston. Texas 77248-7309 323 W. 14th, Houston TX 77008 Ph.713-862-7077
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HEM-LINE
When Dorothy and Ed Dworek joined
caller Helen Covietz's club, the Rainbow
Strollers of Milford, they were curious as
to why the club did not have a traveling
outfit. They admired the badge with
Helen's logo imprinted on it, so Dorothy
approached the idea with the same colors and design. It seemed no one wanted
a white outfit but as it turned out with
the rainbow colors it looked the best.
The skirt and vest are made of poplin
with bias tape making the curve of the
rainbow. The silhouette of Helen is done
with Stitch Witchery. The men wear
white polyester pants in the summer and
navy in winter. Both men and women
choose their own colors of the rainbow
for matching shirts and blouses.
The Rainbow Strollers emphasize
traveling and we can understand why
with this attractive, eye-catchina outfit.

■
by Bev Warner
Saginaw, Michigan

BODGE HOLDERS
. . . for all pin-on badges!

A

(A) DOUBLE SNAP-ON ...
Snaps between, and to both, pocket and pocket flap of
western shirt.

(B) CLIP`ri SNAP
A clip-on for any garment. Snap off the clip—it's a
snap-on for western shirt pocket.

(C) Swivel 360° CLIP-ON LARGE
The clip swivels a full 360' — permitting badge to be
clipped to any style garment.

(D) SWIVEL 360°® CLIP -ON SMALL.. .
Same as 'C' above except smaller for pin-on badges as
small as 1 inch high.

At Your Square Dance Shop and Badge Maker!
DEALERS: Write for brochure for full information.

BADGE HOLDERS, INC.
24813 Broadmore Ave., Hayward, CA 94544 (415) 783-8724
Amer/can Squaredance August 1982
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GOOD NEWS...

A SD TOURS PLANNED FOR
'82-'83-'84
FALL OF 1982SWITZERLAND— October 5.13
SWITZERLAND— October 12.20 (Two separate tours)
ALPINE (4 country)— October 7-19
ALPINE (4 country)— October 12.24 (Two separate tours)

EARLY 1983CARIBBEAN— January 8-15
Best bargain ever! R.T. AIRFARE plus 8-day tour, all meals on biggest cruise
ship anywhere; 3 ports; Stan & Cathie Burdick, editors, are tour hosts.
Hurry! 30 couples already signed up— cabins almost sold out. Just over
$1000 per person price tag— UNBEATABLE!

ACAPULCO— March 31 through April 6
Enjoy a 7-day Mexican Fiesta at reasonable prices!
Stan & Cathie will be your hosts.

LATE SUMMER- 1983
SCANDINAVIAN TOUR— Aug. 25-Sept. 7
Stan & Cathie are tour hosts, plus others; cities include Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Oslo, Bergin, others; budget rate; dancing in each country.

FALL OF '83ALPINE PANORAMA (13 day, 4 country)
Choice of 4 separate tours: Sept. 21-Oct. 3; Sept. 26-Oct. 8; Oct. 2-14; and Oct.
13-25: many caller/hosts to accompany you.

ALPINE SPLENDOR (11 day, 3 country)
Choice of 4 separate tours: Sept. 23-Oct. 3, Sept. 30-Oct. 10, Oct. 7-17, Oct.
14-24; many caller/hosts; price tag UNDER $1000 per person— UNBEATABLE!

EARLY '84HAWAII— January
Yes, we're going back! Stan and Cathie are hosts, plus others, 4 islands. Dancing on each. Great tours and extras, beautiful hotels, many meals included.

SPAIN— Mid-March
Several tour choices, several caller-hosts. More info coming...

FALL OF '84ALL TOURS SHOWN FOR FALL OF '83
PLUS JAPAN & THE ORIENT— LAST HALF OF OCTOBER.
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE ASD TOURS, PO BOX 488, HURON 011 44839.
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Best Club Trick
THE ROLLING SQUARES
The club represented by the pictured
badge is a newly formed club, although
some of its members have been dancing
for several years. The little town of
Westville, where the club is located, is
little more than a whistle stop for the L
N train as it passes through. The town
had an old-fashioned square dance
years ago but had little entertainment
for today's residents.
The newly formed square dance
classes number fifty-plus every time
they dance. Ages range from seven to
sixty, since the Rolling Squares is a
family-oriented club. There are more
young couples and children in the club
than in any other area club.
Lamar Fillingham of J & J Badges in
Pensacola made the badges from the
club members' plans. He added the colors of beige for the innerwheel and dark
brown for the lettering. Each spoke of
the wagon wheel represents one family
which helped start the club.
The rocking chair belongs to June Davis and represents three generations
dancing in her family: her daughter and
her two girls (9 and 8), and her son and
his wife. Another son and a grandson
are taking lessons now. The Davises
have six children and eleven grandchild-

ren so she is still able to recruit from her
family members. Mr. Davis is a disabled
veteran who is not able to dance, but he
encourages everyone and travels to
special events with all "his" dancers.
Caller for the Rolling Squares is Hugh
Gibbs, a captain stationed at Ft. Rucker,
Alabama, who has called in Germany,
and is now doing a super job for the Rolling Squares of Westville, Florida.
June Davis

JAMES MAXEY
11909 Hoodlanding
ON
THE
WALL—
Bobby
Keefe
BA401 FLOWERS
Jacksonville FL 32223
BA302 SUGAR TIME— Don Jochum
904-268-9705
BA1001 OLD NEW YORK— Barbara Blackford (Cued R/D)
BA301 TWO STREETS— Don Jochum
BA501 BEAUMONT RAG ( H oed ow n)
BA203 I SAW THE LIGHT— Gil Crosby
BA103 SIOUX CITY SUE— James Maxey
BA201 NATURAL HIGH— Gil T. Crosby
BA101 HISTORY OF SHIRLEY JEAN— James Maxey
BA102 PICK THE WILDWOOD FLOWER— James Maxey
BA202 FOREST Lawn— Gil T. Crosby
Dostributecl Dy
BA104 LIVING ON EASY STREET— James Maxey
Corsair Continental Corp

01%;
44
1 3,t74
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i•-•OnTilibi VILLAGE RESORT
Fontana Dam, N. C. 28733

TEN
DANCE VACATIONS
11111
:
* ANNUALLY
FONTANA FLING: Spring only
SWAP SHOP: Sept. 26-Oct. 3
REBEL ROUNDUP: Sept. 19.26
Accent on rounds: Sept. 12.19
FUN FEST: Sept. 5-12
FALL JUBILEE: Oct. 3-10

ALL INCLUSIVE
PACKAGE RATES ARE
A REAL VACATION VALUE
Only $33.00 per person, per day, Seventh
day free. All dancers must be registered on
the Package Plan to participate in any
festival. Rates are guaranteed through the
fall of 1982.

HOST CALLER, ALL FESTIVALS
AL (TEX) BROWNLEE
Recreation Director Fontana Village Resort

Live music by Fontana Ramblers each
evening except Sundays.

When the question was raised "Is This
The Oldest Club in Michigan?" I was not
surprised to find three other clubs
boasting the same thing. The Pardners
All of Detroit claiming 33 years, the Harmony Squares of Thompkins Center
(near Jackson) 39 years, and the
Quadrilles of Battle Creek with 41 years.
Reading the histories of these clubs, I
wondered what they derived their energy
from.
The Pardners All, a black group, began
their club in an old fire house on
Beauben and Mt. Vernon in Detroit. The
year was 1949, when prejudices ran rampant and no blacks were accepted into
the white clubs. Bessie Officer and
Jimmy Brown acquired the help of the
Director of Parks and Recreation to
teach the group some basics in square
dancing. As other dancers joined the
group, Pardners All grew rapidly, with
other black clubs branching out and forming new clubs throughout the city. Ken
Tolliver, the present caller, and his
dancers participate in all square dance
activities on the state, national and international levels.
The Harmony Squares formed in 1923
and danced to live music until 1973 when
Les and Dort Fuhrman were hired to call
for them. They dance six times a year to
mostly traditional movements and have
a closed membership of 50 couples (due
to floor space) with a waiting list for
membership. One couple has been
members since 1953 and several who
became members in 1954 are still active.
The Quadrilles first beginning happened with Arthur Burklund, a Phys. Ed.
teacher, and Aldon Campbell. Aldon was
the enthusiastic one serving as president for many years. Records were used
until the first western caller was hired.
Muryl Grant called for the club, then
Stan Macey, Les Carl, Lou Doty, Dick
Kenyon and Russ Young, who is still
calling for them. There was a span of
American Sguaredance, August 1982

three years when Russ was absent from
the club and in his place a Catholic
priest called and drew capacity crowds.
It seems the record attendance for a
regular club dance was set when he
called an "all singing calls" dance.
In 1969 along came Alaine Ratliff to
cue rounds. In 1971 the club moved to
the old Michigan Recreation building in
the rear of the Masonic Temple. The
Quadrille members refurbished the old
bowling alley into a hardwood dance
floor, which held 60 squares. This was
when Mickey Halverson was hired to
teach and cue rounds. Shirley and
Mickey have been members for 23 years,
Elaine and Harry Harrington 17 years
and Roy and Bessie Baker 14 years.
Many firsts have happened to the
Quadrilles: 1st Annual Apple Dance,
hand-picked apples from a nearby orchard were given away as prizes by the
bag, and all apple desserts and foods
were made and served by the ladies; 1st
Quadrille member became the Assistant
General Chairman of the National
Square Dance Convention (the Harringtons); 1st Champion Strawberry
Shortcake-eating Contest winner at the
DeWitt Strawberry Festival was earned
by a Quadrille. He set a record by eating
16 bowls. Two other members came in
3rd and 4th, eating 11 and 10 bowls.
On and on the list goes. With all three
clubs, treasuries and memberships have
had their peaks and their lows. The feelings seem to be universal with all of the
long-term clubs that you must have a
continuous "work together" attitude,
plus true and loyal friendship among the
members, and you must refrain from the
sometimes dangerous cliques.
Michigan is fortunate to have such
successful clubs and deserve our admiration and congratulations. We can
now see where their energy comes from.
Bev Warner
Saginaw, Michigan
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A SURE
WINNER
by Lou Younkin
Louisville, Kentucky

P.O. Box 1983
Fairdale, Ky. 40118
Coming to the 32nd National Square Dance Convention' in Louisville in 1983?
Good. Because Kentucky is perhaps best known for its horse racing, when you get in
a tip June 23, 24 and 25 at the Kentucky Exposition Center, here's a tipsheet for you.
This is what could happen if you somehow crossed square dancing with horse racing. And these would be only some of the entries for the 32nd running of "The
World's Greatest Square Dance Event":
Square thru— Has a lot of handlers, moves well and usually gets to where he's going. Sometimes, though, it takes him a while to get there.
Allemande left— The best known of the entries. Always gets a call. Easy to handle.
Should be going strong at the end.
Circle left— Doesn't figure to be a factor, mainly because he runs clockwise and
horse races in the U.S. are run counter-clockwise. Could make it exciting at about the
midpoint of the race, though.
California twirl— West Coast entry has its fans, mainly the females, spinning with
anticipation. Could be a factor when they straighten out for the stretch run.
Scoot back— Another longshot. Shows good early speed but then usually comes
back to where he started. May want to get back in the gate.
Zoom— Aptly named. May be the fastest of them all, but goes only a short
distance.
Wheel and deal— Almost always gets a call and shoulo be right in the middle of
things.
Alamo style— Texas entry with a lot of backers from the Lone Star state. Does a lot
of kicking but usually manages to turn through and head for home very well.
Track two— A misnomer since it runs on only one track at a time. Then again,
maybe the two represents the number of dollars you'd lose betting on this one.
Veer left— Unlike some of the other entries. this one usually goes in the right direction. Usually is the key word here.
Allemande thar— A close relative of allemande left but not nearly as popular.
Dixie style— Another regional entry, this one from south of the Mason-Dixon Line.
Could be a real contender. In fact, could be a dixie derby.
Ferris wheel— Has its ups and downs but should be right there in the middle when
it's all done.
Weave the ring— Could be second to only allemande left when it comes to popularity. Easy to handle.
Do pa so— Would run as an entry with alamo style because it sounds like Texas.
Could be the stronger half because it moves more.
And remember, those are just a few of the entries. You can bet on 'em.
30
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Linear Cycle Round the GI

GLOBAL DANCERS OF EUROPE
Last May, square dancers gathered from across the country for a European tour.
They came from the tips of Hawaii and the western coast of California, as far north
as Detroit and as far south as Florida. All the tour arrangements were made by the
expert staff of Carol's World Travel of Port Richey, Florida. Carol and Joe Prystupa,
the owners, are square dance caller and taw, who now have moved into planning
tours which combine dancing and travel.
The square dance tour started in London and proceeded through Belgium and
Holland, then into Munich, Germany, where the group joined the Dip arid Divers
Square Dance Club for their May Pole Festival, with caller Rudi Mennes. Rudie, Joe
and Larry kept all 46 squares dancing. The Global Dancers were presented badges to
mark the occasion by Dip and Divers' president, Hans Dieter. This was the largest
May Pole Festival in its nine years of existence.
The balance of the tour was spent visiting Innsbruck, Venice and Lucerne,
Switzerland, where the group pictures were taken at the "Lion in the Square." The
great city of Paris was the last stop on this fun-filled and informative tour.
For dancers who wish to find out more about the tours offered by Carol's World
Travel, the address is 434 Ridge Rd., Port Richey, Florida 33568.

•
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RECORDS

JIM COPELAND
OWNER/PRODUCER

Gary Kincade

DIVISION OF THE DO SI DO SHOP
1138 Mosby Road*Memphis Tennessee 38116
Phone 901/398-4953

NEW RELEASES
BC114— MIDNIGHT HAULER— Larry Jackson
BC115— THERE'S NO GETTING OVER ME— Jack Peterson
BC116—PREACHIN UP A STORM— Gray Kincade
BC117— SEVEN YEAR ACHE— Mike Hon
CURRENT RE I EASE c
BC109— VICKY LEE— Hoedown. Lee Swain
BC111— DREAM OF ME— Lee Swain
BC112— BABY WE'RE REALLY IN LOVE— Gary Kincade
BC113—NEAR YOU— Mike Holt
REST SHIERS
BC101— BOB CAT RAMBLE— Bob Augustin
BCI05— DOWN ON BOURBON STREET— Bob Augustin
BCI09— VICKY LEE. Hoedown
BC11I— DREAM OF ME— Lee Swain

For the best in...

JIM'S RECORD & BADGE SHOP

RECORD DEALERS
S/D RECORD REVIEW SERVICE
CALL US TOO

1138 Mosby Rd.
Memphis TN 38116

'.18-1491) FOR ORDERS (I1., • •

The DO•SI•DO SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS

SINGLE SIZE PATTERNS
8-10-12-1416-18 (14 pieces)
This pattern has three different versions. one
with a plain skirt and flower, one with imitation
points that add a new effect. Shown is the one
for the younger look with a skirt that has 6
gores to make the circle and an apron overlay.
Tops or blouses are all the same.
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Pattern No. 4 $3.50
Mail lo• THE DO.SI.DO SHOP
1138 Mosby Rd . Memphis TN 38116
Pattern No 4 53.50 ea. Size

Address
ZIp
City
Slate
Add St 00 per pattern for handling and postage.
Tenn. Residents, please add 6% state tax.
Send for free catalog.

Try Our Toll Free Phone, 800-238-2490, If In A Hurry

Encore
by Mef Merrell
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine
10 YEARS AGO— August 1972
25 YEARS AGO— August 1957
Art Springer of Florida (in a reprint
Dancing— Simple? Advanced? "We
from "Whirl") says, "Let's Smooth Out
say both," writes Bill Nuench of Florida.
the Floor." Have you ever sat out a tip
"After years of floundering around trying
and just watched the different types of
to attain a level where everyone is hapdancers? There's the dancer who is
py, we have come to the conclusion that
feverishly yanking and pulling his fellow
it can't be done." In Bill's area, a
dancers to see how quickly he can do
system of levels has gradually emerged
the commands. Then there's the dancer
which has proved to be workable. Beginwho looks more like he's walking behind
ners class starts the process. At graduaa plow. And then there's the dancer who
tion, the newcomers are asked to join
is moving to the beat of the music and
the hoedown level club. There are
with the least bit of effort smoothly and
always a few couples who want to
gracefully completes the commands. It
repeat the beginners class before movis a pleasure to observe him dancing.
ing on. Some of the dancers elect to stay
Every dancer should know that square
at the Hoedown level (newcomers
dance basics are designed to move
through intermediate) and some want
people in a smooth flow from one
more challenge dancing and join the Adposition to another in a certain amount
vancing in dancing lessons. Saturday
of beats or steps. He should have been
nights alternate Hoedown and challenge
introduced to rhythm and styling in his
dances. Newcomers move at their own
basic class, if his teacher did his job
pace and settle down where they are
well. Occasionally the caller is shorthappiest. Bill says, "It has been inchanging his dancers by not giving his
teresting to watch the various classes
commands in a rhythmic manner or not
develop and maneuver and prove our
allowing the proper time to execute the
point, dancers, like water, do seek their
basic figures. In general, a dancer
own level."
should be able to tell if his styling is proPeople worth knowing: Lawton and
per by the effortless ease with which he
Sally Harris of California. The Harrises
moves through the calls.
have been active in Folk and Square
Bob Osgood, editor of "Square Dancdance circles since 1934, using dancing
ing" (Sets in Order) and a recent inin the social recreation program of their
ductee into the Hall of Fame, is featured
church, in college classes, and finally in
on the cover and in an accompanying arthe formation of the Folk Dance Camp at
ticle. Bob "helped nurture an infant acStockton in 1948, this year marking the
tivity through the past thirty years
tenth anniversary with Lawton as directirelessly campaigned for direction,
tor. Lawton has served as editor of
organization, styling, purpose, training
"Let's Dance," written articles for other
of leaders and standardization of terms.
publications, organized a number of
Conversely, he has been a formidable
dance clubs, and he and Sally have
foe of haphazard programming, comtaught dancing for the Stockton Polk Y
petition, and other 'excesses' of the hobDots for 12 years. Sally specializes with
by." Editor, caller, record producer,
children, teaching in the parochial
speaker, tour guide, author, organizer—
schools for the past eight years. Lawton
Bob Osgood has been a great part of the
considers dancing as an ideal socializer
whole square dance field.
and a splendid therapy for the haste of
present day living.
Continued on Page 75
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& Patricia Comer E 910 Decatur. Spokane WA 99207

Illinois— 22nd Callers Institute. August 2829. Paradise inn Motel,

DATE-LINE

Champaign, Ed Fraidenburg Write Harry & Lorraine Glass. 979
Martha St.. Elk Grove Village IL 60007.

Michigan— S/D Leaders Assoc Seminar. Midland. Cal Golden.
Wisconsin— 23rd S&R Dance Convention. August 13-15. UW
Stout-Menomonie Write 23rd Wisconsin Convention. P 0 Box
640. Menomonie. WI 54751
Utah— 3rd Dead Horse Pt Dance, August 14: Visitors Center of
Dead Horse Pt State Pk . Moab Write Richard McCormick. P 0
Box 1391. Moab UT 84532

New Jersey— Callers College. August 15-20. Vineland Contact
Sharon Golden. P 0 Box 2280. Hot Springs AR 71913

Pennsylvania— Callers College: August 15-22. Dingman's Ferry.
Contact Lamar Derk, 434 Franklin Ave.. Palmerton PA 18071.

Georgia— 18th Jekyll Island Jamboree. August 19-22, Jekyll
Island. Bob Bennett. Rod Blaylock. Marty & Byrdie Martin. Write
Bob Bennett. 2111 Hillcrest Dr . Valdosta GA 31601

New York— Flint Creek Campout, August 20-22. Flint Creek
Campgrounds. Potter, Bob Ellis. Dottie Reed Write Bob & Nancy
Ellis. 4564 Yautzy Rd . Stanley NY 14561

Michigan— 4th Annual Nile Owl. August 21. Midland Ed Fraidenburg & guest callers, Call (517) 835-9524

Alabama— 6th State Festival. August 27-28. Boutwell Muni Audit
Birmingham, Bill Volner. Jerry & Barbara Pierce. Contact Nora &
Lendal McCullar. 1307 Plateau Dr.. Gardendale AL 35071

Kentucky— Castle Caper S&R Dance Weekend. August 27-28,
Drawbridge Inn, Ft. Mitchell Paul Marcum. Tony Oxendine, Tom &
Jan Kannapel. Write Joe & Rowena Vaughn. 9408 Cornflower.
Louisville KY 40272

Tennessee— 901 State Convention, August 27-28, Cook Cony
Center. Memphis Write Tom & Barbara Brown. 5178 Hudgins.
Memphis TN 38116

Washington— 26th Summer S/D Festival. August 27-29. Western

Write Vern Scott. 716 Spencer Rd . Brighton MI 48116

D.C.— Single Square Dancers U S A. Dance-A-Rama. Sept.
3.4.5. Washington Write Guy Darden. 10406 Fairfax Village Dr..
Fairfax VA 22030

Missouri— 24th West Mo Callers Workshop Assoc Festival,
Central Mo State U . Warrensburg. MO 64119. Sept 3-5

Teen— Rhythm Records Labor Day Jamboree. Cony. Ctr . Waco:
Sept 3-5. Wade Driver. Kip Garvey. Pat Barbour. Bob Baler. Dave
Nita Smith Contact Wade Driver. 2452 Palo Pinto. Houston TX
&
77 08

Kentucky— Bluegrass Pacers Special. East Ky Univ . Richmond.
Sept 3-5, C-1Yr with C-2. C-3 tips. Steve Kopman, Tim Scholl.
Write Bob Kline 112 Millstone Dr . Richmond KY 40475

Florida— 26th Knothead Konvention, Curtis Nixon Ctr . Tampa;
Sept 3-6. Johnnie Creel Red Bates. Wayne & Norma Mille Yr
Write Fla Knotheads. PO Box 7178. Tampa FL 93603

Kentucky— 17th Western SAID Festival. Natural Bridge Park.
Slade, Sept 3-5 Write Richard Jett. Campton KY 41301

Michigan— What A Weekend Campout. Leisure Valley Decatur.
Gale Congdon. Ed Fraidenburg. Sept 3-6. Plus 2 with A-2. A-2
tips Write Gale & Josie Congdon. R 3 Box 136B. Decatur MI 49045

Ohio— 10th Labor Day Weekend. Red Lantern Barn. Brewster.
Sept 3-6. Dale Eddy. Hugh Johnston. Dick & Gail Blaskis. Write
Maxine Eddy 110 Sunset Lane. Marietta OH 45750

Pennsyhrania— Kon Yacht Kickers Weekend, Conneaut Lake. Conneaut. Sept 3-6 Write Pete & Donna Hart PO Box 121 Meadville
PA 16445

Ohio— Labor Day Roundup. Camp Mowana. Mansfield. Sept 3-6.
Dave Adelberg. Jell Barth, Mike Jacobs. Roy & Betsy Gotta. Webb

Continued on Page 73

Dance Center at Sullivan Park Sookane. Dick Waibel Write Frank

C & C ORIGINALS
SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS
New square dance dress patterns from C
& C ORIGINALS. All patterns are multisized (5-7-9, 6-8-10, 12-14-16, 18-20-40).
Patterns are complete with layout, cutting and assembly instructions. Ask for
this pattern and other C & C ORIGINAL
patterns at one of your local square
dance shops. If unavailable, order direct.
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
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Mail to: C & C ORIGINALS
Rt. 8, Box 78, Harrison AR 72601
Pattern #
. _ _ Size
Amount per pattern $3.50 No. ( )$
Add $1. per pattern
postage & handling.
Complete brochure, 50i ea.
Total amount enclosed
U. S. FUNDS ONLY

Name
Address
City
34

State

Zip
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SOUND BY HILTON
The
Micro
75A

NEW STYLING
The Micro-75A is truly handsome! Charcoal case with chrome trim, jet black chassis
with sparkling white lettering, gleaming iridescent mylar control panel.
Convenient to set up and operate — remove the lid and it's ready for use. Slanted front
panel puts controls at the most comfortable angle for operation.
ADDED FEATURES
The Micro-75A will play your 78 RPM golden oldies! Separate tape jacks have been added to the front panel to permit stero taping, voice on one track and music on the other.
HILTON SOUND QUALITY AND DEPENDABILITY
Sound by Hilton is recognized everywhere as the finest in the square dance field. The
Micro-75A sound system is backed by the Hilton guarantee of satisfaction or your
money back, and by our two-year warranty against equipment failure.
LIGHT WEIGHT AND COMPACT SIZE
Carrying weight is only 13 pounds. Overall dimensions including spring feet and handle
51/4 by 13 by 15'/2 inches.

For full information write or phone:

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS
1033-E Shary Circle • Concord CA 94518 • (415) 682-8390
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( Dancing Tips
by Harold & Lill Bausch
Do you sense a change occurring in
square dancing? We do. Granted that today most clubs are dancing mainstream
with half the Plus calls being added.
Granted too that we use a lot of the approved experimentals. However, it
seems to me that the rush to higher
levels is slowing a bit. It hasn't ended,
but it does seem to have slowed.
It could be that there are enough interesting calls in the Plus level that most
dancers are slowing up to enjoy them. It
may be as some have said, "It is better
to make it difficult to move quickly into
the higher levels." It may also be that
callers are taking it to heart to make
mainstream more interesting by using
more and better choreography. We know
we try to do so.
We note too that the rush is not there
among callers to use every new experimental that comes out, as they used

to. That in itself slows down the race.
As a result I am hoping that we will
better maintain our clubs and lose fewer
dancers. I really believe we are in a very
encouraging cycle of sanity!
Callerlab stressed Mainstream at its
last convention, and some criticized us
for that. They said we should not single
out one level. That may be, but to me it is
good to see the majority recognized, instead of pushing ahead so fast.
We made a suggestion, in jest of
course, that each caller who submitted a
new experimental should be charged a
hundred dollars. Many thought that a
good idea.
It was encouraging though to note
that the majority of callers at the convention did hold fast to keeping
mainstream right where it is. They cut
out some of the current experimentals,
and only added ping pong circulate to
Plus level. All in all that seemed to show
good consideration for our dancers.
Callers as a whole are very concerned
about losing dancers, and well they
should be.
May we just repeat what we have said
before— let us keep the friendly, social
atmosphere in square dancing. Don't let
it become competition, or let it be a hectic race to higher levels.

VEST
PATTERN
No 313
Ml1111 Silt:Pattern
313 Men's Vest
7 Pieces
Men's vest, lined to edge. has three yoke variations. View 1 features
fancy yokes with zigzag trim View 2 has single-point front yokes and
a three point back yoke View 3 has both single point front and back
yokes Multi Size 34- 50

Dealer inquiries welcome
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC.
P. 0. Box 4560 Stockyards Station
Ft. Worth, Texas 16106
Pattern #

313

@S2.00 ea. Sizes(S

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED S
Name _.
Address

_

City
State
Zip
Add $1.00 per pattern for handling and postage.
I : Complete Western Brochure for only 75r.
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Calling Tips
by Gene Trimmer
Sometimes we concentrate so heavily
on teaching the geometry of movement
through our basic calls that we forget to
approach the points of "dancing." There
are always a few in the class or
workshop who never move with the beat
of the music and simply "walk" through
the calls. They most likely do not even
hear those instruments which establish
the steady beats by which dancers
move. We should at least try to teach
everyone to move with the music and to
take a "shuffle step" with each beat.
It is physically very difficult, if not impossible. to take a "walking" step in
time with a tempo of about 126 beats per
minute while that tempo is very comfortable for dancing with the "shuffle
step." Where is the difference? Quite
simply it lies in which part of the foot
strikes the floor first. When walking the
heel strikes the floor followed by the ball
of the foot and a long stride results from
that action. The body is bent forward to
compliment the direction and momentum of the stride with the arms swinging
loosely at the side.
During the shuffle step the ball of the
foot strikes the floor first followed by the
heel and a short stride results from that
action. The body is erect with the hands
held at about waist height. The action is
smooth and even in its flow, while the
body of the dancer maintains a level mo-

ell/_111_111 0

bob up and down, while the shuffle step
allows an even, graceful movement.
Holding the hands contnuously at
about waist height is equally important.
In square dancing we could safely state
that we follow the action of our hands.
We utilize them in touch and go forward
actions or we use them as pivot points
around which we move ourselves. If the
hands are maintained at about waist
height during periods when they are not
in contact with others' hands they are
still at the "ready" state. This insures a
smooth contact and a mutual movement
when dancers are in contact with one
another. Those items fall under the
heading of "Styling" and are an important, integral part of the dance.
Allowing enough time to accomplish a
call rests solely upon the shoulders of
the caller. When teaching a new figure it
is also important to give the dancers a
sense of the number of beats required.
This helps to dispel their feeling of
urgency toward completion and allows
them to dance through the geometric
flow. Callerlab has produced a listing of
the Timing for the Callerlab Programs
list. It is the result of much work by the
Timing Committee. (Please get a copy of
this list and make use of it.) It helps if
you can get the dancers to count each
shuffle step as they progress through a
"walk thru" and an initial "dance thru"
of each new call. This allows them to relax and actually flow through the call
when it is used during patter, if you
allow proper time in calling your patter.
When the three items referred to
above— the shuffle step, the availability
of the hands and proper timing on the
part of the caller— are present, the
smooth dancing aspect falls naturally
into place. How sweet it is!

RECORDS AN

--41-141V

INC. NI

NOTE . We are distrIbu
tIng our own records.
Dealers should contact
US. Ph 803-285.0314

ME-103 AFTER THE BALL— Bob IGreat Hoedown)
ME-105 SLIPPING AWAY— Harold
ME-107 LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN— Jerry
ME-108 CANT WAIT ANY LONGER— Harold
ME-109 DON JUAN— Danny
ME-110 WE BELIEVE IN HAPPY ENDINGS— Bob
ME-112 THAT'S ALRIGHT— Bill
ME-113 LISTEN TO A COUNTRY SONG— Aaron
ME-114 `CALL COME— Bill Wentz
ME-115 WANDERING EYES— Aaron Lowder
ME-116 MELODY HOEDOWN/BLUE RIDGE MT CLOG
MELODY RECORDS, INC., Rt. 8, Box 259AA, Lancaster SC 29720
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by Bob Howell

easy
Here is a simple triple that needs no sex identification. Just get three persons to join hands and promenade around the ring— "three boys, three girls, two ladies and a man, two men and a lady, or any
other possible combination." That gets them smiling. I hen designate the center person as the "wild
turkey."
WILD TURKEY
FORMATION: 3 persons abreast facing CCW around the circle.
MUSIC: "Wild Turkey." Big Mac 042, but any 64-count music will suffice.
ROUTINE: Promenade in threes CCW around the hall for 16 steps.
Center person (wild turkey) turns right-hand person once around with right elbow swing (8 cts.).
Center person turns left-hand person with left elbow swing and moves up to a new two in front.
(When the "wild turkey" advances to the next two in front, the dance becomes a mixer.)
NOTE: Give the original right- and left-hand persons the opportunity to become ''wild turkey" too.
This patter figure break comes from Jim Teal of Columbus, Ohio. It's an old timer but works as well today as it ever did.
JIM TEAL BREAK
Bow to your partner, corner too
Circle to the left is what you do.
Halfway round reverse that ring (go the other way)
Circle right till you're home again.
Swing that corner lady, the lady on the left
Now right back home and swing your own
You know you're not through yet
Now swing that girl across the hall
You swing her good, cause she's a doll
Right back home across the ring
All swing your own, she's a pretty little thing
Allemande left and hear me sing
Grand right and left around that ring... (use own patter)
Jerry Hell of Cincinnati, Ohio, closed a wonderful day of dancing put on by Mona and Len Cannell of Kettering, Ohio, with this simple waltz mixer. Jerry describes it as "poetry in motion."
GOODNIGHT WALTZ MIXER by Jerry Heft
FORMATION: Single circle with lady on gent's right.
MUSIC: Any slow waltz ("Wild Irish Rose. etc.)
ROUTINE:
1-2
All balance forward and back. Men step forward on left. swing right forward and step back on
right and touch left to right. Lady opposite.
3-4
Ladies roll right in two waltz steps. Say "Goodnight" as you roll across in front of the gent.
4-8
Repeat measures 1 through 4.
9-12
Face partner and slide in four steps slowly.
13-16 Slide out four steps slowly.
Our contra this month comes from West Germany. Heiner Fischle wrote this gem and calls it...
SOMEONE'S CONTRA
FORMATION: Duple minor crossed: could be danced as duple minor proper also)
— — — — Actives down the outside now
— — — — Actives only do-sa-do
— — — — Come in, come up and cast off
— — — — Round the corner do-sa-do
— — — — Straight across right and left thru
— — — — Right hands up, right hand star
— — — — Same track right and lett back*
— — — — Back by the left. left hand star
'Cross at the head. every second time.
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A Super 7-Day Cruise to

4$ csna

Zs1.17
/4 THE CARIBBEAN
SOUTH AMERICA
With Host Caller Jim Blackwood, Quincy, Ill.

FEATURING SIX EXCITING PORTS OF CALL
San Juan, Puerto Rico • Curacao, Dutch Antilles
La Guaira (Caracas, Venezuela, South America
Grenada, British West Indies
Martinique, French West Indies
St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands

JANUARY 8-15, 1983
$1095.
Aboard Costa's Elegant mis CARLA C

PER PERSON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
ALL Cabins have Two Lower Beds

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL THRU 9/8/82— $1,075.00
PRICE INCLUDES Round Trip Air Fare to San Juan, Puerto Rico from Most major
u.S. Airports; Round Trip Transfers from Airport to Ship; Dockside Square Dance
at San Juan; Square Dancing Aboard Ship; Cabin, All Meals, and Entertainment
Aboard Ship Including International Stage Reviews, the Casino, Movies, Swimming, Skeet Shooting, Nightly Parties and More.
-Plus $29.00 Port Tax (Cruise Price is $1,145.00 atter 11082)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
HURRY AND SAVE — RESERVE SPACE NOW

To join Jim's SUPER CRUISE '83, fill out the form below and send to CWT along
with your check for $200.00/Person.
H Please send brochures and information.
Hers
Last
NAME: His
ADDRESS: _
ZIP
STATECITY:
_cabins for me on Jim Blackwood's SUPER CRUISE '83
Reserve
Make checks payable to: Carol's World Travel
434 Ridge Road, Port Richey FL 33568
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On Saturday afternoon, the attendance figure for the
Detroit National Convention swelled to 18,003. (Final
figures may be slightly higher.) As Bud Goldsmith,
general chairman, remarked at the Press Breakfast,
"We'll be small, but we'll be great!"
Granted, the number of dancers attending the 1982
National Square Dance Convention was smaller than for
recent conventions, but the same enthusiasm and spirit
that pervades every national meeting were in evidence.
Michigan, of course, had more dancers than any other
state— 7868, with Ohio second at 1662 and Illinois third
with 1236.
We'll be the first to admit that this is an editorial account of the convention. As always, our comments are
limited by what we participate in and what we hear from
other attendees. This time, the convention seemed to be
in our backyard, as we loaded our van-load of books for
the two-hour, round-the-lake spin to the Motor City.
We learned a hard lesson right away. In downtown
Detroit you must hire valet service when leaving your
car. In the hotel parking garage, ours was picked for a
hundred dollar vandal job even before opening day. But
the poor first impression of the metropolis was quickly
countered by happier moments.
The Renaissance Center complex of buildings, including the headquarters hotel, the Westin, where we
stayed, was beautifully conceived— a real architect's
dream— with a series of shops, pools, plants, terraces,
flying escalators, balconies and the world's highest
restaurant on the 70th floor, where we had a superb dinner while rotating over the complete Detroit and Windsor panorama.
The site of the convention, Cobo Hall, was equally
spacious. No hall for dancing or discussing or purchasing was overcrowed. The sound was adequate-to-good.
A few folks complained about tired feet, but small
wonder— they'd just hiked an 18-hole golf course
without the soft turf. Booths selling water-filled insoles
for dance shoes did a flourishing business.
Our own involvements were many. Work at the booth,
Press Breakfast, Smooth Dancing Clinic each day for
two hours, a first-time LEGACY Dancer-Leadership
Seminar which ran two days for two hours, calling
assignments, prompting in the contra hall, a presentation at the Callerlab callers seminar, meeting of the
NASRDS (Suppliers), LEGACY board meeting, a special
dinner to attend and much more.
Dancers had much to choose from— the Parade of
States, the Showcase of Ideas, rounds program, trail
dances, tours, booths, fashion show, the classy performances in the arena by polished exhibition dancing
teams, dancing at all levels from contra to C-2, panels
and clinics and seminars and think tanks. This makes
the National Convention what a convention is supposed
40
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The LEGACY Seminar brought together leaders who
joined in the provocative discussions on both days. The
second day's session was opposite the Fashion Show,
proof that the 40 + attendees were vitally interested in
solving problems in square dancing. Thanks to Chet and
Julia Vetter, Doc and Peg Tirrell, Mary and Bill Jenkins,
Herb and Erna Egender, Dan and Mary Martin, Bob and
Phyllis Howell, who worked with your editors on bringing this new program to the national convention agenda.
After the final shutdown of the ASD booth, at which
we had visited with friends, made new acquaintances
sold many books and subscriptions, handed out hundreds of sample copies, we headed the van for Dearborn
and a special dinner of the Prairie-Mountain-Desert
recording staff hosted by Al and Donna Horn. The Horns
are building a team feeling and a rapport that we are
sure will send their business skyrocketing. The dinner
was highlighted by serious special awards to Renny
Mann and Johnny Scott, and to humorous "medals" to
all the staff artists and their wives. We felt privileged to
be invited as special guests at this fun event.
The weather was cool and mostly beautiful all three
days, marred only by a few sprinkles early one morning.
The streets were choked with people and vehicles most
of the time. Other conventioneers of all kinds were in the
city simultaneously— cloggers mixed with joggers, ping
pong circulators mixed with table tennis fanatics,
salesmen in the hotels and sails-men afloat on the river.
Plaudits to Bud and Helen Goldsmith for pulling
together their committees in spite of difficulties and
hosting a Detroit event that was truly "great!" The 31st
National Convention has entered the annals of square
dance history and all the committee chairmen who
made it a success should be applauded!
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CHALLENGE
CHATTER
Russ & Nancy Nichols

The largest National Challenge Convention ever, 84 squares, danced in the
three 'C' levels on a full-time basis. This
convention has come a long way from
the 23 squares that started National
Challenge in 1967. The 1st and the 16th
conventions had two common factors:
they were both in Philadelphia and two
callers, Ed Foote and Lee Kopman, have
worked all sixteen. Two of the highlights
were that it was a smoothly run convention and that the dancers decided to
make a staff change. Mike Jacobs was
elected to the staff replacing Dewey
Berry. Dewey was added to the staff in
1972 and had worked the last eleven conventions. The dancers left the convention not knowing where the 1984 National Challenge Convention would be
held. At this writing the two cities being
considered are Chicago, Illinois, and
Toledo, Ohio. Toledo will host the 1983
convention at the University of Toledo.
The Student Union Building will hold up
to 200 squares of dancers in a modern,
air-conditioned facility. One ballroom
will hold 60 to 80 squares and has a
wood floor. Also in Toledo's favor are the
large number of reasonably priced motel
rooms available. Unlike many cities,
Toledo has not overbuilt plush motels;
however, there are many nice motels offering rooms at a reasonable cost. The
staff callers have selected the Sheraton
to be their headquarters, for those who
are interested. The only major complaint
with Philadelphia was the cost and condition of the rooms available at
Philadelphia Centre Hotel. On the subject of cost, the staff decided to raise
the dance fee again. When Toledo bid on
the 1983 convention, they had two
thoughts in mind; one, to provide
enough room for challenge dancers to
enjoy their convention and two, to do it
at a reasonable cost. We'll watch this
situation closely as it develops.
The 31st National Convention in
Detroit, Michigan wasn't the largest convention that we've ever attended, but it
did have many interesting highlights. It
was the first national convention ever to
run two challenge halls full time, plus an
advanced hall large enough to hold all
42

the advanced dancers who wanted to
participate. There were consistently
more dancers in the C-I1 hall than the C-I
hall. The Advanced and Challenge Directors, Tony and Jackie Simpson, did an
excellent job in programming all three
halls from 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. They
worked closely with the Education Committee, in allowing ample time for
reviewing the levels and time for introduction to the next level. For example, A C-I dancer had a two hour review
of the C-I list and an hour session of Introduction to C-II, in addition to 8 hours
of C-I dancing each day. Similar
schedules were available at the Advanced Level and the C-I1 Level. The
Simpsons scheduled only the top Advanced and Challenge callers in the
country and their hard work really paid
off. It is only fitting to mention that the
After Parties were not well attended;
however, if you danced from 9:30 a.m. to
11:00 p.m. you really didn't need an after
party.
The American Advanced and
Challenge Convention After Party drew
12 squares and introduced seven of their
fifteen staff callers to those dancers attending. The American A/C is scheduled
for August 12, 13, and 14, 1982 at the
University of Toledo. It features Advanced, C-I, and C-I1 halls which will be
running two four-hour sessions each
day. Each morning will be left free for
rest, shopping, or sightseeing.
Another big event in August is the
Jackpot Festival '82 in Las Vegas. This
festival will feature A-I and A-2, also C-I
and C-II. One of the sessions will review
the experimentals of the past few years.
There will be five callers for your
pleasure at this festival which will run
from August 8th through August 12.
1982.
THE BOTTOM LINE
The bottom line this month is
Get Motivated to get S/D Week Promoted'
Check book list, back page, and order
$8,00
SHOW AND SELL
$3.00
HOEDOWN HERITAGE
SUM
PROMOTIONAL FOLDERS
INFORMS: W-3, X-3, Y-3, C-4, D-4, G-4, P-4
K-5, B-6,
(sample promo folder), X-4, G-5,
D-6, E-6. M-6. Y-6, A-7, V-7, etc. All 17 for
$2.50 or order separately 435c.
Add appropriate postage to order,
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ANNUAL
LEE
HOLIDAY HAPPENING
KOPMAN
Jekyll Island, Ga.
7th

December 3 & 4, 1982

•
Lee Koprelan

NOW AVAILABLE
On Reel or Cassette

INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES
For Advanced, C•1, C-2 and C-3
Levels of Dancing
•

Darryl McMillen
Lynn Mayen Fla

John Soy.odle
Smyrna Georg.

Minus a couple to make up a square?
Try our brand New (3)

Elmer Sheffield Jr
Flo
latish

TWO COUPLE TAPES
Geared to Approved Callerlab Level Lists

Advance
Tickets:
Squares
75

Advanced Level — C-1 Level — C-2 Level
WORKSHOP TAPES
From
Mainstream to C-3 Level

$18.

lienited

At the
terry L Barbara Pierce
Birmingham Ma

door:$20
Also Available
GLOSSARY OF SID CALLS

HOLIDAY HAPPENING

For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN
2965 Campbell Av., Wantagh NY 11793

PO BOX 2516, SMYRNA GA 30081

Phone 14041 436-3664

C-053 SMOOTH TALKING BABY by Joe
C-052 WIZARD ON THE HILL by Daryl
C-051 ADELINE by Marlin
C-050 THE OLD LAMPLIGHTER by Daryl
C-049 DIXIE ON MY MIND by Daryl
C•025 SHINE ON HARVEST MOON by Daryl (Good old•
timer for fall)
ROUNDS:
C•1005 WHAT'LL I DO by Bud & Irene Hornstein
C-1006 CREAM AND SUGAR by Ernie & Mary Hovey
HOEDOWN:
C-505 MAGMA, Patter by Daryl
C-506 OREGON MIST
Jim liallnur

II

HOEDOWNER RECORDS
H-103 YOU ASKED ME TO, Bob Stutevoss
H-104 GIMME A LITTLE KISS. Gordon Sutton
H-105 MUSIC OF HAWAII. Ery Parrish
H-106 LOVING HER WAS EASIER.
John Reitmajer
HO-107 THINKING OF YOU by Bob

Order Direct or from your Nearest Record Dealer
Produced by Clendenin Enterprises. 7915 N. Clarendon. Portland OR 97203
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An interesting way of ending a patter
tip is the use of stir the bucket material.
Here are a few written by Sam Dunn,
Ohio. Send us your favorite stir the
bucket routine and we will include it.
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Touch a quarter, release the column
Sweep '/4, you've stirred the bucket...
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Square thru three-quarters. bend the line
Right and left thru, Dixie derby
Ferris wheel, touch to a wave
Ping pong circulate, ladies trade, recycle
Sweep 1/4 , you've stirred the bucket...
Side ladies chain, heads pass the ocean
Recycle, zoom, sides touch to a wave
Linear cycle, you've stirred the bucket...
Head ladies chain, sides right & left thru
Heads pass the ocean, ping pong
Circulate, extend the tag, swing thru
Boys run, ferris wheel, centers sweep '/4
You've stirred the bucket...
Four ladies chain V., heads pass ocean
Release recycle, centers sweep 3/4
You've stirred the bucket
Four ladies chain, heads pass the ocean
Ping pong circulate, swing thru, boys run
Chain down line, you've stirred a bucket..
Side ladies chain, heads right & !eft thru
Touch to a wave, hinge and flutter, zoom
And star thru, pass thru, partner trade
You've stirred the bucket...
NOTE: All the above figures use OS.
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PARTNER TRADE AND ROLL
From couples or mini-waves. dancers exchange places by walking forward in a
semi-circle ending in the other dancers'
starting positions. Each trading dancer
has reversed the original facing direction. If the trading dancers start facing
in the same direction, they pass right
shoulders when they meet, per the right
shoulder passing rule. And roll: Upon
completing the trade, each dancer continues to turn individually one quarter
more in the direction of body flow.
EXAMPLES:
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, partner trade and roll
Star thru, first couple left
Second couple right, left allemande
Promenade, heads wheel around
Star thru, pass thru, partner trade
And roll, box the gnat, right and left thru
Left allemande
Promenade, heads wheel around
Star thru, pass thru, partner trade & roll
Star thru, California twirl, pass thru
Partner trade and roll, star thru
California twirl, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Promenade, heads wheel around
Pass thru, partner trade and roll
Star thru, bend the line, pass thru
Partner trade and roll
Right and left grand
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Heads crosstrail thru, go round two
To a line, centers half sashay
All pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, partner trade and roll
Pass thru, U-turn back, two ladies chain
Square thru four, right to partner
Pull by, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, partner trade and roll
Star thru, California twirl
Double pass thru, partner trade and roll
Centers box the gnat, right and left thru
All pass thru, U-turn back
Two ladies chain, pass thru
Partner trade and roll
Right and left grand
Promenade, heads wheel around
Pass thru, partner trade and roll
Star thru, crosstrail, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, partner trade and roll
Star thru, California twirl
Double pass thru, partner trade and roll
Star thru, first couple left and
Second right, pass thru, partner trade
And roll, right and left grand
Heads rollaway, lead right, circle four
Ladies break to lines, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Partner trade and roll
Centers box the gnat, right and left thru
Same two square thru five hands
Ends pass thru, move to the next
Star thru, right and left thru, dive thru
Double pass thru, first couple left
Second right, pass thru partner trade
And roll, right and left grand
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, partner trade and roll
Pass thru, wheel and deal,
Double pass thru, partner trade and roll
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, partner trade and roll
Left allemande
Promenade, heads wheel around
Star thru, pass thru
Partner trade and roll, star thru
California twirl, dive thru, pass thru
Right and left thru, dive thru, pass thru
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Star thru, pass thru, partner trade & roll
Star thru, Calif. twirl, right and left thru
Dive thru. pass thru, all partner trade
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And roll, star thru, right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru, partner trade & roll
Star thru, pass thru, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Square thru three-quarters, partner trade
And roll, right and left grand
Heads crosstrail thru, go round one
To a line, pass thru, wheel and deal
Partner trade and roll,
Centers right and left thru
Partner trade and roll
All star thru, heads lead right
Circle to a line, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers left
Square thru 3/4 , swing thru, girls trade
Right and left grand
Promenade, heads wheel around
Star thru, pass thru, partner trade & roll
Box the gnat, square thru three-quarters
Move to the next and star thru, pass thru
Partner trade and roll, box the gnat
Pass thru, move to the next, pass thru
Partner trade and roll
Right and left grand
Promenade, heads wheel around
Right and left thru, star thru, pass thru
Partner trade and roll, box the gnat
Square thru three-quarters, move to next
Star thru, pass thru, partner trade & roll
Turn thru, partner trade and roll
Right and left grand
Heads pass thru, partner trade and roll
Double pass thru, partner trade and roll
Right and left thru, square thru four
Trade by, left allemande
Heads pass thru, cloverleaf
Double pass thru, partner trade and roll
Pass thru, wheel and deal,
Boys left turn thru, swing thru
Ends circulate, boys run, reverse
Flutter wheel, crosstrail thru
Left allemande

BOUNCE THE BEAUSIBELLES
From any two-faced line, all veer
toward the center to get back to back
couples, and without stopping, desig45

nated dancers turn back in the direction
of the flow. Bounce the beaus gives lefthand box circulate foursomes and
bounce the belles gives right-hand
boxes.
RF TWO-FACED LINES:
BOUNCE THE BEAUS
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RF TWO-FACED LINES:
BOUNCE THE BELLES

RESULT

EXAMPLES by Ed:
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Boys run, bounce the belles
Coordinate, wheel and deal, ocean wave
Boys trade, same sex trade
Right and left grand
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Bounce the beaus, centers hinge 1/4
Trade the wave, others trade and roll
All pass thru, wheel and deal
Boys left square thru three-quarters
Touch a quarter, recycle, pass thru
Trade by, left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Girls hinge, diamond circulate
Cut the diamond, bounce the belles
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Hinge a quarter, pass thru, wheel & deal
Zoom, pass thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Girls hinge, diamond circulate
Cut the diamond, bounce the beaus
Split circulate, trade and roll
Slide thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Ferris wheel, centers veer left
Bounce the belles, box circulate
Walk and dodge, square thru 3/4
Trade by, left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Ferris wheel, centers veer left
Bounce the beaus, walk and dodge
Touch a quarter, centers trade, boys run
Reverse the flutter wheel, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, circle half
To a two-faced line, cross over circulate
Bounce the belles, trade and roll
Pass the ocean, girls trade, recycle
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, circle half
To a two-faced line, cross over circulate
Bounce the beaus, trade and roll
Pass the ocean, girls trade, recycle
Square thru three-quarters, trade by
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, spin the top
Girls run, bounce the beaus,
Left swing thru, ends circulate
Trade the wave, girls trade
Crosstrail thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four, spin the top
Boys run, bounce the beaus
Left swing thru, trade the wave
Hinge a quarter, centers trade,
Girls trade, slide thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, spin the top
Boys run, bounce the belles
Split circulate, scoot back, boys run
Reverse flutter wheel, slide thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, spin the top
Girls run, bounce the belles
Scoot back, boys run, reverse
Flutter wheel, pass thru, wheel & deal
Zoom and pass thru, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Touch a quarter, coordinate
Bounce the belles, hinge a quarter
Triple trade, hinge a quarter, coordinate
Ferris wheel, zoom and square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
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Touch a quarter, coordinate
Bounce the belles, eight circulate
Trade and roll, spin the top
Right and left grand
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Girls run, bounce the belles
Coordinate, ferris wheel, reverse
Flutter wheel, zoom and pass thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Girls run, bounce the beaus
Partner tag. chase right, walk & dodge
Partner trade, pass thru
Wheel and deal, zoom, pass thru
Left allemande

LOCK ON
From ocean waves, two-faced lines or
diamonds, centers trade as ends (points)
move up (as in lock it).
From parallel two-faced lines, end
result is point to point diamonds.
From parallel ocean waves, end result
is facing point to point diamonds.
From tidal two-faced line, end result is
center to center diamonds.
From tidal wave, end result is facing
center to center diamonds.
From point to point diamonds, end
result is parallel two-faced lines.
From facing point to point diamonds,
end result is parallel waves.
From center to center diamonds, end
result is a tidal two-faced line.
From facing center to center diamonds,
end result is tidal wave.
CENTER TO CENTER DIAMONDS:
LOCK ON

RESULT

nooi-J000Ej
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Again, lock on and you're back to Fig. 1.
Facing center to center diamonds,
lock on

R660cmoou
Again, lock on and you're back to Fig. 3.
EXAMPLES by Ed:
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Girls hinge, diamond circulate, lock on
Girls run, wheel and deal, sweep 1/4
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Spin the top, swing thru, girls hinge
Diamond circulate, lock on, boys run
Girls trade, wheel and deal
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Boys run, lock on, diamond circulate
Boys trade, spread, (in your diamond)
Girls half tag, all wheel and deal
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Boys run, lock on, diamond circulate
Lock on, boys run, boys trade & spread
Star thru, pass thru, wheel and deal
Pass thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Lock on, diamond circulate, lock on
Recycle, pass thru, U-turn back
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Lock on, diamond circulate, lock on
Trade the wave, girls trade, recycle
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Ocean wave, girls trade, swing thru
Boys run, lock on, diamond circulate
Flip the diamond, swing thru
Right and left grand
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru, girls run, lock on
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond
Trade the wave, same sex trade
Right and left grand
Heads pass thru, round one to a line
Ocean wave, lock on, diamond circulate
Lock on, girls trade, in your foursome
Wheel and deal, in a new foursome
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Wheel and deal, star thru
In this foursome, wheel and deal
Centers square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Ocean wave, lock on, diamond circulate
Lock on, boys cross run, recycle
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru, boys run, girls hinge
Diamond circulate, lock on,
Couples circulate, boys cross run
Girls trade, bend the line
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru, girls run, girls hinge
Diamond circulate, lock on
Bend the line, left allemande
Heads pass thru, round one to a line
Ocean wave, centers hinge
Diamond circulate, lock on
Ends circulate, boys trade
Reverse flutter wheel, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Ocean wave, girls hinge
Diamond circulate, lock on, girls run
Wheel and deal, reverse flutter wheel
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Boys run, girls hinge, diamond circulate
Lock on, boys cross run, wheel and deal
Reverse flutter wheel, sweep a quarter
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Girls run, boys hinge, diamond circulate
Lock on, boys run, lock on
Flip the diamond, girls trade, half tag
Trade and roll, left allemande

(E;1 )
FIGURESA
by Ed

by Bill Harrison, Maryland
Heads star thru, double pass thru
Leads only peel off and extend
All eight circulate (ends pass thru
while centers do a partner trade)
Centers box the gnat, square thru three
Ends crossfold, pass thru
Grand right and left
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Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, lead couples only
Chase right (end in center in a box)
Box circulate, outside boy run right
All eight circulate, boys run right
Single circle to a wave
Grand right and left
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, peel off, pass thru
Wheel and spread, girls pass the ocean
Boys pass thru, (check diamond)
Flip the diamond, all eight circulate
Men only chase right, men cross run
Girls trade, wheel and deal,
Left allemande
by Don Malcom, Missouri
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers in, cast in 3/4
Ends star thru, centers walk and dodge
Left allemande
Heads pass thru, turn right
Girls around two, boys around one
To a line, pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4
Ends box the gnat, centers right, left thru
Girls walk, boys dodge, hinge a quarter
Right and left grand
Four ladies chain three-quarters
Heads crosstrail thru, go round one
To a line, right and left thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Pass thru, ends crossfold, star thru
Reverse flutter, crosstrail thru, skip one
With the next box the gnat,
Right and left grand
by Ed
Head ladies chain three-quarters
Sides turn them and rollaway
Lines of three pass thru, ends trade
Swing thru, two ladies(facing in) chain 3/4
Others turn back, star thru, zoom
Pass thru, left allemande
Heads right and left thru
Same two ladies chain
Head men face corner, box the gnat
Boys slide thru to right hand star
Turn it 3/4 , left allemande
Heads promenade half
Same two ladies chain, chain back 3/4
Rollaway. six pass thru, ends trade
Centers turn back, left allemande
Head ladies chain, heads face corner
Box the gnat, girls slide thru to a
Left-hand star once around
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P.S.: MS/OS
by Howie Shirley

Sides flutterwheel, heads square thru
Swing thru, all eight circulate
'Go right and left grand
Or. 'boys run, bend the line
(To a zero line)
Or. 'Turn thru, left allemande
Or. 'Scoot back, recycle. swing thru
Turn thru, left allemande
Or, 'Box the gnat. right and left thru
Square thru 3 4 to a left allemande
Or, 'Touch. scoot back, girls circulate
Men fold. peel off. bend the line
Left allemande
Heads square thru, touch and
Spin the top double, boys trade
Girls trade, hinge and flutter
Now flutterwheel, sweep a quarter
Touch and linear cycle. lines pass thru
Left allemande
Sides swing thru, boys trade, star thru
California twirl, veer left. girls trade
Couples walk forward to outside couple
Make a two-faced line, do a half tag
Split circulate, boys run
Go right and left thru. rollaway
Half sashay. slide thru, roll twice
Go right and left grand
Heads go right and left thru
Pass the ocean, swing thru. turn thru
Circle four to a line (zero line)
Go right and left thru. put ladies in lead
Dixie style to ocean wave. men trade
And run, bend the line. pass thru
Tag the line, leaders turn back
'Go right and left grand
Or, 'turn thru to left allemande
Heads right and left thru, rollaway
Half sashay, turn thru, cloverleaf

Partner turn thru, left allemande
Heads touch to a wave, lock it
Square thru 3/4, left allemande
Heads touch to a wave, spin the top
Lock it, lock it, girls trade, turn thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, touch to a wave
Lock it, spin the top, boys trade
Box the gnat, change hands
Left allemande
Heads swing thru, lock it, spin the top
Crosstrail thru, left allemande
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Sides fan the top, single hinge
Walk and dodge, pass to center
Square thru 3/4 to left allemande....
Sides go right and left thru
Ladies lead Dixie style to ocean wave
Step thru and circle four to a line
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Centers flutter wheel, right and left thru
Square thru 3/4 to left allemande....
Heads veer left, girls trade
Couples hinge, step forward
To outside couples for a two-faced line
Half tag. trade and roll to face
Square thru 3,4 and trade by
Left allemande
Heads right and circle four to a line
Pass the ocean, boys run. boys trade
And bend the line. right and left thru
Pass thru. partner trade. pass the ocean
Swing thru. turn thru to left allemande....
Sides half square thru and go
Right and left thru. centers turn full turn
Face the center. same two swing thru
Cast off 3 4. walk and dodge. cloverleaf
Others pass thru to left allemande
A Gem:
Heads pass the ocean. fan the top
Single hinge. boys run, circle four to line
Right and left thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, substitute
Pass the ocean, single hinge
Walk and dodge. touch, boys trade
Girls trade. swing thru, boys run
Girls trade, boys cast 'em off 3/4
Flutterwheel, sweep a quarter
Left allemande
Stir the bucket:
Heads fan the top, ping pong circulate
Centers fan the top, right and left thru....
Sides slide thru, swing thru, boys trade
Extend, single hinge, centers trade
Boys run, square thru four hands
Trade by, left allemande
Heads swing thru, lock it, girls trade
Box the gnat, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Head ladies chain right,
New head ladies chain across
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Touch to a wave, lock it
Right and left thru, pass thru, trade by
Star thru, touch to a wave, lock it
Right and left thru, star thru
Square thru four, right to partner
Pull by, left allemande
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EXPLIIIMENTAL BASIC

MAINSTREAM
See list of Ca(Whet
programs,
centerfold— 6182

PLUS PROGRAM
All eight spin the top
Anything and roll
Anything and spread
Chase right
,/,‘ tag the ine
CALLERLAB APPROVED Coordinate
Track two
Crossfire
EXPERIMENTALS
Trade the wave
Diamond circulate
Triple scoot
Dixie grand
Dixie derby
Triple trade
Explode
the
wave
Linear cycle
Turn and left thru
Extend the tag
Star the route
Flip the diamond
Chain down the line
Follow
your
neighbor
Hinge and flutter
Grand swing thru
Release the column
Load the boat
Red hot
Peel the top
ADVANCED
Ping pong circulate
Zing
Relay
the deucey
Mini busy
Remake the thar
CHALLENGE
Single
circle to a wave
Change the apex
Spin chain the gears
Triangle identification
Teacup chain

ASS PULSE POLL
EXPERIMENTALS
CAUTION Not recom
mended for dancers
prior to Plus level
activity
©ASD— Not • Callerlab level

,••••
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'.•:-:

Z-coordinate
.::?-i;4 Double your pleasure
K:itulr Bounce
n
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.i::.:5....47- Doousbsledo
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A15 Cr pleasure
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CORRECTION
In our June issue center spread, star the route and release the column are listed incorrectly under OS. They should be dropped from the list.

FOUR BAR B RECORDS
NEW RELEASES
4B-6052 MOUNTAIN MUSIC— John
48-6013 GHOST RIDERS— Mike
4B.6049 MOUNTAIN DEW— Bob
4B-6047 TIGHT FITTIN' JEANS— Mike
48-6046 NEVER BEEN SO LOVED— John
48.6045 WHAT A LITTLE MOONLIGHT CAN DO— Bill V
4B-6044 HUMMIN' BIRD/TATERS— Hoedown
4B-6043 BACK IN BABY'S ARMS— Bill

-BI3B0

•-,41.

Box 7-11,
MACKS CREEK,
MO 65786

Bob Carmacs

RELEASES
413-6040 SNOUT MOUNTAIN RAIN— Mike
4B-6039 SOUTHERN RAINS— Bill V.
4B-6038 SOMEBODY'S KNOCKING— John
4B-6036 LOOKIN FOR LOVE— Bob
4B-6035 GONNA SIT RIGHT DOWN 6 WRITE MYSELF A LETTER4B-6034 FADED LOVE— Bill
4B-6033 THAT'S WHAT I GET FOR LOVING YOU— John
48-6032 CORNBREAD/HUSH PUPPY (Hoedowns)
4B-6028 KAW-LIGA
— Bill
4B-6021 IT'S CRYING TIME AGAIN— Bill
4B-60t9 ALL THE GOLD IN CALIFORNIA— Bob

913Bra

John Marshi:l'

QUADRILLE RELEASES:
0-817 II NEVER KNEW) THE DEVIL'S EYES WERE BLUE— Kevin Bersing
0-815 WATCHIN' GIRLS GO BY— Gray Mahnken
0-814 OLDER WOMEN— Bob Dsburn
0-813 PENNY ARCADE— Gary Mahnken

314-363-5432
13•11 Volnor
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Round Dance

POME
SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS
I. New York NY
2. Could I Have This Dance
3. Good Old Girls
4. Piano Roll Waltz
5. Elvira
6. Suzette
7. Louisiana Saturday Night
8. Whisper Your Love
9. Diamond in the Rough
10. Debutante/Japanese Soft Shoe

CLASSICS (As Voted by Roundalab)
EASY
1. Dancing Shadows
2 Tips of my Fingers
3 Mexicali Rose
4 Walk Right Back
5 Tango Mannita
6. Frenchy Brown
7. Street Fair
8. Hot Lips
9. Take One Step
10. Sleepy Time Gal

INTERMEDIATE
11
1 Birth of the Blues
12
2 Answer Me
13
3 Folsom Prison Blues 14.
4 Feelin'
15
5 My Love
6 Continental Goodnight
7 Dream Awhile
8 Green Door
9 Roses for Elizabeth
10 Spaghetti Rag

Hold Me
Moon Over Naples
Neapolitan Waltz
In the Arms of Love
Patricia

TOP ROUNDS
(Courtesy Carousel Clubs)
ADVANCED
1. Pepito (Rother)
2. Smoke Gets In Your Eyes (Landoll)
3. PA 6,500 (Glover)
4. Roadhouse Blues (Easterday)
5. Fortuosity (Rother)
6. Aphrodisia (Ward)
7. Kiss Me Honey (Rother)
8. Amapola (Tullus)

ROUND DANCERS' ROUNDS
1. Til Tomorrow
2. Crazy Eyes
3. Begin the Beguine
4. You Don't Know Me
5. Whispering
6. Write Myself A Letter
7. Corredo
8. Up A Lazy River

HIGH INTERMEDIATE
1. West Of The Moon (Palmquist)
2. Besame Mucho (Wolcott)
3. Happy Medley (Sheridan)
4. My Man Cha Cha (Palmguist)
5. Begin The Beguine (Wolcott)
6. Whispering (Roberts)
7. Lazy Sugarfoot (Procter)
8
Sealed With A Kiss (Kannapel)

REEVES RECORDS INC.
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
SPANGLE
BOOKS, MANUALS
DANCE WAX
SQ.-RID-CLOGGING
PLASTIC
RECORDS
RECORD
DIPLOMAS
JACKETS
RECORD CASES
TOA WIRELESS
NEWCOMB SOUND
EQUIPMENT
MIKES & ACCESSORIES
We also have records that are hard to find
and have been listed as not available

EDDIE-BOBBIE-ROBBIEREEVES
P.O. BOX 17668
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217.7668

Amer/can Sgueredance r Augus! r 982

1835 SO. BUCKNER
214/398-7508
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ALAMO AREA ASSOCIATION
The new officers of the Alamo Area
Square and Round Dance Association
for the period from July 1, 1982, through
June 30, 1983 are: president, Joe and
Alice London; first vice-president, Buddy
and Gail Strempel; second vicepresident, Siedel and Barbara Moravits;
third vice-president, Virgil and Bertha
Meier; treasurer, Butch and Ampie
Hayes; secretary, Bill and Jeanne Huggins.
Butch and Ampie Hayes
San Antonio, Texas
IN MEMORIAM
Dick Jones, popular east coast caller
for several decades, died on June 8
following a cerebral hemorrhage. He had
called an anniversary dance in New
Jersey the night before he was stricken.
Now residing in Clinton, New Jersey, he
had long been involved in teaching
physical education and in calling and
teaching square dancing on Long Island
and in the New York City-New Jersey
area.

RAMON
..1* MARSCH
AMIN

MAINSTREAM
PLUS 1 and 2
ADVANCED

.11.-..

10222 BUNDYSBURG RD., N.W.
MIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062
PHONE 1216j 632-1074

MARSCH-MELLO W-SMOOTH
Callmg-Travelmq Full Time
Call or write for into on Swiss Trip October 5-13 1987

MICRO PLASTICS
;. I

,

JOHN
HANDS

1 line "Slim Jim- 11.00
Name only
regular size $1.10
Name and town
or design $1.25
Name and town
sod design; 81.50

ANY TOWN, STATE

State shape $2.00
Name. town, design
and club name $1.75
We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any Color— Black, White
Blue, Green. Brown. Red, Yellow, Walnut,
Send check with order, add 15. per badge postage

MICRO PLASTICS
Boo 847 Me, CO 81650 13031 625-1718
....
'. 1 1'i

A TRIBUTE TO A GREAT CALLER
by Rick Gittelman, Penn Valley, Pa.
Dick Jones was not just a great caller.
He was a fantastic entertainer, friend
and all-round nice person. His sudden
death in June has left a great loss.
Dick Jones called for three decades
and will probably be remembered most
for his incredible singing voice and
delightful sense of humor. Off stage,
Dick was a truly a warm, friendly and
entertaining person. If he were calling,
you could be sure the crowd was dancing, laughing and having a great time.
As a caller myself, I always admired
Dick. He was never too busy to talk or
give advice if needed. He was a real inspiration to me and to many others.
Although Dick is no longer with us, I
know his memory will remain with all
who knew him. We will never forget the
happy moments he gave to us and to
many dancers everywhere.
Continued on Page 62
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YOU GET A HALLI'LL DO THE CALL'

ED
FRAIDENBURG

-.

1916 Poseyville Rd., Route 10
Midland, Michigan 48640
Phone (517) 835-9524
AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA
"kr II.
'Ir 0

SINGLE?
ENTHUSIASTIC?

/I.

Interested in starting a
SINGLES' Square Dance Club?
LET US HELP!
Become affiliated with the
largest Singles' Square Dance
Club in the world'

WRITE FOR INFORMATION NOW,
BACHELORS N BACHELORETTES INTERNATIONAL INC
c/o BOB Wildman. International President
5714 Ledgewood Road South Gate CA 90280
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Country & Western Ties
231 N. Porter St.
Cleves, Ohio 45002

People

SPARKLING TIES

iN THE NEWS

Jewel Stone Western Bow Tie of
Peasant or Metallic Trim Braids.
Non-Sparkling Ties Also.
i

THE ROOFERS
RECORDS
C,oduced by
7 rff ROOFERS RECORDS
4021 NW 61st
Oklahoma City OK 73112
405-9424435

Nit

dk

fRR•110 0615 FROM MUSKOGEE. Gerald McWhirler
TRR.109 OKC IS MY HOME TOWN by Gerald McWIHrter
TRR-108 SIMPLE SONG
TRR.201 ROOFER S
TRR.107 BLUE EYED BLOND
SPECIAL/WANDERING
TRR-106 GOLD AND SILVER
TRR-105 CALL ME UP
TRR.104 HONKY TONK SATURDAY NIGHT
TAR-103 GOOD GOSH OH BABY
i

v
•

GARY MAHNKEN
wi

Traveling & Calling

r

MAINSTREAM. PLUS 1 & 2
ADVANCED
Recording on Quadrille Record ,

ire A
1116 '

PENNY ARCADE
0813
WATCHING GIRLS GO BY
0815
Rt. 1 Box 66
Corder MO 64021
Phone: 816-394.2667
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Business' Ask for
Margy, 1316.584-3631

NATIONAL
SQUARE DANCE
DIRECTORY

Third edition lists over 8000 square dance, round
dance, clogging and contra clubs In the U.S., Canada
and around the world.
Includes type of club, level of dancing, when and
where to dance, and a person to contact concerning
the club. Great for traveling.

•

$8.00 per copy (plus VI. postage)
PO Box 54055, Jackson MS 39208

A ,rpr:.• in Stpdared,•,-, .4 , ;q1,st '982

Thanks to Rick Gittleman for his appropriate comments about Dick Jones,
printed elsewhere in this issue. It is a
sad coincidence that Dick was mentioned in "Meanderings" last month,
and also that just last month in this column we wrote a tribute to another great
caller no longer with us, C.O. Guest.
Bad news comes in bunches these
days. We just learned that while piloting
his private plane from the Keys to Jacksonville, Florida, James Maxey (Brahma
Records) and his wife, Clarice, crashed
in a storm and both have been hospitalized, allegedly not in critical condition.
Cleo Shore and husband, Dick, of
Pomona, California, write that they are
working hard to fill their third Century
Club book with callers' signatures.
Bob Ruff Records of Whittier, California, is the new home for Wagon Wheel
records. Classics of the WW label are
being repressed. Ask for a catalogue:
8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier CA 90605.
The prestigious Yankee Clipper award
was recently given to Charlie Baldwin
(New England Caller magazine publisher) for his outstanding leadership and
service to thousands in the northeast.
New address for caller Vern Weese is
7575 Bissonnet, Apt. 247, Houston TX
77074.
Erma Reynolds, frequent puzzle constructor for ASD, sent a clipping from a
Massachusetts newspaper describing
contra dancing at Long Meddowe Days
Celebration, attended by 10,000 in
Longmeadow. There were jigs, reels and
hornpipes, open for public participation.
Al Nolden of St. Cloud, Minnesota,
was featured in an almost-full page
photo feature on square dancing in the
St. Cloud Daily Times recently, showing
his seasoned ability as a caller teaching
and calling for a square dance involving
over 400 grade school youngsters at
Holy Spirit and Jefferson schools.
Continued on Page 62
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Williams; secretary, Jean and Travis
Lawrence; corresponding secretary,
Betty Covington.
Pete and Betty Rawstron
Old Hickory, Tennessee
CONTAGIOUS ENTHUSIASM
In January of 1981, the Jubileers Club
of Jacksonville, Florida, had a dream.
Christmas had left such good feelings,
the members decided to have Christmas
again in July to benefit the Shrine Crippled Children's Fund.
Enthusiasm spread like wildfire. Gifts
of talent were given by callers, cuers and
directors; gifts of exhibition by dancers;
gifts of merchandise and money, and the
greatest gift of all, over 1000 people
joined together. People from Guam,
Alaska and many areas of the U.S. attended, and a contribution of $2400 was
realized. This was a first for the square
dance community and also for the
Morocco Temple, because never before
had a group outside the Shrine raised
funds for them,
Christmas in July was held again in
1982 and will be an annual affair. For
more information, contact Virginia Warren, PO Box 8294, Jacksonville FL 32239.

TENNESSEE STATE ASSOCIATION
Association for officers, June
1982-1983 are: president, Art and Jackie
Pearson; vice-president, George and
Dolores Leever; recording secretary, Sue
B. Jones; treasurer, Dorothy and
Beecher Vaughn; corresponding
secretary (appointed by president), Pete
and Betty Rawstron.
CUMBERLAND VALLEY ASSOCIATION
The new officers for the Cumberland
Valley Western Square and Round
Dance Association (Nashville Area) for
the year May 19, 1982 through May 18,
1983 are: president, Allen and Peggy
Lyon; vice-president, Randy and Salene
Walters; treasurer, David and Karen

B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Billy and Sue Miller

141.1

Phone: 812-843-5491

MAGNET, INDIANA 47555

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers.
1,
2 - heel, all leather uppers,
cushioned insole for comfort 5.10 narrow; 4.10 medium; 5.10 wide.
Black/White
Red/NavylBrown
526.00
ndiana Add 4%
Silver/Gold
527.00
Sales Tax
Slim available
15.0 Classics available in black/
IISA•
white, all sizes, 516.75. No
1
111MIElk guarantee.
Paces subject to change without notice.

Catalog SI.
Relundable on First Order

RINGO
The shoe most square dancers wear. /'' heel with
elastic binding around shoe.
Strap across instep.
Black and While
$21.75
Yellow. Pink, Red
Hot Pink, Orange
$22.75
Silver and Gold
$23.75
MAJESTIC
Sizes 411 Med.
Glove tanned leather, Size 6
and Narrow.
thru 12 N, 4 thru 12M. 1,,
M22
sizes. Steel shank for sup.
Round
port.
Toe
Black & White
$23.00
Navy, Red, Brown
$25.00
Silver & Gold

POSTAGE ON SHOE ORDERS: $1.75 ea plus .50 ea. additional pr.
STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS
SHOITIE
MID-THIGH
KNEE LENGTH
SISSY
With 1 1/2 " nylon lace. The mid-thigh has 8 rows of
lace and knee length has 9 rows of lace. These are
made for us exclusively and they're made true to
size. Colors are: white, lime, black, yellow, blue,
pink, red, orange, purple, hot pink, multicolor, royal, red, white and blue combination brown, navy,
lilac and kelly. Order mid-thigh or knee length in
S-M-L - XL. Sissy Pants 6 rows of lace. Sizes
86.00

$7.50

$7.50 on 2 pr. to $14.00

S-M-L-XL.
Shorties — 3"
8 rows of lace.

legs,

POSTAGE $1. as; 2 or more, .75 we.
SLIPS— Made by B & S
We have one 01 the finest 50 yd nylon marquisette slips Cotton lop, wide elastic band 4 hers on 15 and up.
Our slips are still enough to insure long life Order 1" shorter than skirt_ 18-23. and other lengths by special
order All multi slips-52 00 more Colors: white. black. pink. yellow. red. lime green. turquoise orange. bright
yellow. lilac, royal. navy.
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$22 95 35-yd slips $20.95
plus S2 pstg. Send 75 este
for each additional slip
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FREE SQUARE DANCE MARATHON
Oglebay in Wheeling, W.V. is the place
to be on Oct. 2 for an all-day marathon,
absolutely free. As part of the two day
Oglebayfest celebration, the western
square and round dance will be held in
the pine room from 1 to 10:30 p.m.
Johnny Jones and Jerry Cochran will
call the tips, with Dick and Gail Blaskis
and Dan and Emma Lou Risley cueing
rounds.
Last year 33 clubs participated with
200 couples enjoying the free dance. A
trip to Oglebay's 1500 acres is a treat in
itself, but an all-day dance contributes
to a fine vacation weekend in the
foothills of the Appalchians. Other
features include golf, children's zoo,
science theater, miniature railroad exhibit, the Oglebay mansion, horseback
riding, nature center, greenhouse, indoor swimming pool and a first class dining room. For information call this toll
free number: 800-624-6988, or write Paul
Teufel, 144 Edgington Lane, Wheeling
WV 26003.

PERMANENT FLOAT WINS AGAIN
The square dance float won first prize
last year in the Chisholm Trail Roundup
Parade in Lockart, Texas. The club then
proceeded to build a permanent float,
which placed second in 1982 despite
competition from 99 others. The permanent float will now be entered in the
Watermelon Thump Parade in Luling
and the Aqua-Festival Parade in Austin.
Ed and Colleen Lang have been callercouple for this club for four years. They
dance every Friday. Ed & Colleen Lang
More News on Page 52

Lazy Eight
NEW RELEASES:

RECORDS

L8-9 ON THE ROAD AGAIN. Johnnie Beaird
L8-13 14 KARAT MIND, Johnnie Beaird
L8-14 MY JOURNEY GETS SWEETER, J. Beaird

to

RECENT RELEASI S

LE-1 I'M A LITTLE MAN, Al (Tex) Brownlee
L8-2 STUART'S DOLLY/CLOG, clog. inst.
L8-5 BLANKET ON THE GROUND, J. Beaird
TEACH & DANCE CASSETTE TAPES
L8-6 TIL THE END OF THE WORLD. Marvin
TALK IT — WALK IT — DANCE IT
Boatright
Introduce & teach square dancing to friends, etc.,
18-10 DANCIN DOLLY/H.O.T. HIGHROAD, inst.
irl the comfort of your home or enjoy workshoppL8-11 U-HUH/CLOG U-HUH
rig
dancing selected singing calls.
L8-12 AWRIGHT/AWRIGHT II
Distributed by LAZY EIGHT ENTERPRISES, PO Box 401695, Garland TX 75040. Ph.214-272-2339
Are you getting the most efficient use of the available amplifier power in your present sound system" II not, you can with
BEAIRD S BOX (JNB-BB Series) Price SOB BB
Have you ever wondered how well your amplifier and speaker system are matched' JNB Sound will — at no cost to you. except
for one sell-addressed stamped envelope— evaluate your system and tell you how efficiently it operates Evaluations will, of
course be based on the manufacturer's specifications you provide
EXAMPLE Newcomb Model T-100 using one 8-ohm speaker (regardless of the speaker efficiency) will only provide 1/6 of the
total rated power available BEAIRD'S BOX and one 8-ohm speaker will allow you to use the full rated power.
SPEAKERS.
JNB-1 (Moonbeam)— Price $258.88
Size 28 h x 8' •w x 6 a Weight 151/2 lbs 100 Watts RMS at 8.12 ohms Equipped with matching switch (12 or 40 ohms) 10,
multiple speaker use
JNB-2RB— Price $148.88
Size 18"h x 7"w x 6"d Weight 8 lbs 50 watts RMS
16 ohms Speaker equipped for multiple use.
JNB-3S.O.S.— Price $348.88
Two speakers designed to • 'slack" for column use Or 'spread' . for 2-speaker use Use only one for 30-plus squares Speakers
are 18"h x 7"w x 6' d Weight 9 pounds 60 watts RMS 16 ohm "Stacked" or parallel 120 watts RMS G2 8 ohm
Speaking of Speakers— A book on Speakers by J Mooney 8 J Beaird. 54 00
PRICES LISTED ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE IWTHOUT NOTICE AND DO NOT REFLECT SHIPPING OR TAXES (where applicable)
WARRANTY. 2 Years. 30-day Return Privilege
PO Box 401695
SPEAKER
.7 00
Garland TX 75040
Design by "Mooney"

J NB SOUND
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JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA
RALEIGH CIVIC CENTER
500 FAYETTEVILLE STREET MALL
RALEIGH. NORTH CAROLINA

Donations (Per Person) Advance
Friday Night
All Day Saturday
Full Festival

$600
$700
59 00

$500
$6.00
$700

TOBACCOLANO
ROUNDUP
MAIL CHECK TO
JOHN TALBOT
4021 Iverson Drive
Raleigh, N C 27604 (919 832 2364'

Make Check Payable To

At Dew
Sponsored By
THE RALEIGH AREA
SQUARE DANCE CLUBS
THE RALEIGH RECREATION DEPT

Friday & Saturday

November 12 and 13, 1982
4117 (ADITIONE ,

(15110R1.1111/. 111 .1(1\G -110

76.000 %(,) 17

MAJESTIC
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather.
lined, 5 thru 12 narrow. 4 thru 12 med.,
5-10 wide, half sizes.
Black/White
$24.75
SCOOP
Red/Navy/Brown
$24.75 1/4 " heel, steel shank, glove leather.
Gold/Silver
$28.25 lined, sizes 4 thru 10 med.. 5 thru 10
Wide width— Special Order
narrow. also wide. half sizes.
Black/Whits
$28.00
526.00
Red/Navy/Brown
526,00
Gold/Silver
N-20 SISSY Nylon
N-29 SISSY Cotton
S-M-L-XL
SLOO
N 21
Cotton poly
Mid-thigh length
S-M-L-XL
89.00
N-24
Nylon
Shorty length
S-M-L-XL
$9.00

D IXIE DAISY
56

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers: 11/2 " Heel,
All Leather, Cushioned Insole for
Comfort. 5-10 Narrow: 4.10 Medium;
5-10 Wide
Whlte/Blacs
$27.85
Red/N evy/Brown
$27.85
Silver/Gold
$29.25

Prices Subject to Change
Without Notice
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Lt. Blue
Royal
Lilac
Brown
Black
White
Pink
Hot Pink

Aqua

Panty-blouse.
cottonpoly broadcloth
vvnt Red. Blk.
Turquoise
P-S-M-L -XL
$18.50

MEMBER
OF NASRDS

Add 51.85 handling. Md. residents add 5% tax.
1351 Odenton Rd., Odenton, Md. 21113
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LOREN AND DOROTHY WHEELER
The Wheelers are affectionately
known as Dingie and Dottie to all their
square dancing friends. They were first
exposed to square dancing in 1948 in
Madera, California. Dingie started calling in the early fifties, taught his first
class in 1954, and called until 1964. He
also taught easy level rounds to his
square dance clubs.
Dingie plays "square dance" piano
and was involved in live music dances
through most of his square dance career
up until 1968. He played at such events
as the Golden State Roundup and the
Fresno Krossroads Squarama.
The Wheelers started teaching rounds
for the Two Lazy Twosteppers in Fresno
in 1964 and continued until fall of 1979.
For the last three season the Wheelers

have taught in the Rio Grande Valley of
Texas from October to April. Currently
they are the resident round dance instructors for the Mission Bell Resort.
They are members of the Round Dance
Teachers Association of Central California and of Roundalab. Loren and
Dorothy firmly believe that square and
round dancing is one activity only.

"For Happy Dancing & Holiday Fun
on the Grand Strand"

Myrtle Beach B
SQUARES & ROUNDS
—September 9, 10 & 11, 1982—
JERRY STORY

TONY OXENDINE

Burlington. Iowa

Sumpter. SC

LARRY LETSON
Indianapolis, IN

JACK & GENIE WHETSELL
HAROLD & JUDY HOOVER
Clogging Instruction— BILL NICHOLS
JOHN INABINET MEMORIAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
GATOR HOLE BEACH CLUB, Sept. /0 or 11

Information:
LAVERNE 8, BARBARA HARRELSON
419 Hawthorne Rd., Lancaster SC 29720
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Speaking Of
41#1

SC
RECORDS
PRESENTS

Singles
MEMBERSHIP CONTEST
Single Square Dancers U.S.A. has
launched its 1982 membership drive. The
top recruiter will be awarded two nights'
free lodging at the Capital Hilton in
Washington, D.C. during the Dance-ARama. To qualify, applications must be
received by an officer of SSDUSA with
prepayment of at least one year's
membership dues by the August 15
deadline. To assure proper credit, the
recruiter's name must be shown on the
application. For details, contact the
SSDUSA vice-president, Jim Reinhold.
2819 Creekwood Ct., Grapevine TX
76051.
DANCE•A•RAMA
The 12th Annual Singles Dance-ARama will be held Labor Day Weekend,
Sept. 3-5, at the Capital Hilton, 16th & K
St. NW. Each square dancer who attends the trail-in dance at the Pentagon
on Sept. 2 will receive a "I square
danced at the Pentagon" badge. Callers
will be Bill Harrison and Butch Adams.
with rounds by George Springer. For information write Guy G. Darden, General
Chairman, 10406 Fairfax Village Dr..
Fairfax VA 22030.
CORRECTION: In the June issue, double
down was attributed to Gary O'Connor.
The author of this pulpollex figure was
Lee Kopman.

HI
HAT
Records
58

CURRENT RELEASES.
BM046 I NEVER KNEW THE DEVIL'S EYES
Don Schad!
BM045 IF I AIN'T GOT IT— Jeanne Briscoe
BM044 PLAY ME SOME MOUNTAIN MUSIC
Ron Mineau
BM043 LONG WAY TO DAYTONA— Jay
Henderson
BM042 WILD TURKEY— Will Eades
BM041 BOOMERANG/BIG MAC DOLLY (Hoe)
BM039 KEEP YOUR FEET ASMOKIN'—
Mac McCullar
SC637 TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALLGAME
BIG MAC RECORDS MEXICO CRUISE
Oct. 31-Nov. 7, 1982
On the New "Fun Ship." Tropicale.
Write to us for brochures. or ask any of the
above Cruise-Hosts/Callers
Box 1448, San Luis Obispo CA 93406
Tel: 805-543-2827

Special Housing— Square Dancers
And Everyone

WORLD'S FAIR
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE
May 1-October 31, 1982
2 Bedrooms, Bath. Cable TV, air-conditioning
Sleeps 4-7
Member— KSDA

S50.76/Night
Call (615) 689-5466 or Write Nancy Ray,
5812 Nottingham Rd, Knoxville TN 37918

The following records are available
CURRENT RELEASES ON HI-HAT
with harmony from the producer onHH5047 MY FAVORITE MEMORY by Tom Perry
ly: 1111471. 5007. 5022. 5031
HH5046 GOLDEN MEMORIES by Joe Johnston
5032. 5039. 5041, 5047
HH5045 NEW CUT ROAD by Ernie Kinney
HH5044 WHITE FREIGHTLINER BLUES by Tom Perry
HH5043 WHAT ARE WE DOIN' LONESOME by Bronc Wise
HH5042 EVERYTHING'S A WALTZ by Ernie Kinney
(LIRRENT RELEASES ON BLUE RIBBON
BR233 HOW COME YOU DO ME LIKE YOU DO by Bull Stone
BR232 BOTTOM OF A BOTTLE by Bobby Lollard
CURRENT HOEDOWNS ON Hr Hat (Hoedown) HH647 SUPER SLAB. Flip (2-couple PASI by Bronc
HH646 ON THE BOULEVARD. Flip (2 couple basic( by Ernie
PRODUCER Ernie Kinney Enterprises 3925 N Tollhouse Rd Fresno CA 93726
DISTRIBUTORS Corsair-Conlinental Corp . Box 644. Pomona CA 91769
Twelgrenn Inc PO Box 316. Bath OH 44210
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LINELIGHT C!
95 AND DANCING
by Charlotte Jones
Over the river and down the block, the
music begins. It's not from a juke box
nor from a radio nor from a television
variety show. Instead, the music is
played by a live band in a room filled
with friendship and bright lights.
A tall, slender man with white hair
takes a deep breath of the Saint Joseph,
Missouri, air. Then he moves across the
room to select a partner. Quickly Earl
Deibert and his partner take their place
among the other dancers and swing into
the Virginia reel.
They step expertly, but when the
music concludes, the dancers leave the
floor. Earl quickly asks another lady to
join him and, with his new partner,
begins a set of square dances. This partner is much younger than Earl—
younger by about twenty years. "I'm
only 75," she confesses.
The age span certainly makes no difference in their steps. They do-sa-do,
star thru, and allemande left with practiced skill.
Earl Deibert at 95 years of age is, indeed, a skillful dancer. But he has
always been so inclined.
About 85 years ago he dropped out of
school in the fourth grade. "Something
happened at school one day that I didn't
like," Earl says, "so I just never went
back." That wasn't unusual in rural
America in those years, but even so Earl
had a difficult time providing for a wife
and four children during the Great
Depression.
Then in 1941, his wife Anna died.
Earl's life was suddenly empty. "We had
raised four wonderful children," Earl
says, "but the kids were all married with
homes of their own." So Earl was
American Squaredance, August 1982

floundering, searching.
Two years later he met a lively widow
named Honor Davis. The two were married after a six-week courtship and enjoyed a thirty-year marriage which ended
with Honor's death in 1973.
It was Honor who stirred Earl's interest in dancing. She had attended
dances before she met Earl, and her enthusiasm for the activity was contagious.
"There was always more ladies than
men," Earl says, "and Honor wasn't a bit
jealous when I would dance with another
woman." In fact, after a while Honor
joined the band as the drummer, leaving
Earl free to circulate. Directing her enthusiasm into the band's percussion
section, she added as much gusto to the
music as Earl added to the dancing.
At the age of 65 (an age when most of
us anticipate retirement), Earl began
another activity which probably contributed to his light-footed dancing
abilities. He went to work at the St.
Joseph stock yards and was responsible
for moving hogs from the docks to the
pens.
Some experts claim pigs are the
smartest animals second to humans.
Maybe that's why some of the hogs Earl
was driving would seem to change their
minds.
"Some of them would break back, run
between my legs, and take me for a
ride," Earl says with a chuckle. "They'd
skin me up pretty bad, give me a real jarring. One old fellow broke some of my
ribs and another jammed my knee."
Nevertheless, Earl didn't retire until he
was 83. During the 18 years Earl worked
at the stock yards, those hogs kept him
Continued on Page 62
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Badges

INDIANA
B-BAR-B RECORD SERVICE (317.241-0008)
6313.15 Rockville Rd. (1465, Exit 13B)
Indianapolis IN 46224
Mail Orders Invited & Guaranteed
Records shipped same day

ARMETA— Dept. B
Original Fun Club Badges
PO Box 22221
Milwaukee OR 97222
Free List On Request

MICHIGAN
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP
1574 Haslett Rd.
Haslett MI 48840
The Place Designed with People in Mind

CENTURY CLUB
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today
PO Box 57
Westfield MA 01086
Cost: $1.50 plus 50s postage & handling

MINNESOTA
J-J RECORDS
1724 Hawthorne Ave E.
St. Paul MN 55106
612-774-5732

JIM & BONNIE'S
4420 Tennyson
Denver CO 80212
303.477.1594
Activity & Club Badges
MARMAC SPECIALTIES
6713 Kennedy Lane (703.241.0870)
Falls Church VA 22042
Free Fun Badge Catalogue
PAULY'S (715.845.3979)
PO Box 72
Wausau WI 54401
Engraved and Jeweled Badges
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 614.471.3735
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our
Design or Yours— Harold & Roberta Mercer
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES
1827 Sentinel Point Rd.
Sebring FL 33870
Chuck Leamon. Caller & Owner
Send for free flyer.

FAIR 'N SQUARE RECORD SHOP
Division of Palomino SID Service
7738 Morgan Ave. South (612.869-95011
Minneapolis MN 55423
NORTH CAROLINA
RAYBUCK'S Record Service Callers Supply
Route 1. Box 212
Advance NC 27006
Square. Rounds. Clogging. Ballroom. Some Pop Labels
Newcomb & Ca/done P A / Spec Orders Caoenos. Petticoats
OHIO
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave.
Toledo OH 43609
TEXAS
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS
Box 17688 1835 S. Buckner
Dallas TX 75217.0668 (214.39875081
VIRGINIA
BIG "0" RECORD SERVICE
PO Box 786
Springfield VA 22150 (703-339-5771)

KA-MO ENGRAVERS
PO Box 3447
Albuquerque NM 87110
3D Club & Fun Badges
Free Catalogue

WASHINGTON
DECKER RECORDS (509)924.9161
504 N. Sargent, Spokane WA 99205
Square. Round. Ballroom. Folk Pop Labels
Caller Supplies/Newcomb Equipment
Phone LL Mail Orders—Same Day Service

LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAGUE CO.
10 Woodlawn Dr.
No. Warren PA 16365
Send 20c Stamp for Catalog

Special

AIR TRONICS (612-522.6222)
1716 Victory Memorial Drive
Minneapolis MN 55412
Send SASE for Fun Badge List
Club Badges — Mini Badges

Record Dealers
ARIZONA
MAIL ORDER— MASTER RECORD SERVICE
PO Box 7176
Phoenix AZ 85014 (602479-5521)
Square. round, ballroom, pop labels
Specializing in mail & phone orders
FLORIDA
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS
Ra Box 528
Palm Harbor FL 33563
Phone 813.784-3294
ILLINOIS
DANCE SOUNDS
PO Box 41042
Chicago IL 60641
Square. Round. Folk &
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SID TOURNAMENT OF ROSES PARADE FLOAT
Publicizes square dance year round. Be a part of
this art. Send $1.00 and receive a Rose for your
badge. SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICA. Box 2.
Altadena CA 91001
24th Annual JUBILEE Convention
Santa Clare Country Fairgrounds, San Jose. Cal.
October 8,9,10, 1982
PO Box 1559, Los Gatos CA 95031
LEGACY LEADERSHIP MANUAL: suggestions for
leadership training and steps involved; publicity, promotion. officers' duties, rules of order, aspects of
leadership, LEGACY talent bank. Send $5.00 plus
$1.39 pet. to 2149 Dahlk Circle, Verona WI 53593.
BEAUTIFUL CONDO FOR RENT near Ramona. 30 mi.
from San Diego. Cal. Completely furnished to accom0.
date 3 couples or family of 6: golf, tennis, swimming,
horseback & SID clubs in area. Long/short term rentals. For rates & availability, write: R. Walker, 43 Diamond St., Brea CA 92621 (714.528-1684)
KELLEY'S ISLAND BOAT CRUISE A SQUARE DANCE,
August 29, Stan Burdick & Gene Webster. Adv. price,
816.00. Write P.O. Box 488, Huron OH 44839.

I

it

TEN GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING. Spring Fling,Swap
Shop, Rebel Roundup, Accent on Rounds with
Squares, Fun Fest and Fall Jubilee. For details write
Tex Brownlee, Fontana Village resort. Fontana Dam
NC 28733.
ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance WeekendsSpring and Fall: National Callers at Interlaken Resort
Village, Lake Geneva. Wisconsin. Write Bill & -Jacque
Blevins. 1257 Franklin Lane. Buffalo Grove IL 60090.

Records
NOW EVERYONE CAN SQUARE DANCE!
A unique teaching album by professional caller.
Hayes Herschler. No written instruction. Excellent for
teachers & dancers. Send $8.00: H•Bar-H Records.
8008 Stallion Ct.. ASD. Nashville TN 37221
FUNDAMENTALS OF SQUARE DANCING
Instructional Albums. Calling by Bob Ruff
Levels 1,2.3; $8.95 ea. Add $1. per record for mailing
Free Catalog. Write to Bob Ruff.
8459 Edmaru Ave.. Whittier CA 90605

Books
NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE DIRECTORY- This third
edition lists over 8000 square dance, round dance,
clogging and contra clubs in the U.S.. Canada and
around the world. Great for traveling. $6.00 ea
+ Sip.P0 Box 54055, Jackson MS 39208.
THE SIGHT CALLER'S TEXTBOOK- Second Edition
125-page book with chapters on. Resolution. Forma
lion Awareness. Programming. 2 Couple Calling Snap
shot Sight, plus 11 other topics. Illustrated... $12.95
Add $3 for overseas & AIM.
THE TOP TEN (1980)- Dictionaries of all 5 Levels.
Callerlab MS thru C.2 Illustrated Formations & all 6
APD Arrangements... $6. Add $1. for AIM.
DANCERS NOTES (Bi-monthly Supplementsl- All the
new calls and concepts...$6./calendar yr.
BILL DAVIS. 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale CA 94087
ABC'S of Round Dancing- A comprehensive 188page reference manual of 1000-plus Ballroom & RID
articles, descriptions & definitions. A must for lea.
chers & dancers. Order now- $11.50 ppd. Fred Haury,
8819 Lagrima de Oro NE Rd., Albuquerque NM 87111
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED- An easy and simple
system for new sight callers. Based on the premise
that anyone can sight call. Price $6.50. Order from
Whitey Aamot, 916 3rd Ave., SE, Waseca MN 56093.
The SR Publicity Book- "tons of good ideas and useful informa
lion Every publicity chairman & president of a club should have
this book." 1.1 Jenkins, ASD Booknook Covers promoting fun
nights advertising dances writing newsletters. news releases
$3
85 post L L Bushell 287 Mtn Rd . Cheshire CT 06410
DANCE.A-ROUND AND HAVE FUN- $3.60 by mail.
Abbreviations, Positions, Symbols & Terms written in
easy-to-understand words. Order from Betty & Clancy
Mueller, 112 Hollybrook Dr., New Whileland IN 46184.
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: "Promenade" Guide to Bet
ter Sewing; published by Toledo Area SID Callers
Association. Cost: $2.00 plus 25c handling. Order from
Clarence & Ruth Reneger, 136 N. McCord Rd.. Toledo
OH 43615.

THE TWO POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE
DANCE CALLS- Book 1. Mainstream; Book 2. Plus
program and Al & A2 To order: Send 53.00 to Pocket
Dictionary, PO Box 2223. Vernon CT 06066 Specify
which book you are ordering.
TDS BOOKS: Our square dance books Illustrate every
call and every part of every call- the only books that
do this. Ed Foote, a nationally known and respected
caller edits our books for accuracy and up-to-date call
variations All of our square dance books present the
Callerlab lists of calls.
SID FOR LEARNERS, $6.50 (B, MS)
MAINSTREAM PLUS, $6.50 ( + 1, + 2, OS)
ADVANCED & CHALLENGE, $6.50 (A.1, A.2, C-1)
EXTENDED CHALLENGE, $7.50 (C-2, C.3 concepts)
RID CUE SHEET SERVICE- Send for brochure.
Send check or money order to, Technical Documentation Services, 56 S Patterson 8108, Santa Barbara CA
93111.
DIRECTORY OF SINGLES SQUARE DANCE CLUBS:
Compiled especially for single dancers by Single
Square Dancers USA, INC The Directory lists singles
clubs throughout the USA, their places of dance. the
day of the week and a telephone contact number.
Price: $3.50. Quantity discount to clubs and associations. Send order to Yellowrock Directory, C/0 Jane L.
Youngkin, PO Box 1033, Bethlehem PA 16016.
AFTER PARTY FUN: $3.50 plus 50* mailing. Contains
two books combined into one, with new material that
will put life into your club or festival. Edited by the
man who originated after party fun at dances and
festivals. Order from Ray Smith, Helen Moore Rd., RI.
1 Box 372, San Benito TX 78586.
SQUARE DANCERS ENCYCLOPEDIA: $8.00: 3500
Movements listed Terms. etc. plus supplements.
MINI BOOK, $4 50. Basics thru C-3, 5"x8".
ADVANCED DIAGRAMS. $6.50. Plus 1 thru C-2.
EXTENDED DIAGRAMS, $5.50. C-3.
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE, $4.50. Basics thru Plus 2 and
top movements of 77-78-79-80. Order from Jean
Burleson, 2565 Fox Ave., Minerva OH 44657.
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS (78 exercises) $5.00 ppd. 10-week dancer-proven course,
dance positions. RID terminology, mixers. basic styl•
ing hints and helps on teaching. Order from Frank
Lohnert, 2844 S. 109th SI., Toledo OH 43611,
YOU CAN SIGHT CALL- A Collection of Hints on
Sight Calling gathered through the years by Harold
Bausch. An easy approach to learning sight calling
$5.50 ppd.: Overseas, add $1 more. Harold Bausch,
2120 Jaynes, Fremont NE 68025

Notes

MONTHLY
SERVICES
for Callers

SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES
Trent Keith, 3510 Denver St.
Memphis TN 38127
12 issues yearly, $11.00- Free sample
NEWS 'N NOTES
Al Deuce Earl Ed
PO Box 2223
Vernon CT 06066
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SCVSD CALLERS NOTES
Bill Davis
1359 Belleville
Sunnyvale CA 94087
MAINSTREAM FLOW FOR CLUB CALLERS:
Gene Trimmer, 103 Rosewood
Paragould AR 72450
For the Club Caller & Teacher
516.00 Yearly to U.S & Canada
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES
Warren Berquam
3775 County Rd, 92 N.
Maple Plain MN 55359
TORONTO & DIST. SID ASSOCIATION
Dept. SDM 1
30 KIngswell Crescent
Scarborough Ont. Can. MIL 3E1

S/D Products

SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965, Flve color, eyecatching Seals on your correspondence are an -invitation to square dancing." Order from Bill Crawford, Box
18442, Memphis TN 38118 Samples on Request. One
sheet (50 seals), 50e + 25c pstg. & hndlg.; 3 sheets,
St.+ 25c pals; 10 sheets, $3. + 506 p8h. 20 sheets.
$5.+50c p&h. Write for prompt details and samples
YAK STACK—Sound Columns for Callers
Write PO Box 184, Wenham MA 01984
Call• 617.468.7338
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers)
Per 100, Includes shipping, 57.50
CALIFONE Turntable Amplifiers. Speakers.
Microphones, Records and Record Preview Tape Service. Bob Mason. Box 205A, Almond NY 14804, Phone
607.276.2442.
EMBLEMS CUSTOM EMBROIDERED, Minimum 10,
Thread•Letter Embroidery Corp. CB, 1929 E. 52nd St.,
Indianapolis IN 46205. (317.257-1424).
SNAP FASTENERS— Create unique western wear
with our wide selection of pearl and metal snap
fasteners. Quality sewing supplies. Send for Free
Catalog The Campau Company. BVox 20632AD.
Dallas TX 75220.

LINELIGHT, Continued
in practice to be quick on his feet, active
and agile.
Since Honor's death, Earl has continued to dance as a regular activity—
and he still tends to play the field with
the ladies.
What do those ladies say about Earl's
dancing? Here's a sample:
"He's the greatest."
"I love to dance with Earl, but unfortunately for me, so does everyone else."
Earl says, "Dancing gives me the exercise I need to keep going."
At 95 Earl is still going strong. But
perhaps age is really only a state of
mind. "I'm 95 years old," Earl says, "but
If there were 15 months in every year, I
would only be 76."
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LAE! I.. Dick Thomas
13 Lucian Sur
41a,oche&cr, 4amp,
0 80 4 0
Square Dance Address Labels, 500 for $3.00; Square
Dance Napkins. Beverage or Luncheon S1.20/pkg
Coasters, 656ipkg.. Place Mats. SI 001pkg SID Stationery. 856/pkg SID Greeting Card Asst.. 10 for S1 95:
Dancing Couple Key Tag. 656 ea. Leather boot Key
Case. 756 ea: Name Tags w(Dancing Couple. 12 for
706. Colorful Dancing Couple Decal. 556 ea: Crossed
Squares Decal. black or white, 454 ea Please enclose
51 00 for Postage 8 Handling with each order. Send
for FREE Brochure and Samples. Dealer Inquiries Invited SQUARE SPECIALTIES, PO BOX 1065, Man.
Chester CT 06040.
NEW CATALOGUE AVAILABLE— $1.00. Here's where
you II find what you're looking for! Complete square
dance service. PALOMINO SID SERVICE, 7738 Morgan
Ave.S.. Minneapolis MN 55423.
PIE SQUARES— 8 dancer figures in purse. The
ultimate choreographic aid. S5.50 Iplus St 00 postage
8 handling) Mass. residents add 286 sales lax. Order
from your dealer or R.L. Hoekstra, 67 Forest Glen. Rm.
321, Longmeadow MA 01106. Satisfaction guaranteed.
CLOGGERS DO IT WITH ENTHUSIASM! Bumper
sticker. $1.00 ppd. from Rockin' Rhythms. Rt. 1 Box
528, Casa Vista Dr., Palm Harbor FL 33563.
FREE— Discount Catalog for square dancers, apparel
& accessories. Phone & Mail Orders Only. Betty's,
1609 Lochwood Dr., Richmond VA 23233. 804740.3457.
SPEAKER STANDS (OK Model 4040) by Random Pro.
ducts, WI 91/2 Ibe. $65.95 includes shipping-USA (48
only). Dealer inquiries welcome. Write to RANDOM
PRODUCTS, 7317 Harriet Ave S.. Richfield MN 55423.

Distributors
TVVELGRENN ENTERPRISES
PO Box 216
Bath OH 44210
Member NASRDS

NEWS, Continued
Word has also been received of the
death of Carl Anderson on June 11. Carl
and his wife, Varene, were the general
chairmen of the very first national convention in Long Beach in 1952. The
Andersons had remained an active couple on the National Executive Committee of the convention throughout the
succeeding years.
PEOPLE, Cont nued
Cal Golden, about whom there was
much concern when he failed to appear
at the 31st National Convention in
Detroit, has returned home for a prolonged rest upon doctor's orders. Best
wishes are extended to Cal and
Sharon— there are worse things than a
six-month vacation!
American Squaredance, August 1987

~lwSide
ROUND REVIEWS
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert

HERE COMES GUISEPPE— MCA 51053
Choreography by Jay & Boots Herrman
Cute novelty vocal to "Shaddup Your Face;" a
fun-type, easy-intermediate two-step with a conga
line sequence.
RAG MOP— CDC M05
Choreography by Jim & Carol Elder
Peppy music and a lively, easy-intermediate,
three-part two-step.
FLOWER TIME— CDC M05
Choreography by John & Marge Clever
Good big band sound and a nice, comfortable, intermediate two-step.
KEEP IT A SECRET— Windsor 4772
Choreography by Bill & Helen Stairwalt
Pretty music and a nice, intermediate waltz sprinkled with international figures.
SWINGING DOWN THE LANE— TNT 187
Choreography by Betty & Clancy Mueller
Swinging music and a smooth, easy two-step
cued by Betty. (Do entire dance LOD and RLOD.)
CAVATINA— Telemark 941
Choreography by Peter & Beryl Barton
Pretty. quiet music and a challenging international
waltz.
AS TIME GOES BY— Telemark 941
Choreography by Phil & Norma Roberts
Very pretty music and an interesting highintermediate foxtrot.
LOVE ETERNALLY— Windsor 4770
Choreography by Al & Dotty Brauer
Good music and a quiet, different, solid intermediate waltz.
SWEET TAMARA— Windsor 4770
Choreography by Art & Evelyn Johnson
Pretty music and a nice, flowing, intermediate
waltz with a different tamara sequence.
LILACS— Windsor 4771
Choreography by Ivan & Billie Sager
Pretty "Lilac Time" music and a good, intermediate waltz routine.
ALWAYS— Columbia 18-02859
George & Johnnie Eddins
Pretty music to a different "Always" with a Janie
Frick vocal; a good, easy-intermediate fox trot.
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MY BEST TO YOU— TNT 186
Choreography by Bill & Mary Konsorka
Good music and a good intermediate waltz, cued
by Dave Fleck.
BOBBIE SUE— MCA 51231
Choreography by Bob & Jeanette Kemper
Real swinging Oak Ridge Boys music for a fourpart, easy-intermediate mix of two-step-cha cha
routine.
SEE A DREAM WALKING— Grenn 17007
Choreography by George & Joyce Kammerer
Very pretty music and a good high-intermediate to
challenging foxtrot with some different combinations. Cued by George.
DEEP PURPLE— Grenn 17008
Choreography by Eva & Joe Hankins
Good music and a good, smooth, easyintermediate-to-intermediate foxtrot, cued by Eva.
YEARS MAY COME— ST E607
Choreography by Rocky & Betty Clawson
Pretty, quiet music and a pleasant, easyintermediate two-step.

WEAR THE SPIRIT
OF YOUR SPORT!!

"SQUARE DANCE FOREVER" —
a unique quality shirt you'll love!
Original silkscreened design on 50/50
cotton, polyester.
Men's and women's style in sizes S M-L-XL.
Colors — white, yellow, light blue
Guaranteed.

Send only $995 to:
Forever Enterprises, Box 8043-ASD
Roseville, Minnesota 55113
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llipSede
[ SQUARE REVIEWS
by John Swindle
We hope hot weather will soon be behind us
again... our dancers were quite warm today. even
with air conditioning and just 24 singing calls.
Most of the review records had good solid S/D
beats: all were enjoyed and the dancers had fun.
We've thanked the producers and the artists. and
we feel it is time to take our hats off to the great
dancers who give up one Sunday a month to help
with this review Many thanks'
ROLLIN' IN MY SWEET BABY'S ARMS— ESP 109
Caller: Elmer Sheffield, Jr.
A lively beat and well-done instrumental, complete
with key change on the closer, made this an exciting dance. Junior chose a well-timed and different figure for dancers' enjoyment. Tony Oxendine joined him on the flip tag lines. FIGURE:
Heads promenade half. sides right and left thru,
square thru, do-se-do, star thru. pass thru. tag
the line. leads turn back. swing. promenade.
SOME DAYS ARE DIAMONDS— Hi-Hat 5041
Caller: Tom Perry
Tom has done a super job harmonizing with himself on the flip. The Hi-Hatters have put together a
nice, smooth instrumental with a nice dancing
rhythm that is pretty just to listen to. FIGURE:
Heads square thru, do-sa-do. touch a quarter.
split circulate, scoot back, girls turn back. lines
forward. pass the ocean. girls trade. swing. promenade.
ANOTHER CHANCE— ESP 305
Caller: Paul Marcum
This is a nice peppy little number with a key
change in the closer that added the little extra
drive many dancers and callers enjoy. Paul's almost standard singing call has a different little
twist. FIGURE: Heads promenade halt. square thru.
right and left thru, veer left. ferris wheel. slide
thru. slide thru. pass thru. swing, promenade.
MAKE THE WORLD GO AWAY— Red Boot Star
1266; Caller: Ron Libby
From the Red Boot stables comes this CW favorite
with a new instrumental and a good S/D beat. Ron
does a super job. FIGURE: Heads promenade half,
star thru, California twirl, swing thru, spin the
top, right and left thru. rollaway. star thru. trade
by. swing. promenade.
WALKING DREAM— LouMac 144
Caller: Tom Miller
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Good clean instrumental. S/D beat. nice rhythm,
well-timed figure and good delivery on the flip is
all it takes to have an all-round good singing call.
This release has all of these. FIGURE: Heads
square thru. do-sa-do, swing thru. boys run, half
tag the line, scoot back. boys run. slide thru.
swing. promenade.
THAT SONG IS DRIVING ME CRAZY— Chaparral
312: Caller: Gary Shoemake
Anyone for Dixieland? Gary went back about 10
years for this song and did a very nice job with it.
The good Dixieland sound combined with a good
danceable beat will add variety to one's program.
A key change in the ending added that extra flair.
FIGURE. Heads promenade half, right and left
thru. square thru. do-sa-do. swing thru. boys
trade. turn thru. left allemande. promenade.
BOTTOM OF A BOTTLE— Blue Ribbon 232
Caller: Bobby Lepard
Bobby chose a tune with a good beat and good
rhythm and used a mainstream figure and a plus
figure, also a plus middle break. A key change in
the last figure added icing to the cake. FIGURE:
Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys
run, tag the line, cloverleaf. girls square thru
three, swing. promenade.
EVERYTHING'S A WALTZ— Hi-Hat 5042
Caller: Ernie Kinney
Don't let the title fool you— this instrumental does
not have a waltz beat but a very danceable S/D
beat. Ernie's figure was simple but different, and
the dancers enjoyed dancing it. FIGURE: Head
ladies chain. sides promenade 3/4 , step in between the heads, make a line, forward and back,
slide thru, centers square thru three, left
allemande. do-sa-do, swing corner, promenade.
EASE THE FEVER— ESP 501
Caller: Bob Newman
A fine. distinct S/D beat. smooth-moving figure
and good clear calling by Bob made this an enjoyable record to dance. The instrumental is clean
with a nice lead instrument separation. Over all,
this is an above average S/D flip. FIGURE: Heads
promenade half way. pass the ocean. extend,
swing thru. spin the top. curlique. girls run,
square thru 3/4 . U-turn back. swing. promenade.
SHE'S WEARING HER JEANS A LITTLE BIT
TIGHTER— Prairie 1056; Caller: Al Horn
The instrumental has a good, steady, clean beat.
Al's figure used MS basics but was different and
quite interesting. FIGURE: All four couples rollaway. heads pass thru, separate around one to a
line, star thru, cloverleaf, centers zoom, centers
pass thru, swing. left allemande, do-sa-do. prom.
PRETTY LITTLE WOMAN— LouMac 145
Caller: Larry Letson
Larry sounds super on the flip and has put
together a very nice figure. FIGURE: Heads
square thru, right and lett thru, swing thru. spin
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the top, recycle, sweep a quarter, pass thru, left
allemande, swing. promenade.
WIZARD ON THE HILL— Chinook 052
Caller: Daryl Clendenin
This instrumental is happy sounding and a good
S/D beat made it nice to dance to. Daryl's figure
was different than the familiar standby it seemed
and very nice. FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sado, swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel, pass thru.
star thru, pass thru, chase right, swing. prom.
LATE NIGHT COUNTRY LOVIN` MUSIC— Mountain 18
Caller: Mark Clausing
Good S/D beat and good licks from a lead guitar
made this a nice instrumental. Mark used a figure
that worked really well with this song and gives
the caller a chance to use tag lines from the
original song. FIGURE: Heads promenade half,
sides right and left thru, star thru, pass thru,
right and left thru, do-sa-do, eight chain six,
swing, promenade.
FOURTEEN CARAT MIND— Lazy Eight 13
Caller: J.N. Beaird
This instrumental is well done and has a good S/D
beat. It follows the original which makes it easy
for a caller to pick up and do. FIGURE: Heads
square thru. right hand star, left hand star, do-sado. touch a quarter, scoot back, swing, prom.
WHAT ARE WE DOIN' LONESOME— Hi-Hat 5043
Caller: Bronc Wise
Bronc has chosen a really smooth-sounding CW
number. The review dancers enjoyed it when
slowed down a bit. A crying steel in the
background added considerably to the instrumental. FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, make
a wave, ladies trade, recycle, touch a quarter,
walk and dodge, partner trade. pass the ocean,
boys cross fold, swing, promenade.
SURROUND ME WITH LOVE— Hi-Hat 5038
Caller: Jerry Schatzer
Jerry does a nice job on the flip with a different
figure on all seven repeats, using MS and Plus
figures. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, square
thru, double swing thru, all eight circulate, scoot
back, swing, promenade.
ROCKY TOP TENNESSEE— Prairie 1057
Caller: Al Horn
Plenty of banjo in this instrumental will make it a
favorite among banjo lovers. Al's figure was different and interesting. FIGURE: Heads square
thru, do-sa-do, slide thru, right and left thru, Dixie style to a wave, girls circulate, boys trade, left
allemande, swing, promenade.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN— Lazy Eight 9
Caller: J.N. Beaird
It was interesting dancing a singing call with a red
hot used in the figure. FIGURE: (From promenade) red hot, allemande thar, slip the clutch, left
allemande, do-sa-do, swing corner, promenade.
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MY JOURNEY GETS SWEETER— Lazy Eight 14
Caller: J.N. Beaird
The instrumental on this release has clean lead instruments and a nice. steady beat. J.N.'s figure
was simple but well-timed. FIGURE: Heads
square thru. do-sa-do, swing thru, boys run, terris wheel. pass thru, touch a quarter, scoot back,
swing. promenade.
SUGARTIME— Brahma 302
Caller: Don Jochum
This release has a good S/D beat and nice sounding instrumental. Don's figure is simple MS
which would be super for class or MS dance. Don
does a nice job an asked the dancers to sing along
on the tag lines. FIGURE: Heads promenade half,
right and left thru, flutter wheel, sweep a quarter,
pass thru, right and left thru, dive thru, square
thru three-quarters. swing, promenade.
JOURNEY GETS SWEETER EVERY DAY— TNT 185
Caller: Happy Hal Petschke
This is a peppy sounding release with good
rhythm and strong danceable S/D beat. Hal's
figure was simple but different. FIGURE: Heads
square thru, swing thru, boys run, couples trade,
wheel and deal, pass to center, square thru three,
swing. promenade.
KANSAS CITY LIGHTS— Desert 3
Caller: Bill Reynolds
This is a good sounding instrumental with a
definite beat. Bill does a tine job. FIGURE: Heads
square thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys run,
wheel and deal, right and left thru, dive thru,
square thru three, swing, promenade.
GRENN MEDLEY— FTC 32043
Caller; Gary Brown
"May the Circle Be Unbroken," "In the Morning
Dew," "Travel On," "I'm Dancing on Top of the
World," "Yankee Doodle," "Mack the Knife,"
and "My Way" are the songs in this medley. Gary
does a fine job following the changes of tune.
FIGURE: Heads square thru. right and left thru,
curlique, follow your neighbor, trade the wave,
swing thru, boys trade, turn thru, left allemande,
promenade.
NEW YORK, NEW YORK— Jay Bar Kay 6020
Caller: Ken Anderson
FIGURE: Heads star thru, pass thru, circle tour to
a line, forward and back, pass thru, wheel and
deal, star thru, pass thru, cloverleaf, square thru
three, swing, allemande, promenade.
PATTER RECORDS:
ALPINE HOEDOWN/EXPRESS— TNT 184
PHRASING ON THE BEAT/BEAT AND RHYTHM—
Gold Star 404. Phrasing: rhythm, banjo, bass,
lead; B&R: bass snares, rhythm, lead.
PEPPER— Red Boot 311; Don Williamson
Bass, steel, rhythm, drums; flip called using plus
level figures.
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ALABAMA
WAITE'S SQUAREDANCE &
WESTERN WEAR
4682 Nevins Re
Mobile Al 36619
205.653-7926

Fashions

Mail Orders Available from these Shops

.1

MARIETTA'S SQUARE &
WESTERN WEAR 1205.342-4318)
3486 Springhill Ave.
Woo!co Shopping Center
Mobile AL 36608
ARIZONA
SQUARE D
Apparel & Accessories
6810 S. Central
Phoenix AZ 85040
602-268.6213
CALIFORNIA
ROMIE'S SID & WESTERN WEAR
3827 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego CA 92105
(714) 2802150
FLORIDA
QUALITY WESTERN SHOP
1894 Drew St.. Clearwater FL 33515
813.446-8791
"Florida's Oldest 8 Best"
Just 2 Miles West of U.S. 19

MAINE
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC.
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd.
Gray ME 04039
Free Catalog Available
MARYLAND
DIXIE DAISY
1355 Odenlon Rd.
Odenlon MD 21113
MICHIGAN
RUTHAD (313-841-0586)
8869 Avis
Detroit MI 48209
Prettier, perkier petticoats 8
pantalettes

THE ALLEMANDE SHOP
ELAINE'S KOLLECTION of SID 1574 Haslett Rd.
Haslett MI 48840
& Western Fashion. 400 S. Alcaniz
The Place Designed
Pensacola FL 32501
With People in Mind
9044314052
Catalog $1
MINNESOTA
PALOMINO SID SERVICE
THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP
7738 Morgan Ave.. So.
7408 Atlantic Blvd 904-725-2511
Minneapolis MN 55423
Jacksonville FL 32211
Send for catalogue — $1 .00
Sq. Dancers Serving Sq. Dancers
Member of NASRDS
ILLINOIS
BERQUAM'S WESTERN SHOPPE
KATHLEEN'S S/D SHOP
2141 44th Ave No.
508 W. Chestnut St.
Minneapolis MN 55412
Chatham IL 62629
Rhinestone Buckles A Specialty
3 Ways — Stop In, Write or Call
217-483-2627
INDIANA
B-BAR-B SID APPAREL
6313-15 Rockville Rd. 1465 Exit 13B
Indianapolis IN 46224
See our own dress designs
Sizes 3 KANSAS
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
2527 West Pawnee (316-94385941
Wichita KS 67213
Everything for the Square Dancer
DOROTHY'S SID SHOP. INC
3502v2 Strong
Kansas City KS 66106
1-913-262-4240
Master Charge/Visa — Catalog 354
BUTTONS & BOWS SID WEAR
3167 S. Seneca (316-524-6235)
Wichita KS 67217
MC/VISA. Catalogs St. ea.
fun One SO Attire. Accessories
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NEBRASKA
KERCHIEF & CALICO
PO Box 101 (308-832-03131
Minden NE 68959
Southwest Corner of Square
Home of Pioneer Village
NEW MEXICO
LEE'S CALICO COUNTRY
1704 Moon N.E. (505-2942834)
Albuquerque NM 87112
Brochure 81.00 ($2. Foreign)
Credited on First Order
SQUARES AND FLARES
5517 Central NE
Albuquerque NM 87108
MC/VISA
NEW JERSEY
THE CORRAL. John Pedersen. Jr
41 Cooper Ave. Ph. 201-229-2363
West Long Branch NJ 07764
S/D Apparel. Accessories. Patterns
Member NASRDS. Visa 8 M/C

NEW YORK
IRONDA SID SHOPPE
759 Washington Ave. (266-57201
Irondequoit. Rochester NY
Everything for the Square Dancer
DO-PASO
203 Vermont St.
Buffalo NY 14213
Phone Orders - 1.718885.9473
Catalog Available
SKY RANCH SADDLERY
109.111 S. Main SI. (315-668-2644)
Central Square NY 13036
Western Store 8 Gift Center
SID Headquarters
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE
K-Marl Plaza
Mallydale NY 13211
Discount Prices
Send for free catalog
BOWEN'S DANCING DUDS SHOP
RD1 Box 227
Hudson Falls NY 12839
Things for
Dancers (Brochures)
518-747-3735
OHIO
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave (216-671-5165)
Cleveland OH 44111
Dancer's Shopping Delight
DART WESTERN
419 So. Arlington St.
Akron OH 44306 (216-724-5441)
Everythrnq for the Square Dancer

4

SQUARE TOGS
11757 US 42
Sharonville OH 45241
Records Available Too'
OKLAHOMA
COUNTRY SQUARE
1705 N Sheridan
Lawton OK 73501
Apparel 8 Accessories for
the Square and Round Dancer
PENNSYLVANIA
TINGUE S SQUARE WEAR
1987 Yale Ave 7173232543
Withamsport PA 17701
Only complete supplier in Centr,r •
Mail orders prepaid E of Miss RIV,
ripu S Ft WTI-WNW,
1630 Lilac Dr 141;
W Middlesex PA 161Located at 1.80 88 Pa RI 18
SOUTH CAROLINA
MARTY'S 510 FASHIONS
404 Cherokee Dr 803-268-0240
Greenville SC 29615
S/D Clothing for Men & lko TENNESSEE
NICK'S WESTERN SHOP
245 E Market 8. Cherokee
Kingsport TN 37660
Phone Orders 1.615.245.6221
TEXAS
FAWCETT'S SID SHOP
412 W Sam Houston
Pharr TX 785771512-787 11161
Everything for the Square Dancer
Largest S/D Shop in South Texas

Puzzle Page )
by P.A. Sistum
Poor Hugh Startover, the travelling caller, was
marooned on an uncharted island. He tried to
soothe the natives, by teaching them rounds, but
all they seemed to enjoy was the "Hully Gully."
After two weeks the intelligent witch doctor put
Hugh to the test: "Make a statement. If what you
say is true, you shall be hanged. If what you say is
false, you shall be boiled in papaya juice and
eaten." What does Hugh say that saves his life?
Caller I. Lousemup was on his way to a Saturday
night dance. Unfortunately, his calendar was
blurred and he was unsure if he should be on his
way to the Truth-telling Two-steppers in Tucson or
the Lying Lines in nearby Nebraska. He knew that
the former club compulsively told the truth, while
the latter liars could never be trusted. He had one
phone number but he did not know which club he
would reach. The operator told him that the 370 in
his pocket would buy him enough time for just one
question. What did he ask which got him to the
right place?

THE CATCHALL
1813 Ninth
Wichita Falls TX 76301
Square 8 Round Dance Regalia
Catchall Cust Originals by Ch".
C BAR S SID Apparel 8. Records
5632 East Mockingbird Lane
Dallas TX 75206
Send for Free Catalog'
MARJAC OF DALLAS
522 S Montreal, Dallas TX 75208
Nylon Organdy Petticoats— Best
Quality. Discount on Group Order
Wholesale Acfts Also Welcome
°NELL'S APPARAL 1806 799 1647
4818 Louisville Ave.
Lubbock TX 79413
Square 8 Round Dance 3 ,44,,, c••
Square & Round Dance Records
VIRGINIA
LIW WESTERN APPAREL
Rt 3 Box 5E
Elkton VA 22827
Phone 703.298.8676
WISCONSIN
DIXIE STYLE S/D SHOP
Rt. 2. Granton WI 54436
Ph' 715.238.7473
Brochure-50E
Our aim is to please you'
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ANSWERS TO THIS MONTH'S PUZZLES.
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EDDIE MILLAN
Eddie Milian of Jacksonville, Florida,
has been calling for 18 years and may be
heard on the Mountain Record label,
where he has recently recorded three
songs. Eddie is a teacher. He and his
wife Ann have two children, Scott (9) and
Marty (7). He has performed on local TV
and on stage in Florida, and called at
state and national convention. He is a
past president of the Gateway Callers
Association.

Thunderbird Romp— Thunderbird
Battle of New Orleans— Prairie
SINGING CALLS
Blaze of Glory— Prairie
Ride the Train— Mountain
Elvira— Red Boot
Over the Rainbow— Chaparral
Lady Of Spain— Mountain
Down the Wrong Road Again— Prairie
I'm Lovin' What Your Lovin' Does to
Me— Mountain
Your Good Girl's Gonna Go Bad—
Mountain

HOEDOWNS
Crippled Cabbage— Mountain
Don't Do It— Prairie
Hazzard— Red Boot
Rag Time Annie— Gold Star
Wreck of the Old 97— Kalox
Picker Patter— Ranch House

THE

RUTH & REUEL deTURK
1606 Hopmeadow Street
Simsbury, Conn. 06070
Routes 10 — 202
Opp. Bowling Lanes at the
GRANBY LINE
Phone: 203- 658-9417

HOURS: Mon Tues.. Wed.. Thurs
Sal 11-5. Fridays 11-9
Closed Sundays— by
ADPO,ntMen( Only
,
./..N 1-11

0 PI

Vied us at Booths 40-41-42.43
at the Detroit National

-,AR{ YOU TIRED OF STIFF

SCRATCIIING 'PETTICOATS ? (tvieN
Join the Lovers of the

A/04,/ L 00/4c— . . .

ARE!
in a

Feminine
Floating Nylon Chiffon Petticoat with 100 yds. of Super Soft Ruffle on
Bottom
Flowing with Body to
Flatter You and
Add $2.00 Shipping
Feel Great!!!

34.98

S-20" M-211/2 " L-23" XL-24"
White, Red, Brown, Mint, Yellow, Navy, Lt. Blue, Lt. Pink, Peach, Orange
CT residents add tax
XL & Multi Pastel— Add $2.00
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THE CALLER NOTE SERVICES
Callers Note Service from Southern
California listed ideas from a recent Cal.
Golden Seminar: "If you will call a flutter
wheel and then a lead right equivalent,
this will equal a square thru. From a
static square, this would give a Box 1-4.
Lead right equivalent plus call swing
thru, boys run, bend the line, will produce a zero line. Lead right equivalent
plus call curlique, walk and dodge, partner trade will produce a zero line.
Santa Clara Valley Notes remind us
that the Plus 1 and Plus 2 levels are now
a single Plus level. The thinking behind
this is that a bigger step from MS to the
next destination level will cause more
dancers to remain at the MS level. In
support of this, Callerlab recommends
that dancers dance at the MS/QS level
ALAMO PALMS
Mobile Home & R.V. Park
1341 W. Bus. Hwy 83
Alamo TX 78516
Ph. 512-787.7571
Nationally Known
Squaredance
Caller & Instructor

for a year before moving up. In areas
where there is now a strong Plus 1 level,
some tough decisions must be made.
The small difference between the
previous Plus 1 and the new Plus level
means most will probably learn the calls
necessary for dancing at the Plus level.
In areas where the mainstream is currently at Plus 2, the combination will
have less effect, at least for the immediate future. In areas where MS/QS is
the mainstream, the new Plus level
should serve as a significant buffer be
tween MS and Advanced.
We don't often quote from Jim
Hilton's Caller's Gazette from Concord,
California, partly because it is only an
occasional (rather than monthly) publication and partly because it may not be

Presenting
RALPH SILVIUS

ALAMO R.V. PARK
W. Expressway 83
Alamo TX 78516
Ph. 512.787-8221

RED BOOT
Recording Artist
Member of Callerlab

Calling all levels— Beginners, MS, QS, Plus 1 and Plus 2, A-1 and A-2
Both parks offer large air-conditioned recreation halls for your comfort, plus
swimming pool & spa, shuffleboard, pool hall, bingo, arts & crafts, ballroom dancing, etc. We are within minutes of Old Mexico, Padre Island. Fishing in the gulf
waters, numerous golf courses and other activities.
Our Roundance Instructors are Super! With over
twenty years of experience in teaching and cueing, their program includes beginners, easy level.
intermediate and international.
Winter season runs OCTOBER to the end of
APRIL.
Note!! Ralph is available for calling dates May 1
to Sept. 30. Write Alamo Palms address or phone
512-581-1650.
Clark & Singe! McDowell
American Squaredence, August 1982
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IN AUGUST
We all at Prairie-Mountain-Desert thank you all
for the great response given our labels. Have a great summer!

PRAIRIE STAFF CALLERS

AL HORN

JOHNNIE SCOTT CHUCK DONAHUE DARRYL LIPSCOMB
KENNY MANN
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

MOUNTAIN STAFF CALLERS

EDDIE MILLAN

MARK CLAUSING

DEAN FISHER

TOM TRAINOR

VERN REESE

ALSO RECORDING ON MOUNTAIN AS ARTISTS

•••••••••••••••••••••
DESERT STAFF CALLERS

GARY HORN & KAREN REYNOLDS

NEW STAFF CALLER NEW STAFF CALLER

RANDY BALDRIDGE
Joplin, MO.

PR

TROY RAY
N. Richland Hills, TX

Prairie-Mountain-Desert Recordings
1170 2nd Street, Penrose CO 81240

owned and produced
by Donna Horn

kr

ART TANGEN

303-372-6879

music production
by Kelly Bryarly

BILL REYNOLDS
Independence MO.
ALSO RECORDING ON
DESERT AS ARTIST

Balance Productions
Recording Studio, Denver

111111I11111111111111111111IIIIIIMIIMMIM1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111M1111111111111111111111I111111111111111
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Nobody else can show you Hawaii
the way we can....
•

join
Pat and Kim
Barbour
a nd
Dave and Nita
Smith

—
Ode
ch.“7
4(

I

February 20
M 6,
March 4, 1983
FOR THE VACATION

^MN.

OF A LIFETIME
FOR FREE COLOR BROCHURE
SEE THE BARBOURS OR SMUR,-.
OR WRITE:
PAT BARBOUR
189 APRIL POINT NORTH
MONTGOMERY. TEXAS 77356

AMERICAN HAWAII CRUISES

7*

RFD M2 Rt. 7
St. Albans VT 05478

MOM Trembly

TNT172 MENTION MY NAME IN SEATTLE by Gene Trimmer
TNT173 STALLION GREY (Patter) by Mike Trombly
INT174 LITTLE BIT OF COUNTRY. RD by Dave Fleck
TNT175 WROTE ME A LETTER by Hank Hanks
z
TNT176 WALK RIGHT BACK '81. RD by Ted May
TNT177 STRAWBERRY BLONDE by Wynne Mahler
TNT178 JUANITA JONES by Mike Trombly
TNT179 LET IT SNOW. RD by Stan Bieda
TNT180 ROGER TWO STEP, RD by Gene Trimmer
TNI181 WALKIN• CHA CHA. RD by Vern Porter
TNT182 THE MATADOR by Hank Henke
TNT183 LOVE IN YOUR HEART by Jack O'Leary
TNT184 ALPINE HOEDOWN/EXPRESS HOEDOWN
TNT185 JOURNEY by Hal Petschke
TNT1B6 MY BEST TO YOU, RD by Bill Kansorka
TNT187 SWINGING DOWN THE LANE. RD by Betty Mueller
TNT IBA ROW ROW ROW oy Ai Brundage
TNT189 IF I WERE A RICH MAN by Ken Crowley

quite in the category some think of as a
Callers Note Service, but this excerpt
which also appeared in the Callerlab
Guidelines for April, is certainly worthy
of wider exposure:..."In the face of what
many dancers seem to be saying, how
can some leaders continue to rush
dancers from beginning classes through
Mainstream into Plus, and often on to
bowling or bridge in the space of twelve
months or less? Why do many leaders
continue to condone the kind of teaching where dancers are never shown a
back-to-back do-sa-do and are barely exposed to the proper execution of many
other basics? Why do leaders continue
to tolerate (in some cases, even encourage) the hip bumps, the waist swing
instead of the do-sa-do, the dishrag
grand squares, the jerks (physical and
human)...which destroy good flow and
timing and contribute to rough, uncomfortable dancing? Dancers, at least
those who answered the (LEGACY)
survey, seem to be saying, 'Enough,
already!!' Amen."
John and Evelyn Strong in SDDS from
Salinas, California, pass on a good summer suggestion: Why not consider using
Bob Bennett
Owner &
Producer
2111 !crest
Valdosta GA
31601
TB217 BLUE EYES CRYIN' IN THE RAIN— Bud
TB218 WORKIN ON THE MUDDY MISSISSIPPI LINE— Tommy
1B220 WHEN THE CALLER PACKS HIS CASE— Mike
TB221 I'LL FLY AWAY— Bob
TB222 WITHOUT LOVE— Stan Russell
TB223 RAISIN' CAIN IN TEXAS— Bob Bennett
HOEDOWNS
TH523 FOGGY MT BREAKDOWN/THUNDERBIRD JUMP
TH512 SHINE, SHINE. SHINE/MYSTERY TRAIN
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oy
Dave Fleck
Al Brundage

Ken CrOW:e'l

Gene Trimmer

the summer months in reviewing for all
your dancers, especially the just recent
graduates, the QS list? All too often, in
our desire to get newer dancers ready
for graduation and club dancing, we skip
some or all of the QS, or at best expose
rather than teach these basics. Summer
is a good time to review them and give
all a chance to get familiarized before
moving on to the Plus lists this fall.
Don Pfister, in NCR from San Diego,
suggests that Callerlab choose QS
experimentals that can't easily be called
directionally, such as coordinate. He
suggests load and anything as an example of one that can be called directionally. He urges that Callerlab consider
grand spin as a quarterly, since many
dancers still request the (good old)
"Grand Colonel" so often.
Just by coincidence, the first five note
services this month all come from
California. So let's go east, coast to
coast, and pick up a Connecticut one
(News 'n Notes) to balance the ledger a
bit, and next month we'll get to the "inbetweeners."
A new call idea getting exposure In
Continued on Page 75
9

Stan Russel.

Art Springer

Tommy Russell

Chuck Meyer

COMING SOON
Little Bundle of Southern Sunshine
If You Just Win One Time
She Thinks I Still Care
Morning Sky
Mike Se3st,—
Bud Whitten
You Can Bet Your Heart on Me
If anyone is having trouble obtaining Thunderbird Records,
please contact the company

American Squaredance, August 1982

Hiqtky CLUB JACKETS
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CUSTOM PRINTED for YOU !

As iew as 6. 5 Colors 4 Sizes
WRITE US FOR INFORMATION

manufactur•cl And printed In U It A.

cylICGOWANS
DATE-LINE, Continued
Mills. Art Seele. Steve & Blanche Antoiich Write Penny Barth.
1800 Fulton Ave Springfield OH 45505

Pennsylvania— 111h Labor Day Festival. Fairgrounds. Clearfield.
Jack Hague. Sept 3-6 Write Jack Hague, 8275 Remington Dr
Pittsburgh PA 15237

Ohio— Labor Day Festival. Salt Fork Park. Cambridge. Sept. 3-6.

P.O.BOX 1967
IIIIINKAT0,111N 56001
South Carolina— Myrtle Beach Ball. Cony Center. Tony Okendine.
Jerry Story. Larry Letson, Harold & Judy Hoover, Jack & Genie
Whetsell. Bill Nichols, Write B. Harrelson. 419 Hawthorne Rd
Lancaster SC 29720.

Arizona— Rim Country Festival. Sept 10-11, Payson: Joe Varelli,
Alex Nagy John & Shirley Steele Write Zane Grey Twirlers. 811
N Easy SI . Payson AZ 85541.

Johnny Jones. Ror Libby. Ray & Bea Dowdy Write PO Box 3176.
Kingsport TN 37664.

South Dakota— State Festival. Ellsworth AFB, Sept. 10-11. Write

Alberta— • 14th Convention, Edmonton. Sept 3-5 Write Jack &

Minnesota— Shindig 82. Duluth. Sept 10-12. Jerry Haag, Ken

Marie Balfour. 10812-154 St.. Edmonton Alberta. Canada

Bower Mike & Diana Sheridan. Write Shindig. PO Box 6472.
Duluth MN 55806

Wisconsin— Labor Day Weekend. Fease's Shady Rest Lodge.
Rhinelander, Johnny Toth. Rosemarie & Elmer Elias. Sept. 4-6.
Write E. Elias. 1571 S 57th St . West Allis WI 53214.

Oregon— 20th Jamboree & Callers College. Wallowa Lake, Joseph

Bruce Phillips, 9684a Cleveland. Ellsworth AFB SD 57706

Georgia— 18th Fall Roundup. Bell Audit . Augusta: Sept. 11: Jim
Wood. Gabby Baker, Dewey & Lib Parnell Contact Dan Martin, 422
Kemp Or Augusta GA 30909

Write Vaughn & Jean Parrish. RI 2 Parrish Rd . Berthoud CO
80513
New Hampshire— Fall Dance Camp. The Inn at East Hill Farm.
Troy. Sept 7-12. Dick Leger. Ralph Page. Conny Taylor. Yves
Moreau. Joe Wallin, Contact Ada Page. 117 Washington St.. Keene
NH 03431

FOR
CLOGGING!
It you're not a-cloin' it with Leo's
Clogs...you're just not adoin' it!"
Leo's Clogs are specially designed
for that foot loose and fancy free
feeling when you're clogging.
They're made of supple. durable
patent leather uppers with rugged
11/4" heels and strong soles. Only $20
pair, in White or Black Medium sizes
4 to 10: Narrow, 6 to 10. For that extra
sound to the call, add Stereo II double
action Toe Taps, with Jingle Heel Taps.
Call or write for the name of the dealer
nearest you.

V

I: A leader in dancewear since 1924.
2451 North Sacramento, Chicago, Illinois 60647
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CALLING ALL CALLERS!
You MONO
A Break!

While others are price increasing due to (inflation) cost of raw
materials, KRC Electronics is offering a $10.00 factory rebate
during the month of August on any Sound Loft speaker purchased from a dealer or ordered from Sound Loft in August.

Our Most Popular
"The Westerner" SL-80

OFFER GOOD ON
"The Westerner"
"The Tall Caller"
The Mini Atte
"SL-200X Twin Column"
(By special order)

518500 plus p/p cost
61800 plus p/p cost
195by plus p/p cost
$325w plus p/p cost

Once you've seen, heard and used Sound Loft speakers, no
other will do. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
To receive your rebate, simply send proof of purchase to:
KRC Electronics, P.O. Box 6082, Akron, OH 44312
If ordering direct from Sound Loft, 910.00 can be discounted
from price.
Offer expires Aug. 31, 1982

Souitti
All The Sound You'll Ever Need

For a Real Sound Deal Write Us, or: Twelgrenn, Bath, OH;
Palomino, Minneapolis. MN: A&S Square, Warner Robbins, GA:
Stan Burdick; or contact your dealer of Sound Loft Products.

632 CANTON ROAD AKRON OHIO 44312

KALOX- Feted-Longhorn

John Saunders

NEW ON KALOX:
K-1269 MOLLY BROWN/SEASHORES OF OLD MEXICO
Instrumentals only— Two all-time favorites
K-1270 ROSETTA, Flip/Inst. by Billy Lewis
K-1268 BOYS NIGHT OUT, Flip Inst. by Billy Lewis
K-1267 SHE'S BACK, Flip Inst. by Harper Smith
K-1266 THE STORY OF YOUR LIFE IS IN YOUR FACE, J. Saunders
NEW ON LONGHORN
LH-1036 HEART OVER MIND, Flip/Inst. by Josh Frank
LH-1035 LOVE POTION NO. 9, by Josh Frank
LH-1034 IF YOU KNEW SUSIE, by Guy Poland
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO:
B-303A SWINGING OUT, Two-step by Bill & Jean Filbert
1st Band, Music Only: 2nd Band, Cues by C.O. Guest
13-3038 HEY TEDDY, Two-step by Bill & Virginia Tracy
1st Band, Music Only: 2nd Band, Cues by Bill Tracy
B-302 PRIMROSE LANE/TINY BUBBLES
NEW SQUARES ON CROW RECORDS..
C-002 OKLAHOMA HILLS, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson
C-001 CALENDAR GIRL, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson

In•." r- an.

KALOX RECORD CO.
2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite TX 75150
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UNDERLINING, Continued
this and other note services is dixie spin
chain thru by Dick Bayer (author of track
two). Following is the definition and examples:
From facing all Dixie style to an ocean
wave, centers cast V., two middle
centers trade, four centers cast 3/.. Ends
in parallel waves. Can also be called
from a starting double pass thru position.
Zero lines: right and left thru
Dixie spin chain thru, boys cross run
Girls trade, recycle, pass to the center
Centers square thru 3/4 , left allemande....
Zero box, slide thru, right and left thru
Dixie spin chain thru, girls circulate two
Boys trade, slip the clutch
Left allemande

%4N
14.
1

All ASD features are copyrighted.
Write for permission to reprint.

Bob Vinyard
(;) 253 W Covered Bridge Cl
)
Fenton MO 63026
(314) 343-5465
()
) BOB:
0 JP108 MATADOR
RH)/ SHE BELIEVES IN ME
JP106 HEARTBREAK MOUNTAIN
JP105 I DON'T KNOW WHY
JP104 SOMEONE IS LOOKING
JP103 SELFISH
JP102 RHYTHM OF RAIN
, JP101 BLUE MOON OF KENTUCKY
6 JP401 TENNESSEE SUNSHINE
(with Joe)

ENCORE, Continued
"Back To School"— Training and help
for callers is one of the most urgent
needs of our activity. What is a caller's
school and what should it accomplish?
Now that schools, clinics and colleges
are becoming more prevalent and
available, the "students" must be selective, assuring themselves that their
"teacher" has the knowledge they want
and the skill to impart it to others. Every
caller has something to learn from a
caller with more experience or a fresh
outlook. Take another look at your
caller's association programs and the
next school or college in your area— it's
fun to learn more about square dancing!

Bob Ruff, California, headliner of
Callers Seminars at the National in Des
Moines and unofficial "Doctor of Better
Beginner Classes," is responsible for
this pertinent quote, "Learning is
painless when fun is used as an
anesthetic."

RECORDS
Joe Porritt
NEW RELEASES:
1616 Gardiner Lane Sum:
JP110 FOR ONCE IN MY LIFE— Bob
Louisville KY 40205
(502) 4592455
JP210 BLOW UP THE T.V.— Joe
JP503 SUNSHINE/MOONSHINE. Hoedown
JP109 SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS— Bob
JOE:
JP208 FRIDAY NIGHT BLUES
JP209 COUNTRY WASN'T COOL— JOB

(?)HOEDOWNS:
() JP501 JOPAT/JOLEE
O JP502 COUNTRY CAT/CITY SLICKER
(Both excellent for clogging)

COUNTRY/WESTERN
JP1000
ONE DAY AT A TIME/
GOD MADE LOVE
(Susan Tomes)

ROUNDS:
JP301 ALL OF ME— Loehrs
JP302 NO LOVE AT ALL— Loehrs

American Sguareaance, August 1982

1),

JP207 LOVE HAS MADE A WOMAN
OUT OF YOU
JP206 I FEEL BETTER ALL OVER
JP205 I DON T DRINK FROM THE RI'
JP204 GONNA HAVE A BALL
JP203 ALL AT ONCE IT'S FOREVER
JP202 TULSA TIME
JP201 WHEN YOU SAY LOVE
fj
C
JP1977 ALL I EVER NEED IS YOU
JP402 FOUR IN THE MORNING
fj
(with Bob)
Joe— Booking New England area
September 1983 8 1984
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St. Augustine FL: Feb. 8. Hayes & Vi Herschler ( 1/2 )
Key West FL; Feb. 9, Don & Marguerite Wiley
Naples FL; Feb. 10, H Williams. Russ Barber
Mission TX; Feb. 19. Dean & Peg Robinson ('rl
Augusta GA; Feb. 23, Dan & Mary Martin
Bowden (Carrollton) GA; Feb 24. Jimmy Moore
Stone MI. GA; Feb. 26, Jack & Fran Line ( 1/2 )
Columbus OH; March .6, Roberta & Dick Driscoll
Plainwell MI: March 16. Howard & Juanita Cowles
Carlsbad, NM; March 18, James & Thelma Lowery
Los Alamos NM; March 19, Bob & Marilyn Gill
Alamogordo NM; March 20, Ron & Viv Gilsdorf
Springfield, MO; March 23. Bob & Mona Carmack
Altoona. PA; April 7. Julia McIntire
Torrington WY; April 10, Ed & Phyllis Spurgeon
Sidney. NE: April 11. Mal & Shirley Minshall
Ruskin NE; April 12, Elliot Kruitzfield
Minden NE; April 13. Elliot Kruitzfield
Sargent NE; April 14, Verla May
Charleston WV; April 20, Erwin Lawson
Cincinnati OH; April 21, Gene Record, Reggie Korto
Parkersburg, WV; April 22, Keith & Karen Rippeto
Tifton GA; April 22, Ed & Wilma Hawkins
Jackson TN; May 10, Ray & Bettye Hopper
Nashville TN; May 11, Gary Kincade
Madison SD; May 16, Geraldine Fischer (1/2 )
Rapid City, SD; May 17, Bruce & Carol Phillips
TH.Cilles, TNIVA: June 5. (tent.)
Kilgore, TX; June 18. Tim Tyl (1/2 )
Broadalbin NY; July 29, Fay Barber

SaURRE ORNCE
SUBSCRIPTION DANCES
Wilmington NC; Sept. 3, Howard & Alice Worthington
Pekin IL; Sept. 10, Dean & Sharon Larimore
Johnstown PA; Sept. 12, Richard Knavel
Berea (Cleveland) OH; Sept. 13, Lou & Al Jaworski
Anderson SC; Sept. 17, Doyle McGaha
Wausau WI; Sept. 22, Bob & Pauline Holup
Park Forest (Chi) IL; Oct. 4, Donna & Duane Rodgers
Wyoming MI; Oct. 5, Joanne Humbarger
Raleigh NC: Oct. 8, Martha Derbyshire
Belleville IL; Oct. 15, Joe & Marilyn Obal
Ogallala NE; Oct. 17, (aft.) Bernard Beckius
Columbia SC; Oct. 29, Barbara & Laverne Harrelson
Monroe LA; Oct. 30, Tom & Dawn Perry (1/2 )
Toledo OH; Oct. 31. Jack & Lil May
Berlin PA; Nov. 21 (aft.), Roy & Ruth Romesburg
London, Ont; Nov. 26, Ken & Mary Brennan (1/2 )
Deerfield FL; Jan. 2, Jerry & Pat Seeley
Gainsville FL; Jan. 3, Paul & Amanda Greer ( 1/2 )
Zephyrhllls FL; Jan. 6, Bob & Dee Barnes
Jacksonville FL; Jan. 14, Eddie & Ann Milian
Virginia Beach VA; Jan 21. Contact to be named
Rosewell WV; Jan 22, Bob & Colleen Boswell
Mt. Sterling IL; Jan 30 (tent.)
Citrus Springs FL; Feb. 3, Art Larimer (1/2 )
Gulfport MS; Feb. 4, Bruno Trujillo
Altha FL; Feb. 5, J. Paul & Edith Griffith
Sebring FL; Feb. 6, Max & Pat Newgent
Orlando FL; Feb. 7. John & Linda Saunders 11/2 1

NOTE Stan calls at all dances unless otherwise
noted Write this magazine for info on how YOU
can sponsor a NO-RISK ASD Subscription Dance.

RUFFLED FORMAL SHIRT
For Square Dancing Elegance
PERMANENT PRESS

$2498

Made by
Lion of Troy

Colors, 04 Lilac, 13 Maize, 23 Mint, 38 Blue.
50 Red, 51 Pink. 61 Apricot. 70 White
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED'
•
Send Check
or Money
Order to
P.O. BOX 26
AVON LAKE, OH. 44012
Please add $2 00 shipping charge per shirt
Sorry, no C 0 D 's Ohio residents add 5% sales tai

Neck Sizes
Color

Sleeve

32 33
.34-35
37
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S

M

L

XL

Name
Street
City

State

Zip
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by Mary Jenkins
Animals and the Origins of Dance
by Steven Lonsdale
ordered mating behavior. They appear to
"The purpose of this book is to indance in the manner of a quadrille:
troduce the reader to a little known
aspect of dance in ancient and ethnic
scores at a time line up in antithetic
cultures through animal myths, lore, and
rows, advance, bow to one another,
art. The myths, many of which fall into
withdraw, exchange partners, and
folkloric category of 'origin myths,' inrepeat the sequence until pairs locked in
cidently shed light on the origin of all
embrace withdraw to mate. These and
dance. Since the creators of these
other rituals not only serve to perpetuate
animal myths and dances are the peothe species, but also demonstrate, in
ple, an organization of the material
their stately and elaborate attention to
around the seasons of life from birth to
arrangement, the same passion for order
found in the choreography of folk dances.
death suggested itself. Death, the final
"It can be said," according to the
season, is followed by a survey of four
author, "that the configuration and
major animal figures in the dance: dog,
rhythmic regularity found in the behavior
cat, horse, and bird."
Chapters within this 192 page book
of certain animal species do correspond
closely to our notion of an ordered
are: I— Prologue: Animal Shapes and
choreography. Yet, however graceful or
Rhythms, II— The Waters of Birth: Fish
structured its movements are, the dancand Snake, III— The Ovens of Youth: Ining animal is severely restricted by comitiation and Puberty Dances, IV— The
parison with man, who can impose a
Choreography of the Hunt, V— Dances
seemingly infinite array of rhythmic patof Courtship and Mating, VI— The dancterns and shapes on his dances. Man is
ing Animal as Guardian, Healer and
the supreme dancer."
Helper, VII— Choreographers of Earth
If you don't want to spend $17.95, get
and Sky: Fertility Dances, VIII— The
the book from your library, but do read
Final Season: The Dance of Death, IX—
it! The next time you hear the call yellow
Dances of Dogs and their Wild Cousins,
rock or stack the wood, or you see eight
X— The Royal Sun: Feline Dances, XI—
dancers go to the center of a square,
Horses Dance, XII— Flight: The Dances
bend forward, rear back and shout
of Birds and the Epilogue: The Dance of
"Thank you," stop and think about which
the Butterfly. There is also a good
chapter describes these actions!
bibliography and complete index.
Published by Thames & Hudson Inc.,
In the first chapter one reads: "The
500 Fifth Ave., New York NY 10110.
stilt birds have the most impressive and

YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS
Wet the decal and transfer to desired surface
MINIMUM ORDER 10

THE MARES COMPANY
6061/2 W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign, Illinois 61820
American Squaiedance. August' 1982

LESS THAN 100 — 60t
100 OR MORE — 45c EACH
Send three 20c stamps for catalog
on badges, stickers, accessories, etc.
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
CALLERC
eirlIPIES BOOKS AVAILABLE ARE
EASY SING-A-LONG CALLS
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP...
CALLER CLINIC
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS..
SET-UP AND GET-OUT
MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING..
PLUS ONE AND TWO
.
MODERN CONTRA DANCING.
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE
WINDMILL SYSTEM
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING
WHEELING AND DEALING. .
HOEDOWN HERITAGE ..
MATCH A MELODY
MODERN MODULE MODE
ALLEMANDE LEFT with the
Mentally Handicapped
SOLO DANCES
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE
SOUNDING THE HALL
TEACHING CLOGGING.
S/D STYLING
PARTY LINE
EASY LEVEL
Inquire about Quantity Prices

53.00
53.00
56.00
56.00
56.00
51.00
53.00
53.00
53.00
53.00
53.00
54.00
53.00
53.00
54.00
S3.00
55.00
57.00
Si 00
53.00
S7 00
54.00
$6.00
S6.00

CLIP ART I
CLIP ART II
CLOGGING
THE FUNNY WORLD OF SQUARE
DANCING (Cartoons)
ABC 'S OF ROUND DANCING
SHOW & SF( I 5/0

DIPLOMAS
SQUARE DANCE
ROUND DANCE
CLOGGING

S3 00
S4 00
S4 00

S4 00
51000
sa 00

15c 100—S12 00
15c. 100—S12 00
15c: 100-512.00

PROMOTIONAL FOLDERS

511 00

IN-forms (guides. helps)
35c/1
(Ask for complete list & quantity prices)
POSTAGE
S1-4.99.S100 pstg
55.9.99 Si 50 pstg
SIO & up S2 00 pstg

ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 488
HURON OH 44839

301101:2MMIZEICIOCCUCK.V.4:::*ESCCE:40
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To laugh often and much; to win respect of intelligent people
and the affection of children; to earn the appreciation of honest critics
and endure the betrayal of false friends; to appreciate beauty;
to find the best in others; to leave the world a bit better,
either by a healthy child, a garden patch or a redeemed social condition;
to know even one life has breathed easier because you lived,
THIS IS TO HAVE SUCCEEDED.
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119 Allen Street
Hampden, Mass. 01036
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Nylon Ruffles

boare-Dancers

Send $1.00 for Catalog
Refunded on First Order

IOU yards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is
used to trim this very full three skirt nylon
-horse hair - bouffant This is not only a
very durable. but beautiful garment fleasy
elastic ssoistline is double stitched for comfort and long wear
Purple/Purole Ruffle
Black/black ruffle
White/White rulfle
Hot Plnk/Hot Plnk Ruffle
White/Blue Ruffle
White/Green ruffle
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Pink, Blue & Yellow
While/Multi-colored ruffles
Red. White. Navy
Red/Red ruffles
Soft Pink/Soft Pink Ruffles
Yellow/WYellow ruffles
Blue/Blue ruffles
Brown/Brown ruffles
Orange/Orange ruffles
Small, medium & large
Sizes:
Length: 19" 21" 23"
Please give waist size & length desired

$25.00

Handling
$2.00 each

"IT'S JUST AS GOOD AS A..."
How many times have you heard someone comparing his product to an industry leader?
At Halpo, we're used to having people compare their products to ours. We've been an
industry standard for years.
We are flattered that people compare themselves to us. but for you, the buyer, that flattery doesn't get you any place when you purchase a "Just As Good" that doesn't hold up or
do what it is supposed to do.
There is only one "Mitt' Mite Speaker," the one proven in years of use by local and national callers like Cal Golden and Tony Oxendine. They did not accept a "Just as Good:"
don't you!
Insist on the industry standard "Mitt' Mite Speaker."

MITY MITE
/PEAKER

HA LPO 111DLUTRIEf
woRKinG MR R /Duni) FUTURE
5865 fIGIVIL DR. MLUMBUi OH. 11227
614 817 7235
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Thanks to Al Donahue (ME)
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"It's the latest
gimmick formation—
Grand Rubik..."

SUPREME AUDIO
The Best Sound Column You Can Buy!
S-40
Price $175.00 plus Shipping
Price $275.00 Plus Shipping
S-80
S-80 (Model 2).... Future Price of 5375.00
plus Shipping
Si 00
Speaker Cords

For Information. Call or Write
BOB & SHIRLEY VINYARD
(314) 343-5465
(314) 343-1703
Vinyl Covers Available — Write for Prices

SUPREME AUDIO
253 W. Covered Bridge Ct.,
Fenton, Missouri 63026

On Saturday afternoon. the attendance figure for the
Detroit National Convention swelled to 18,003. (Final
figures may be slightly higher.) As Bud Goldsmith,
general chairman, remarked at the Press Breakfast,
"We'll be small, but we'll be great!"
Granted, the number of dancers attending the 1982
National Square Dance Convention was smaller than for
recent conventions, but the same enthusiasm and spirit
that pervades every national meeting were in evidence.
Michigan, of course, had more dancers than any other
state— 7868, with Ohio second at 1662 and Illinois third
with 1236.
We'll be the first to admit that this is an editorial account of the convention. As always, our comments are
limited by what we participate in and what we hear from
other attendees. This time, the convention seemed to be
in our backyard, as we loaded our van-load of books for
the two-hour, round-the-lake spin to the Motor City.
We learned a hard lesson right away. In downtown
Detroit you must hire valet service when leaving your
car. In the hotel parking garage, ours was picked for a
hundred dollar vandal job even before opening day. But
the poor first impression of the metropolis was quickly
countered by happier moments.
The Renaissance Center complex of buildings, including the headquarters hotel, the Westin, where we
stayed, was beautifully conceived— a real architect's
dream— with a series of shops, pools, plants, terraces,
flying escalators, balconies and the world's highest
restaurant on the 70th floor, where we had a superb dinner while rotating over the complete Detroit and Windsor panorama.
The site of the convention, Cobo Hall, was equally
spacious. No hall for dancing or discussing or purchasing was overcrowed. The sound was adequate-to-good.
A few folks complained about tired feet, but small
wonder— they'd just hiked an 18-hole golf course
without the soft turf. Booths selling water-filled insoles
for dance shoes did a flourishing business.
Our own involvements were many. Work at the booth,
Press Breakfast, Smooth Dancing Clinic each day for
two hours, a first-time LEGACY Dancer-Leadership
Seminar which ran two days for two hours, calling
assignments, prompting in the contra hall, a presentation at the Callerlab callers seminar, meeting of the
NASRDS (Suppliers), LEGACY board meeting, a special
dinner to attend and much more.
Dancers had much to choose from— the Parade of
States, the Showcase of Ideas, rounds program, trail
dances, tours, booths, fashion show, the classy performances in the arena by polished exhibition dancing
teams, dancing at all levels from contra to C-2, panels
and clinics and seminars and think tanks. This makes
the National Convention what a convention is supposed
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to be. A real international flavor typified this one, with
neighboring Canadians out in big numbers. Japan, Germany, Saudi Arabia, England, Australia and other countries were represented. With a total of 18,003 registered,
this was not the largest, but not the smallest convention.
Detroit was flaunting a Freedom Festival on the
waterfront that last weekend in June as well as the
square dance activities indogs. An air-water show on
the riverfront was a bonus gntertainment feature for
thousands on Saturday afterf on.
Teens were especially pl tiful at this convention,
May their numbers increase...
The styling clinic, this year called "Smooth and
Uniform Dancing," attracted increasing numbers each
day for the repeat programs. Attendees were treated to a
demonstration of styling and smooth dancing by Dick
Houlton and his Squarenaders, to styling tips disguised
in repartee between Gene Trimmer, his dummy, Roger,
and Stan Burdick. Co-ed heard later that there was some
question about who really was the "dummy." Bill
Packard, caller from Oklahoma, gave his unparalleled interpretation of how not to
uare dance, and Orphie
Easson emphasized good potture and smooth flowing
movement, with style and grap. Ernie Kinney rounded
out the program with a discWssion of relationships of
four couples dancing together in a square.
The Press Breakfast brought together 300 representatives of local media and area square dance editors
from everywhere. Ted Strasser of WJR, whose program,
"Patterns in Music," is widely enjoyed in this area, was
the speaker and shared his collection of bloopers with
the audience. Favors and table decorations were
fabulous— butterflies, mugs, Michigan pines and suncatchers.
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The LEGACY Seminar brought together leaders who
joined in the provocative discussions on both days. The
second day's session was opposite the Fashion Show,
proof that the 40 + attendees were vitally interested in
solving problems in square dancing. Thanks to Chet and
Julia Vetter, Doc and Peg Tirrell, Mary and Bill Jenkins,
Herb and Erna Egender, Dan and Mary Martin, Bob and
Phyllis Howell, who worked with your editors on bringing this new program to the national convention agenda.
After the final shutdown of the ASD booth, at which
we had visited with friends, made new acquaintances
sold many books and subscriptions, handed out hundreds of sample copies, we headed the van for Dearborn
and a special dinner of the Prairie-Mountain-Desert
recording staff hosted by Al and Donna Horn. The Horns
are building a team feeling and a rapport that we are
sure will send their business skyrocketing. The dinner
was highlighted by serious special awards to Renny
Mann and Johnny Scott, and to humorous "medals" to
all the staff artists and their wives. We felt privileged to
be invited as special guests at this fun event.
The weather was cool and mostly beautiful all three
days, marred only by a few sprinkles early one morning.
The streets were choked with people and vehicles most
of the time. Other conventioneers of all kinds were in the
city simultaneously— cloggers mixed with joggers, ping
pong circulators mixed with table tennis fanatics,
salesmen in the hotels and sails-men afloat on the river.
Plaudits to Bud and Helen Goldsmith for pulling
together their committees in spite of difficulties and
hosting a Detroit event that was truly "great!" The 31st
National Convention has entered the annals of square
dance history and all the committee chairmen who
made it a success should be applauded!
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